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Abstract
Humans harbor a complex microbial ecosystem in their intestines. This human gut
microbiota performs essential functions for host health and wellbeing. Disruption, or
dysbiosis, in gut microbiota composition has been directly linked to the pathogenesis of
complex diseases. Understanding the mechanisms behind these links between microbiota and host health and disease states requires predictive, mechanistic computational
models.
Constraint-based metabolic modeling uses manually curated and validated metabolic
reconstructions that constitue a genomically, genetically and biochemically structured
knowledge base of a target organism. These reconstructions can be converted into
mathematical models that allow the in silico prediction of an organism’s phenotype
under given environmental constraints Constraint-based modeling has been successfully
applied to predict multispecies interactions but rarely in the context of host-microbe
interactions. In this thesis, a framework for predicting metabolic interactions between
a host and its gut symbionts was developed. As reconstructions of representative gut
symbionts were lacking prior to this thesis, metabolic reconstructions targeting representatives of the two main phyla in the gut microbiota were manually constructed and
validated. These reconstructions were first applied to predict the metabolic interactions
between a model gut symbiont and its murine host, and, using a combined in silico/
in vitro approach, the metabolic potential of an abundant but poorly studied beneficial
microbe. Subsequently, using nine additional published manually curated reconstructions, a model gut community was constructed in silico. Linking the model community
with a global reconstruction of a human cell enabled the systematic prediction of the
microbes’ potential to affect human metabolism. The in silico approach demonstrated
the gut microbiota’s potential to act as an additional organ from the host perspective.
Moreover, the 11 microbes were joint pairwise in all combinations and mutualistic,
commensal, parasitic, and competitive interactions were investigated on varying nutrient
environments. The potential to engage in mutualistic cross-feeding was species-specific
and predicted to be highly dependent on anoxic conditions.
In summary, using constraint-based modeling, host-microbe and microbe-microbe
metabolic interactions were predicted in a bottom-up, mechanistic manner. The multispecies modeling framework developed in the course of this thesis can readily incorporate any host and number of microbes and will have valuable applications for elucidating
the gut ecosystem and its effects on the human host.

Útdráttur
Í þörmum manna er flókið vistkerfi örvera sem er mikilvægt fyrir heilsu hýsilsins. Sýnt
hefur verið fram á að truflun á samsetningu örveruflóru í þörmunum getur valdið sjúkdómum. Til að skilja undirliggjandi gangverk þessara tengsla á milli örveruflórunnar og
heilsu hýsilsins þarf vélræn, tölvulíkön sem spáð geta fyrir um samspilið. Tölvulíkön af
efnaskiptanetum byggð á afmörkun eru smíðuð handvirkt út frá erfðamengjum marklífveranna, genum og lífefnafræðilegri þekkingu. Þessum efnaskiptanetum er umbreytt
í tölvutæk stærðfræðigrunduð líkön sem geta spáð fyrir um svipfar lífveru í tilteknu
umhverfi. Líkönum af þessu tagi hefur verið beitt með góðum árangri til að spá fyrir um
samspil milli margra tegunda lífvera en hefur sjaldan verið beitt til að rannsaka samspil
hýsils og örvera.
Í verkefni því sem hér er lýst var þróaður rammi til að spá fyrir um efnaskiptasamspil
milli hýsils og örveruflóru hans. Þar sem efnaskiptanet fyrir dæmigerðar samlífisverur í
þörmum voru ekki til staðar í byrjun verkefnisins voru tvö efnaskiptanet af fulltrúum
tveggja helstu fylkinganna í örveruflóru þarma útbúin handvirkt og sannreynd. Líkönum
af þessum efnaskiptanetum var fyrst beitt til að spá fyrir um efnaskiptasamspil örveru
og músarhýsils og, með því að tengja saman tölvulíkan og þekkingu sem fengin var
með ræktun frumna í tilraunaglösum, var spáð fyrir um efnaskiptagetu algengrar lítt
rannsakaðrar en mikilvægrar þarmaörveru. Þar á eftir var byggt flóknara tölvulíkan af
örveruflóru með því að bæta við efnaskiptanetum af níu örverum til viðbótar. Með því
að tengja saman líkanið af örveruflórunni og víðtækt efnaskiptanet af mannsfrumu var
hægt að spá fyrir um áhrif örveranna á efnaskipti í mönnum. Tölvulíkanið sýndi fram
á að frá sjónarhorni mannsfrumunnar er hægt er að líta á gerlaflóruna sem aukalíffæri.
Auk þess voru örverurnar ellefu tengdar saman í pörum á alla mögulega vegu í mismunandi næringarumhverfi og hegðun paranna flokkuð sem samhjálp, gistilíf, sníkilíf eða
samkeppni. Geta örveranna til að sýna samhjálp með því að skiptast á næringarefnum
var bundin við tegund og háð súrefnislausu umhverfi.
Í stuttu máli, þá var sýnt að nota má tölvulíkön byggð á tafmörkunum til að spá með
vélrænum hætti fyrir um efnaskiptasamspil hýsils-örveru og örveru-örveru. Tölvulíkan
með mörgum lífverum, sem hér var þróað og prófað, getur auðveldlega tekið inn hvaða
hýsil og fjölda örvera sem er og mun hafa mikið gildi í að greina vistkerfi þarmanna og
þau áhrif sem það hefur á hinn mannlega hýsil og heilsu hans.
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1 Introduction
Humans harbor a complex ecosystem in their intestines, deemed the gut microbiota,
which consists of thousands of species and over 1014 microbial cells [1]. Its collective
genome, or microbiome, contains 100 to 150 more genes than the human genome [2].
The microbiome contains many functions not present in the human genome, leading
to the view of humans as mammalian-microbial superorganisms [3]. It is now well
established that the gut microbiota has significant impacts on human health and wellbeing. The human gut microbiota performs important functions such as digestion of
otherwise inaccessible nutrients [4], protection against pathogens [5], maturation of
the host immune system [6] and biosynthesis of essential vitamins [7] and amino acids
[8] but has also been directly linked to the pathogenesis of complex diseases [9, 10].
Due to the complexity of the gut ecosystem, the role of particular taxa in the interplay between host and gut microbiota metabolism is still poorly understood. There is
a need to elucidate the metabolic potential of the gut microbiota to affect host health
and wellbeing.
The rise of affordable metagenomic sequencing techniques has brought about valuable insight into the composition of the gut microbiota ecosystem and the functions
encoded in the gut microbiome. More than 1000 species inhabiting the human gut
have been sequenced [11]. As it is not possible to cultivate thousands of species and
their growth requirements are mostly unknown, the metabolic potential of most of
these species is poorly characterized. Worldwide research inititatives such as MetaHit
(Europe) [2] and the Human Microbiome Project (USA) [12] have resulted in large
amounts of data detailling the composition, the inter-individual variation and the genetic repertoire of the human gut microbiome. However, the interpretation of these
enourmous amounts of data is lagging behind the data generation and a complete
understanding of host-microbiota interactions beyong catalogization of species abundances is still lacking. For a systems-level understanding of host-gut microbiota interactions that can elucidate mechanisms and non-intuitive causal relationships between
microbes and host phenotypes, a computational approach is neccessary. The introduction of high-throughput data, which catalogues the genes, transcripts, proteins and
metabolites present in target species, has enabled the construction of computational
network models to achieve an integrative view of a biological system. One networkbased approach that yields in mechanistic, knowledge-based in silico predictions of
a target organism’s phenotype is constraint-based modeling. This method uses manually curated and validated organism-specific reconstructions that are converted into
mathematical models.
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The need for mechanistic, predictive computational models of the human gut microbiota and its metabolic interactions with the host has motivated the work presented
in this thesis. Chapters 2 through 5 are full reprints of four papers in which constraintbased modeling was applied to predicting the metabolic potential of representative gut
microbes and their interactions with the mammalian host. The remainder of Chapter
1 will summarize the available literature on the human gut microbiota and its impact
on the host, the principles of constraint-based modeling and reconstruction curation
and validation, and existing computational models of the gut microbiota. Chapter 1.6.
briefly summarizes the four papers included in this thesis. Chapter 6 provides an outlook on future directions in achieving predictive computational models of host-microbe
interactions and their possible uses for improving human health and wellbeing.

1.1 The human gut microbiota
1.1.1 Diversity of the human gut microbiome
Worldwhile research efforts including MetaHIT [2] and the Human Microbiome Project
[13] have elucidated the composition of the healthy human gut microbiome. In a cohort of 124 Europeans, between 1000 and 1150 species were present and each individual harbored at least 160 species [2]. In healthy human individuals, the gut microbiome is dominated by two bacterial phyla, the Bacteroidetes and the Firmicutes,
which make up more than 90% of the detected phylotypes [14, 15]. Other microbial
phyla found in the human gut microbiome include the Actinobacteria, Proteobacteria,
Fusobacteria and Verrucomicrobia [15]. The Archaea domain appears to be represented by only two major species, Methanobreviibacter smithii and Methanosphaera
stadtmanae [14, 16]. Furthermore, the human gut harbors eukaryotic cells, viruses and
bacteriophages [11]. On the division level, this distribution of the gut microbiome is
consistent between human individuals. On lower taxonomic levels, however (genus,
species, strain), there is considerable variation between humans [17]. For instance,
the most abundant groups on the genus level are Bacteroides (Bacteroidetes phylum),
Faecalibacterium (Firmicutes phylum) and Bifidobacterium (Actinobacteria phylum),
yet their abundance varies greatly between individuals [2, 15]. In fact, even closely
related individuals displayed great variation on the organismal lineage level [18]. It
has been proposed that individuals can be stratified according to their gut microbiota
composition and grouped into three “enterotypes”, which are dominated by the Bacteroides, Prevotella (Bacteroidetes phylum) and Ruminococcus (Firmicutes phylum)
genera, respectively [15]. The enterotypes are mainly driven by dietary patterns [19].
1.1.2 Metabolic potential of the human gut microbiota
The diversity of the human gut microbiota ("who is there") is well-studied. However, it
has become evident that the metabolic potential ("what are they doing") rather than the
composition of the microbiota is shared across human individuals [20]. Thus, the idea
of a “core microbiome” in the form of a set of universally present metabolic functions
has been proposed [20]. To identify these metabolic functions, a human gut gene
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catalogue containing 3.3 million microbial genes was assembled from the microbiomes
of 124 Europeans [2]. The catalogue revealed a core set of around 300.000 microbial
genes present in at least 50% of individuals, which included essential subsystems such
as polysaccharide utilization, amino acid and vitamin biosynthesis [2].
The human gut microbiota has the ability to produce a variety of health-relevant
metabolites that affect a variety of distal host organs (e.g., brain, immune system)
[21, 22]. Due to this vast metabolic potential, the gut microbiota has been proposed
as an additional endocrine organ with a metabolic functional equaling the liver [6, 22].
Many dietary nutrients are co-metabolized by the microbiota and the host. For instance, diet-derived choline and carnitine are converted by the microbiota to trimethylamine (TMA), which is further metabolized to trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO) in
the host liver. TMAO increases arteriosclerosis risk [23]. Plant polyphenols in the diet
are converted by gut microbes into metabolically active products, some of which have
anti-oxidant and anti-inflammatory properties [24, 25]. The gut microbiota also interferes with the metabolism of drugs and other xenobiotics [26]. For example, the gut
bacterium Eggerthella lenta inactivates the cardiac drug digoxin [27]. The sulfonation
of acetaminophen (paracetamol) is reduced by gut microbiota-reduced production of
p-cresol, which competes over the same enzyme with acetaminophen [28].
The microbiota produces significant amounts of the short-chain fatty acids acetate,
propionate and butyrate in a ratio of about 57:22:21, which serve as fuel for colonocytes
and the liver [29]. Gases produced by the microbiota include carbon dioxide, hydrogen and in some individuals methane [30]. Short-chain fatty acids perform important
functions for the host such as energy and carbon sources for the colonic epithelium
(butyrate) and peripheral tissues (acetate and propionate) as well as anti-inflammatory
effects [10]. Furthermore, butyrate modulates the mammalian transcriptome and SCFAs regulate gene expression by binding to G-protein coupled receptors [10]. Minor
carbohydrate-derived fermentation end products that may accumulate under certain circumstances include lactate, formate, succinate, acetaldehyde and ethanol [31, 32]. Accumulation of lactate can cause D-lactic acidosis [31] while accumulating acetaldehyde
and ethanol increase the permeability of the protective intestinal epithelial cell layer
[32, 33]. The products of protein fermentation by the microbiota include branchedchain fatty acids, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, polyamines and indolic and phenolic
compounds [34]. Ammonia and hydrogen sulfide are toxic and disturb host colonocyte
metabolism [34]. Amino acid-derived phenolic and indolic compounds are also relevant for human health. For instance, phenylacetate, which is a microbial product of
phenylalanine, can be further converted to toxic products [35, 36]. The microbial conversion of several diet-derived nutrients including phenylalanine yields benzoic acid,
which is further metabolized to hippurate by the host. Hippurate is implicated in a
variety of disease states [37]. Another function performed by the gut microbiota is the
transformation of bile acids, permitting their re-absorption via the colonic epithelium
[38]. By influencing bile acid metabolism, gut microbes affect host lipid and energy
metabolism with implications obesity and diabetes [9]. Moreover, high bile acid levels
have been linked to colon cancer [39].
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1.1.3 Impact on human wellbeing and disease
The impact of the human gut microbiota on host wellbeing and disease has been recognized in recent years. Both protective and detrimental roles have been linked to
metabolic functions performed by the gut microbiota. On one hand, the microbiota performs such essential functions as maturation of the host immune system, maintenance
of the host epithelium, protection against pathogens [40], extraction of energy from
the diet [41], breakdown of otherwise indigestible carbohydrates [42] and production
of essential vitamins [7] and amino acids [8]. On the other hand, the gut microbiota has
been directly linked to the pathogenesis of diseases including but not limited to type
2 diabetes [43, 44], metabolic syndrome [45], irritiable bowel syndrome (IBS) [46]
and inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) [47]. Moreover, recent findings demonstrate
that the gut microbiota also modulates neurotransmitter availability in the brain with
implications in the pathogenesis of ,e.g., autism [48, 49] and Parkinson’s Disease [50].
The anti-inflammatory effects of microbiota-derived short-chain fatty acids is wellestablished [10]. As a result, intestinal inflammation has been associated with a loss
of butyrate-producing bacteria such as the Clostridium leptum group [51]. Reduced
bacterial diversity is generally believed to be associated with inflammation [51].
The gut microbiota has also been linked directly to the worldwide obesity epidemic
[52], with an estimated 1.4 billion people being overweight of which 500 million are
obese [53]. Many studies have shown a relationship between the gut microbiota and
obesity. Unlike conventional animals, germfree mice are resistant to obesity induced
by a high-fat, high-sugar Western diet [54]. Furthermore, a relationship between obesity and the ratio between the two main phyla Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes has been
repeatedly proposed. Obese mice have been found to have a higher Firmicutes to
Bacteroidetes ratio than lean mice [55]. Weight loss due to restricted calorie intake
or Roux-en-Y gastric bypass in human has been shown to increase the proportion of
Bacteroidetes with a correspondent decrease in Firmicutes [56, 57]. In contrast, other
studies have found no such relation between the Bacteroidetes population and weight
loss in human volunteers [58] or even an increased Bacteroidetes to Firmicutes ratio in
obese subjects [59]. The role of the Firmicutes to Bacteroidetes ratio in the ethiopathogenesis of obesity thus remains unclear.
Dysbiosis in the human gut microbiome has been implicated in the aetiology of
inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD), a group of diseases that includes ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD). Both diseases are characterized by chronic, relapsing intestinal inflammation [51]. An increase of pro-inflammatory, gram-negative
gamma-Proteobacteria has been consistently found in IBD patients [51]. An increased
number of bacteria in the mucosa, in particular adherent-invasive E. coli, has been
linked to CD [60]. The abundant butyrate producer Faecalibacterium prausnitzii has
been repeatedly found to be depleted in CD patients [61, 62], suggesting a protective,
anti-inflammatory rule for this bacterium [63]. Another disease linked to gut microbial dysbiosis is irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), for which an increase in the groups
Ruminococcus, Clostridium, Dorea and Proteobacteria as well as a decrease in Bifidobacterium and Faecalibacterium have been found [51]. Finally, colorectal cancer,
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the third most common cause of cancer mortality, has been linked to the gut microbiota [39]. Microbe-derived short-chain fatty acids and phytochemical metabolites are
thought to have anti-apoptotic effects, while microbial products of protein fermentation, such as ammonia and phenolic compounds, are potentially carcinogenic [39].

1.2 Constraint-Based Reconstruction and Analysis
(COBRA)
1.2.1 The COBRA Approach
At the heart of the Constraint-Based Modeling and Analysis (COBRA) approach lie
accurate, well-structured metabolic reconstructions based on the target’s genome sequence. Such genome-scale reconstructions (GENREs) are constructed in a bottomup manner [64]. The foundation of each mathematical model is a reconstructed network of biochemical reactions that describes the target organism’s metabolism. Such
a metabolic reconstruction has the form of a stoichiometric matrix (S) of size m x
n where the rows represent compounds and the columns represent reactions (m compounds, n reactions). In each column, compounds that are consumed are represented by
-1, while produced metabolites are represented by 1. Non-participating compounds are
represented by zeros [64]. As most biochemical reactions involve only a few metabolites, each realistic metabolic model is a sparse matrix [64] (Figure 1.1). A reconstruction is unique for the target organism, but from each reconstruction one can derive
many different conditrion-specific models. To convert a metabolic reconstruction into
a predictive model, the implementation of constraints as systems boundaries is neccessary. There are three main types of coinstraints which represent the natural constraints
imposed on living cells (Figure 1.1). Physicochemical constraints ”hard” and inviolable. This includes mass and charge conservation, the laws of thermodynamics that
determine reaction reversibility, and spatial constraints that limit substrate and enzyme
availability. Environmental constraints include variable factors such as nutrient availability, oxygen availability and the pH value of the environment. They need to be
set carefully to model a defined experimental condition in silico. Finally, regulatory
constraints are self-imposed limitations on pathway fluxes by an organism to adapt to
evolutionary pressure [64].
The COBRA approach assumes steady state, i.e., the change in metabolite concentration (dx) over time is zero. This is given by
dx/dt = S.v = 0
where S is the stoichiometric matrix of the metabolic network (Sn,m ∈N), which
lists the reactions as columns and metabolites as rows (Figure 1.1), v is the flux vector
containing a flux value for all n reactions and x is the vector representing the concentrations of all m metabolites.
This relationship implies that sum of reactions producing a metabolite i is equal to
the sum of reactions consuming the metabolite i. Thus, as each natural system is mass
and charge balanced, the total sum of fluxes through the systems equals zero [65]. Due
to the steady state assumption, constraint-based modeling does not require parameter
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fitting, a current challenge in dynamic modeling.
A variety of tools for the interrogation of metabolic models have been developed
which are available in the Matlab-based COBRA Toolbox [66]. One can distinguish
between biased and unbiased methods. Biased methods require choosing a biologically
relevant objective function. The flux through such an objective function is then either
maximized or minimized, allowing the prediction of a flux distribution in the network
[67]. Unbiased methods do not require an objective function and instead describe
all steady-state flux distributions in the model, such as sets of reactions that function
together [67]. Flux balance analysis (FBA) is the most broadly used biased method
and as such requires the definition of an objective function, for example the biomass
objective function or growth rate. The flux through the objective function Z is either
maximized or minimized such that
Z= cT v
where c is a vector of weights indicating how much each reaction contributes to the
flux through the objective function Z.
A FBA computation is a linear programming problem. A result, e.g. prediction
of growth rate, is obtained through solving the set of linear equations representing
the biochemical network. Typically, alternate flux distributions exist that lead to the
same optimal solution. Such alternate flux distributions can be identified using flux
variability analysis (FVA), which computes the allowed flux ranges for each reaction
in the model when an optimal solution is achieved (Figure 1.1) [68].
There are five main applications of genome-scale reconstructions: contextualization of high-throughput data, guidance of metabolic engineering, directing hypothesisdriven discovery, interrogation of multi-species relationships, and network property
discovery [69]. A variety of COBRA have been developed to aid these applications
[67]. For instance, tools facilitating the implementation of transcriptomic data, metabolomic measurements, and regulatory networks are established [67]. Well-curated
bottom-up reconstructions thus aid in the elucidation of relationships between experimentally measured data and metabolic reactions and pathways. Techniques as in silico
single or double gene deletions and metabolite or reaction essentiality prediction are
widely applied in metabolic engineering [67]. Such approaches have led to the improvement of biotechnologically relevant strains. Constraint-based modeling can drive
biological discovery through discrepancies between model predictions with experimental data. Through interrogation of a metabolic model, novel biological hypotheses
can be proposed, which can be subsequently validated experimentally. For instance,
automated gap-filling to reconcile false predictions with experimental results led to the
assignment of previously unknown gene functions [70]. COBRA methods used for the
discovery of network properties include the examination of flux loops, optimal pathway usage, metabolite connectivity and pathway redundancy. Such network properties
can yield non-intuitive novel hypotheses.
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Figure 1.1. The Constraint-Based Reconstruction and Analysis (COBRA) approach.
Reconstructions representing a target organism start from a draft reconstruction
generated from the genome sequence, which is then manually validated and curated
against the organism’s bibliome and available experimental data. The curated
reconstruction is converted into a mathematical model in the form of a stoichiometric
matrix while implementing condition-specific constraints, e.g., high-throughput data
or growth conditions such as nutrient availability. Methods for biological predictions
include flux balance analysis (FBA) , flux variability analysis (FVA) and in silico gene
deletion studies.
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1.2.2 Automated and manual metabolic network reconstruction
The COBRA philosophy requires well-curated, bottom-up genome-scale reconstructions (GENREs) as simulation platforms. The process of generating GENREs has
been divided into 96 steps [71]. The first step is obtaining the genome annotation for
the target organism. Next, a draft metabolic network is generated in which the enzymatic functions encoded in the genome sequence are represented as a network with
metabolites as the nodes and reactions connecting them as the edges. Each enzyme is
linked to the reaction(s) it catalyzes in the form of gene-protein-reaction (GPR) associations. GPRs are Boolean logics relating genes (and gene products) to the reaction
using “AND” for enzymes in building a complex and “OR” for isozymes. Typically,
such a draft reconstruction will have gaps or falsely included functions due to missing,
wrong or incomplete genome annotations [71].
To obtain a high-quality reconstruction that captures the metabolic traits of the
target organism, intensive manual curation is still required [71]. A thorough review
of literature on the target organism’s physiology and biochemistry (its bibliome) is
necessary to verify the appropriateness of the included metabolic functions and fill
in network gaps. Other manual curation steps that may be required include the mass
and charge balancing of reactions, the curation of reaction directionalities, the curation of reaction localization to compartments, and the GPR associations. The resulting
manually curated reconstruction is then converted into a mathematical model and subjected to biological simulations. The resulting biological predictions are commonly
validated against the available information from literature, resulting in further curation
and validation of the metabolic reconstruction. At its end, this bottom-up reconstruction process results in a biochemically, genetically and genomically (BiGG) structure
knowledge base for the target organism [71]. The predictive potential of this knowledge base depends on the accuracy an completeness of the genome annotation as well
as the target organism’s available bibliome.
Manual curation is time-consuming and can take six months even for well-studied
bacterial species [71]. To speed up reconstruction development, a variety of tools that
automate parts of the reconstruction process have been developed (Table 1.1). Several resources that generate a fully functional, analysis-ready draft reconstruction from
the genome sequence are now available (Table 1.1). The first published automated
reconstruction tool, Model SEED [72], is a web-based resource that requires an annotated bacterial genome as input. The tool draws on the RAST Annotation Server [73],
automates around 82 steps of the reconstruction pipeline [71] and generates a draft
reconstruction in SBML or Excel format that can be analyzed with COBRA methods.
Another web-based tool, FAME, also generates analysis-ready models, allows editing
existing models and provides an interface for performing simulations [74].
A Model SEED [72] draft reconstruction was used as starting point for a highquality reconstruction for the gut microbe Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron VPI-5482
(Chapter 2, Chapter A.2). An established reconstruction protocol [71] as well as a
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Table 1.1. Available tools for the automation of parts of the reconstruction process.
Automated step

Available tools

Reference

Gap-filling

SMILEY
GapFind/ GapFill

[70]
[75]

Thermodynamic
facts-based assignment
van Bertalanffy
Component contribution
method

[76]

Reaction directionality prediction

[77]
[78]

Reconciling with experimental
gene essentiality data

GrowMatch

[79]

Prediction of reaction content

PathoLogic
AUTOGRAPH

[80]
[81]

Generation of fully functional
draft reconstructions

Pathway Tools
Model SEED
SuBliMinal Toolbox
FAME
RAVEN Toolbox
MicrobesFlux

[82]
[72]
[83]
[74]
[84]
[85]

protocol recommended by the Model SEED creators [72] were followed. This application revealed that while central pathways (e.g., glycolysis, pentose phosphate pathway) were well-represented in the draft reconstruction, species-specific pathways were
poorly accounted for (Chapter A.2). For instance, the microbe is capable of degrading a
variety of plant- and host-derived complex carhohydrates via specialized enzyme clusters deemed Sus (starch utilization system) [86, 87, 88, 89]. The species-specific carbohydrate utilization pathways were reconstructed manually. Moreover, the speciesspecific lipopolysaccharide and capsular polysaccharide composition of the microbe
was not well represented in the draft reconstruction and required manual curation. The
manual curation and expansion significantly improved the predictive potential of the
reconstruction (Table 2.1). This application illustrates that while automated reconstructions facilitate the reconstruction process, they do not accurately capture the known
metabolic potential of well-studied organisms and still require significant human inspection. Steps that were found to require particularly intensive manual curation effort included the incorporation of species-specific pathways and the validation against
physiological data (Table 1.2). Based on this finding, only manually curated, validated
GENREs were used for the work presented in this thesis.
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Table 1.2. Steps in the metabolic reconstruction process that are difficult to automate.
Step

Description

Addition of transport reactions

Annotations for transporters are often not
substrate-specific.
Databases tend to use the most common
compounds or generic reaction classes.
May differ from organism to organism,
particularly for eukaryotic organisms.
Requires experimental data and likely
cannot be automated.
In most cases, this requires literature review
and cannot be automated.

Electron carrier and cofactor
utilization
Reaction localization
Addition of organism-specific
pathways
Comparison with physiological data

1.2.3 Currently available metabolic reconstructions
The constructed of genome-scale metabolic networks became possible with the publication of the first sequenced genome, targeting the pathogen Haemophilus influenzae,
in 1995 [90]. In 1999, the first genome-scale reconstruction for the same organism
was published [91]. The number of published reconstructions has grown exponentially
in the last years, showing a continually growing demand. More than 140 manually
curated genome-scale reconstructions are now available, covering all three domains of
life [92, 93].
Significant efforts have led to the reconstruction of medically important organisms
colonizing human body sites including the gut [94]. Available reconstructed intestinal
bacteria include the probiotic lactic acid bacteria Lactobacillus plantarum [95], Lactococcus lactis [96, 97] and Streptococcus thermophilus [98] as well as the opportunistic
pathogen Helicobacter pylori [99]. Furthermore, several commensal and pathogenic
E. coli strains have been reconstructed [100, 101]. The E. coli K-12 MG1655 reconstruction hasa been continuously expanded and improved, making it the most expansive and well-curated reconstruction with experimental support for 97% of included
genes [101]. Based on the E. coli K-12 MG1655 network, the pathogenic Proteobacteria Klebsiella pneumoniae and Salmonella enterica subsp. typhimurium were reconstructed, the latter in a community effort [102, 103]. However, the phyla dominating
the gut microbiome (Chapter 1.1.1) are poorly represented. Reconstructions targetting
Bacteroidetes residing in the gut were lacking prior to the work presented in this thesis. While several representatives of the Bacilli class in the Firmicutes phylum had
been reconstructed [93], the Clostridia class, which includes important groups such as
the butyrate-producing clusters IV and XIVa [104], was not accounted for [93]. Important gut microbiota functions, such as plant polysaccharide degradation and shortchain fatty acid production, are mainly carried out by the Bacteroides genus of the
Bacteroidetes and the Clostridia class [104]. Moreover, the majority of available reconstructions of human microbes prior to this thesis targeted pathogens [94]. Chapter
2 and 3 of this thesis describe the generation and application of metablic reconstruc-
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tions targeting selected prominent commensal Bacteroides and Firmicutes (Clostridium cluster IV) representatives.

1.3 Experimental gut microbiota models
Elucidating the complex interactions between the host and its gut microbiota requires
well-characterized, predictive models. Established experimental modeling systems include in vitro models [105], ex vivo organ models [106] and gnotobiotic animal models
[107]. The following section briefly describes key applications of in vitro models and
gnotobiotic animal models.
1.3.1 In vitro models
In vitro fermenter models are established tools for studying the interactions between
selected gut microbes. Due to being standardized and reproducible, these models
provide valuable insight into microbial growth dynamics over time [105]. Batch cocultures of selected species have elucidated different routes of cross-feeding between
representative gut inhabitants. For instance, the Actinobacterium representative Bifidobacterium adolescentis and the butyrate-producing Firmicutes Eubacterium hallii
and Anaerostipes caccae were grown in co-culture [108]. B. adolescentis converted
starch and fructooligosaccharides unusable by E. hallii and A. caccae to acetate and
lactate resulting in butyrate production by the latter [108]. In another in vitro model,
the butyrate and hydrogen producer Roseburia intestinalis and the acetogen Blautia
hydrogenotrophica were co-grown [109]. R. intestinalis was stimulated by acetate produced by B. hydrogenotrophica resulting in hydrogen and butyrate production. In turn,
B. hydrogenotrophica consumed hydrogen and thereby enhanced its growth [109].
In yet another study, four species representasting the four main phyla in the gut (B.
thetaiotaomicron, Bifidobacterium longum, E. coli and Clostridium perfringens) were
grown in co-culture [110]. The model revealed the intra-species competition between
different E. coli strains in the context of the simplified gut community [110].
More complex modeling systems have been developed that capture characteristics
of the gut environment such as peristalsis and variations in pH value. The SHIME®
system consists of five reactors simulating the intestinal tract from the stomach to the
colon [111]. After inoculation with a fecal microbiota, the microbial composition was
stable after two weeks and specific for the colonic microbiota [111]. Another fermenter
system, the TIM-2, mimicks the conditions in the proximal colon by simulating peristaltic movement and accounting for removal of microbial metabolites [105]. Recently,
the SHIME® has been expanded by a simulated mucosal environment (M-SHIME) and
can thus also account for the host [112]. The model revealed that butyrate-producing
R. intestinalis and Eubacterium rectale specifically colonized mucins [112]. Another
novel tool, the HMITM (Host-Microbe-Interaction) module, includes an enterocytelike layer, thus allowing for the formation of mucosa-associated biofilms [113]. A
disadvantage of in vitro models is that the metabolic activity and growth of individual
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species is difficult to track. As a result, it is challenging to gain mechanistic insights
on the biochemical level from larger communitiesand many models contain only few
selected species.
1.3.2 Gnotobiotic animal models
Gnotobiotic models are well-established animal models. These animals were raised
germfree and thus lack a microbiota [107]. By selectively colonizing them with a
defined microbiota, the impact of specific microbes on host metabolism can be studied. Selective colonization of germfree mice with the human gut symbiont B. thetaiotaomicron have revealed that this microbe forages on diet-derived polysaccharides and
switches to host-derived glycans when dietary nutrients are scarce [114]. Moreover,
germfree mice have been co-colonized with B. thetaiotaomicron and another gut microbe to study how two microbes respond to each other’s presence. For example, B.
thetaiotaomicron adapted to the presence of the Firmicutes representative E. rectale
by upregulating the expression of its glycan-degrading pathways [115]. In contrast,
E. rectale decreased the production of glycan-degrading enzymes and increased the
expression of amino acid and sugar transporters [115]. Similarly, B. thetaiotaomicron increased the expression of glycan-degrading enzymes to target a wider range of
dietary substrates when encountering the probiotics Bifidobacterium longum and Lactobacillus casei in the mouse gut [116]. The combined presence of B. thetaiotaomicron
and the methane-producing Archaea representative M. smithii resulted in an increase
in host adiposity compared with B. thetaiotaomicron-monoassociated mice suggesting
increased extraction of energy from the diet [117].
The influence of the microbiota on host energy balance of the gut microbiota has
also been demonstrated by transplanting an entire microbiota into germfree animals.
Several studies have shown that transplantation of germfree mice with a microbiota
from an obese donor animal results in increased adiposity [118]. Gnotobiotic animal
models have also elucidated the impact of the microbiota on host tissue maintenance
and inflammatory status. Recently, gnotobiotic rats were colonized with B. thetaiotaomicron and the abundant butyrate producer Faecalibacterium prausnitzii, which
is thought to have anti-inflammatory effects [119]. The two microbes affected host
mucing glycolysation and increased goblet cell differentation, with F. prausnitzii modulating the effects of B. thetaiotaomicron [119].The anti-inflammatory effects of F.
prausnitzii were also recently demonstrated in a diassociated mouse model containing
F. prausnitzii and E. coli [120]. F. prausnitzii had a protective effect against experimental colitis [120].
In summary, gnotobiotic animal models are valuable tools that allow for mechanistic insights into microbe-microbe and host-microbe interactions. A disadvantage of
these models is that germfree animals are expensive, labor-intensive ands difficult to
maintain [118]. Moreover, different hosts have distinct differences in their microbiota
composition and gut anatomy, reducing their value as a model for the human host. For
example, the microbiomes of mice and humans are similar at the phylum levels, but
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phylogenetically distinct at the genus level [118]. Finally, as for in vitro models, the
number of species that can be tracked is limited. Two species in a diassociated animal
model can easily be distinguished based on cell morphology [120], but for a larger
number of microbial species, this is not possible. A complementary computational
approach that can predict the outcome of such cost-intensive animal experiments and
elucidate the contribution of individual microbial species would be of value, which was
part of the rationale for the work presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

1.4 In silico gut microbiota models
Computational models can valuably complement the existing experimental models.
Using in silico approaches, hypotheses can be proposed and subsequently validated in
vitro or in vivo. Established computational approaches include kinetic models, multivariate statistical analyses of metabolomic measurements, topological network models
and constraint-based models. the following section summarizes applications of these
approaches to the gut microbiota.
1.4.1 Kinetic modeling
Kinetic modeling of metabolism represents the modeled reactions as a set of differential equations based on experimentally determined parameters. A mathematical model
of cross-feeding in the gut has been published by Munoz-Tamayo and colleagues
[121]. The model described the interaction between lactate-producing bacteria and
two species that are able to convert lactate to butyrate, E. hallii and Anaerostipes coli
SS2/1 [121]. A more comprehensive modeling approach led to the first kinetic model
of gut microbial community metabolism [122]. The metabolic functions performed by
the microbiota were represented as ten functional groups accounting for group-specific
pathways, substrate preferences and preferred pH range [122]. The effects of taking
out particular functional groups could then be predicted. Overall, kinetic modeling has
the advantage of incorporating experimentally validated kinetic variables, such as pH
value and substrate specificity. However, unlike genome-scale models, kinetic models do not include the genomic information of target organisms. Furthermore, kinetic
mathematical models require experimental parameters and do not allow for an unbiased, steady state-assuming approach.
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Syst Biol Med, doi:10.1002/wsbm.1301, 2015. I was the first author of this publication.
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1.4.2 Top-down host-microbe metabolomics
Top-down systems biology combined with high-throughput metabolomic data has provided valuable insight into the co-metabolism of mammals and their microbiota. The
metabotype, or the metabolic phenotype of a target organism as measured from its
biofluids (e.g., blood, plasma, urine), is commonly measured using nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy or mass spectrometry (MS) [123, 124]. Metabolomic
analyses are untargeted, resulting in the broad quantification of biofluid metabolites, or
targeted, thus accurately quantifying selected metabolites of interest [124]. Untargeted
metabolomics may result in the discovery of novel biomarkers [124]. The interpretation of NMR spectroscopy measurements via multivariate statistical analysis is deemed
“metabonomics” [125, 126]. Common multivariate statistical methods are principal
component analysis (PCA) and partial least squares-discriminant analysis (PLS-DA),
which result in a separation of data points into clusters according to different metabotypes [124]. Statistical analyses may result in the discovery of biomarkers that explain the differences between control groups and clinical states [124]. Metabolomic
measurements can also be mapped onto pathways, for example, through metabolite
set enrichment analysis (MSEA) [124]. MSEA compares metabolomic measurements
with metabolic pathway maps or databases, which can identify upregulated pathways
compared with the control condition [124].
Top-down systems biology approaches have been applied to a variety of human
and animal studies. For example, the metabolic profiles of germfree mice colonized
with human baby flora and conventional mice were compared [127]. This analysis
revealed significant differences in bile acid and lipid metabolism in the host [127].
Another study investigated the effects of probiotic lactobacilli on germfree mice colonized with human baby flora [128]. Probiotic supplement modulated bile acid and energy metabolism and increased the levels of the microbial co-metabolites indoleacetylglycine, phenylacetylglycine, and tryptamine [128]. Probiotics, prebiotics, and synbiotics (the combined application of both) also modulated multiple host organs in another
human bat flora mouse model [129]. Zucker rats are established model organisms of
obesity and type 2 diabetes. Different microbiome compositions and metabolic phenotypes have been found in lean and obese Zucker rats [130]. Several studies have
compared the metabolomes of germfree and conventional mice, revealing that the
microbiota has systemic effects on whole-body metabolism and on biofluid and tissue metabolite profiles [131, 132, 133, 134, 135]. Similarly, antibiotic treatment of
rats altered a wide range of urinary and faecal mammalian-microbial co-metabolites
demonstrating that the gut microbiota strongly impacts a variety of metabolic subsystems [136]. Correlations between mammalian-microbial co-metabolites and certain microbial species have been inferred through multivariate statistical analysis of
metabolomic data. For instance, ten bacteria were shown to be correlated with urinary
metabolites (e.g., lactate, citrate, phenylacetylglutamine, and 4-cresol sulfate) in humans [137]. However, the mechanisms underlying such links between microbes and
host metabolism remain poorly understood.
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1.4.3 Topological network models
Topological network models of the human gut microbiome are constructed based on the
microbiome-wide metabolic gene content, typically with nodes representing metabolites and links representing reactions (Figure 1.2a). Metagenomic data serve as input
for these models, which consider the gut microbiota as a single supra-organism, where
species boundaries and the species origin of genes are ignored. The resulting network
reflects the metabolic potential of the entire gut microbiome and thus represents the
gut ecosystem on a systems level.
Greenblum et al. constructed one of the first topological network models by integrating shotgun metagenomic data from a human microbiome gene catalogue assembled from 124 European subjects by Qin et al.[2] into a metabolic network [138]. This
“metagenomic systems biology” approach revealed topological network differences
associated with obesity and inflammatory bowel disease. For instance, the betweenness centrality, which was defined the proportion of shortest paths passing through a
given node, was determined for each enzyme. Based on this feature, each enzyme in
the network was classified as peripheral, intermediate, or central. Enzymes associated
with obesity and inflammatory bowel disease tended to have low centrality and to be
peripheral rather than central [138]. Another approach based on metagenomic data (the
HUMAnN method) was used to reconstruct microbial networks for seven body sites
[139]. The HUMAnN pipeline is based on short DNA sequence reads, from which the
presence, absence, and abundance of microbial gene families and pathways are computed. From the resulting pathway coverage and pathway abundance data for the seven
body sites, metabolic pathways that are enriched in certain habitats, could be identified. For example, glycosaminoglycan degradation was unique to the gut microbiota
[139]. Yet another modeling framework used 5,026 sequenced samples from 18 body
sites and 239 individuals [140]. The resulting network of 3,005 co-occurrence and
co-exclusion relationships between 197 microbial clades has been constructed using
generalized boosted linear models and correlation and similarity measures (e.g., Pearson correlation). The interactions participated in were clade-specific. For example, the
known co-exclusion of Streptococci and Porphyromonaceae in the subgingival plaque
was captured. The Actinobacteria and Bacilli only formed co-exclusion relationships
with other clades, while pathogenic Treponema and Prevotella co-occurred in the oral
microbiome [140].
To investigate the variable metabolic potential in human gut microbiomes, as well
as links between gut microbes and human drug targets, another study mapped the
gene catalogue published by Qin et al.[2] to the MetaCyc [141] and the KEGG [142]
databases [143]. The resulting metabolic network summarized the metabolic potential
of the gut microbiota. Three distinct clusters of individuals with high, medium, or
low metabolic potential, were identified [143]. Moreover, the microbial network was
overlaid with Recon1, a manually curated reconstruction of human metabolism that
covers the reactions occurring in any human cell [144]. This strategy resulted in an
interactome map of “non-human” microbial metabolites and the human proteome. The
chemical similarities between drug molecules in DrugBank [145] and metabolites in
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the interactome map were compared, predicting that 603 existing drugs could perturb
515 metabolic microbial reactions. Moreover, 18 microbial metabolites overlapped
with known experimental drugs indicating that the gut microbiota acts as a natural
pharmacy [143]. Another supra-organismal network [146] was recently constructed
from the KEGG database [142] based on the genome annotations for selected bacterial
strains reported to be present in the human gut [2]. The resulting network, accounting
for 3,449 reactions, has been used to predict 49 amino acid biotransformation products,
of which 26 were confirmed to be present in the cecal contents of mice. The majority
of the detected metabolites were microbe-derived and/or significantly reduced or absent in germfree mice [146], demonstrating the influence of the microbiota on shaping
the luminal metabolome.
The seed set framework relies on genome-scale reconstructions of individual microbes [147] and a graph theory based algorithm to compute an organism’s metabolic
potential to extract metabolites from the environment. This “reverse ecology” approach
assumes that selection pressure from the environment and the presence of other species
is reflected in the metabolic network of an organism [147]. The seed set method was
applied to 154 species from the human gut microbiota 80 and the metabolic profiles,
competition and complementarity indices for each pair have been computed. The
predicted interactions have been compared with co-occurrence patterns for the 154
species based on their abundances from metagenomic data [2]. Metabolic competition
correlated positively with co-occurrence suggesting that habitat filtering drives microbiome assembly [148]. Taken together, these studies demonstrate the advantages of
microbiome-wide topological networks. Because species boundaries are not accounted
for in most of these studies, topological networks are extensive in scope and present
a global view of the gut microbial ecosystem and its metabolic capabilities. Moreover, they can be easily linked to high-throughput data, such as those obtained through
metagenomic or metabolomic analysis [149]. One shortcoming of not accounting for
species boundaries is that diffusion (or facilitated transport) of almost any compound
in the supra-organismal metabolic network is assumed, whereas, in reality, only a subset of metabolites can be exchanged between species, and their transport often requires
energy, e.g., via ATP-binding cassette transporters [150].
1.4.4 Constraints-Based Multispecies Interaction Models
A growing number of constraint-based modeling efforts have been devoted to developing multi-species models. Unlike the supra-organism approach employed in topological network models, constraint-based models combine multiple species by setting
well-defined species boundaries [94]. Another advantage is that they account for the
genomic and biochemical traits of each included species. Typically, the species are
reconstructed separately and then joined through an appropriate in silico scheme [94]
(Figure 1.2b,c). Moreover, a community objective function must be defined to allow
the optimization of multi-species growth. In a first effort to model microbe-microbe
interactions, the interaction between a sulfate reducer and a methanogen was simulated
using a small-scale model that allowed nutrient exchange through an additional shared
compartment [151]. Simultaneous growth was simulated by fixing the ratios between
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the two microbes [151]. In a more complex modeling scheme, Klitgord and Segre
joined seven microbe reconstructions pairwise in a shared in silico environment, where
each species retained its separate extracellular space [152]. To optimize simultaneous growth, minimal growth of each species was assumed. The interactions between
the pairs were then systematically investigated by simulating different compositions
of minimal media as well as genetic perturbations. Three types of synthetic interactions (mutualism, neutralism, and commensalism) were distinguished [152]. Taffs
et al. developed three modeling approaches integrating microbial groups as guilds
into a consortium [153]. This approach was applied for modeling thermophilic, phototrophic natural communities [153]. Using an approach combining metabolic modeling and in vitro culture, Wintermute and Silver showed that E. coli mutants that are
auxotrophic for amino acids can complement each other’s growth [154]. In yet another
study, Freilich et al. predicted the metabolic interactions between 6,903 bacterial pairs
derived from 118 automated metabolic models [155]. Each pair was grown on an in silico competition-inducing medium. Based on the predicted growth rates, “winners” that
grew faster in co-culture and “losers” that grew slower were identified. Furthermore,
give-take interactions in samples from 59 ecological niches were predicted [155]. In a
first effort to link high-throughput data with metabolic modeling of the gut microbiota,
Shooaie et al. reconstructed three gut microbe species: Eubacterium rectale (Firmicutes), Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron (Bacteroidetes), and Methanobrevibacter smithii
(Archaea) [156]. A co-growth model of the three species was then constructed and
tailored to be condition specific based on transcriptomic data from E. rectale and B.
thetaiotaomicron grown in ex-germfree mice [115].
Various strategies have been applied to overcome the challenge of predicting realistic simultaneous growth in a microbial consortium. For instance, the dynamic multispecies metabolic modeling (DMMM) framework integrates existing metabolic reconstructions and uses dynamic flux balance analysis to predict time-dependent growth
[158]. Multiple microbes can interact through transfer of metabolic products from
one species through the other. However, DMMM cannot directly predict simultaneous
community growth as the biomass objective functions of the included species are independent from each other. Using this method, Zhuang et al. modeled the competition
between two Fe(III)-reducing bacteria in a soil community [158]. Recently, dynamic
flux balance analysis was also implemented into a lattice where a separate optimization
problem is solved in each box [159]. This approach, deemed COMETS (Computation
of Microbial Ecosystems in Time and Space), enables the simulation of spatiotemporal
dynamics of a multi-species microbial community [159]. A community flux balance
analysis approach solves a nonlinear optimization problem to simulate steady-state balanced growth of a microbial community, resulting in the prediction of the individual
species abundances at optimal total community growth [160]. Yet another modeling
framework (OptCom) optimizes multiple objective functions on the community and
single species level [161], thereby predicting community growth. Different types of
interactions, such as commensalism, competition, parasitism, and mutualism, can be
modeled with OptCom. As a downside, OptCom is computationally intensive compared with other frameworks, such as DMMM. OptCom was applied to predicting
the interactions within a phototrophic microbial community [161]. An extension of
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Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of the major network modeling approaches utilized in systems biology analyses of host-microbe
interactions. a) Topological microbiome model. In this approach (e.,g, [138]), the gut microbiota is treated as a single supraorganism
without species-species boundaries, with nodes representing metabolites and links representing reactions. Topological features of the gut
microbial metabolic network, e.g., betweenness centrality (defined as the proportion of shortest paths passing through a node) or
neighborhood connectivity (average number of neighbors of a node’s neighbors) [138] can be elucidated. b) Constraint-based
microbe-microbe model. In a constraint-based multi-species model (e.g., [156, 157], Chapter 5), metabolic reconstructions targeting two
or more individual species are joined in an organism-resolved manner. Multi-species models allow the prediction of cross-feeding and
mutualistic, commensal or competitive interactions between microbial species. The tradeoff between two simultaneously growing microbes
can be computed. c) Constraint-based host-microbe community interaction model. In a constraint-based host-microbe model (Chapter 2,
Chapter 4), a reconstruction of host metabolism is joined with one or more metabolic networks of representative gut microbes. The setup
enables a tractable exchange of host and microbial metabolites and provides outlets for luminal secretion and host secretion into body
fluids (e.g., blood, urine). Hence, the host biofluid metabolome can be predicted (Chapter 4).

this framework (dynamic OptCom), allows for dynamic modeling and the inclusion of
substrate uptake kinetics [162]. Recently, OptCom was also applied to modeling the
interaction between two gut microbes, the Firmicutes representative Faecalibacterium
prausnitzii and the Actinobacterium representative Bifidobacterium adolescentis [157].
The existing studies demonstrate that constraint-based modeling accurately captures
the behavior of individual species and natural interaction patterns of commensalism,
mutualism, and competition. Moreover, unexpected, nonintuitive species-species interactions can be predicted. A disadvantage of constraint-based modeling is the intensive
manual curation effort required to construct such models, which has caused most studies performed to date to be small in scope and to include only a limited number of
species.
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1.4.5 Towards constraint-based modeling of host-microbe interactions
While microbe-microbe interaction models are well-established, few constraint-based
approaches have modeled host-microbe interaction. In a first effort, Bordbar et al.
constructed a host-pathogen model simulating the infection of the human alveolar
macrophage with Mycobacterium tuberculosis. The model was constructed by placing a M. tuberculosis reconstruction into an in silico compartment simulating the intracellular phagosome [163]. Another way to represent human-inhabiting microbes is
modeling microbial biofilms forming in the human body. For example, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa biofilm in the lung has been modeled with constraint-based methods [164].
Prior to the work presented in this thesis, a constraint-based model of a host and symbiotic microbes had not been constructed. A predictive humane-microbial interaction
model would require joining a high-quality metabolic network of a mammalian host
with a representative selection of gut microbe reconstructions. An extensive human
metabolic reconstruction, Recon2, which captures most metabolic reactions occuring
in at least one human cell, is available [165]. Recon2 was reconstructed in a community effort and is far more comprehensive than the first version of the human reconstruction, Recon1 [144]. A mouse reconstruction has been constructed by mapping
the genes captured by Recon1 onto their mouse homologues [166] which can be used
for the simulation of a gnotobiotic mouse. Moreover, genome-scale reconstructions
for microbes inhabiting the human body are available [94], though the diversity of the
human gut microbiome is poorly captured (Section 1.2.3). With the constructed Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes reconstructions described in Chapter 2 and 3 of this thesis,
the required components for a predictive host-microbe interaction model are in place.

1.5 Summary of main contributions
1.5.1 Paper 1
The first work included in this thesis [167] describes the construction and application of
a constraint-based host-microbe model. In this work, I generated and analyzed the data.
Swagatika Sahoo and Dr. Ronan M.T. Fleming (Center for Systens Biology, Háskóli
Íslands, Reykjavik, Iceland) contributed tools and resources. Prof. Ines Thiele (Center
for Systens Biology, Háskóli Íslands, Reykjavik, Iceland) supervised the project. The
paper was drafted by me and Prof. Ines Thiele and revised and approved by all authors. The model was based on an ex-germfree mouse monoassociated with the human
gut symbiont Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron,which is a well-established animal model
for beneficial host-microbe interactions. B. thetaiotaomicron belongs to the abundant
Bacteroides group genus for which no representatives had been reconstructed hitherto.
To adapt this model in silico, a reconstruction of B. thetaiotaomicron was constructed.
An automated draft reconstruction of B. thetaiotaomicron generated by the web-based
tool Model SEED [72] served as the starting point for a high-quality reconstruction.
Reactions, metabolites and genes included in the draft reconstruction were extensively
curated and validated against the available literature on the target organism. To represent species-specific pathways in the reconstruction, the well-studied polysaccha-
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ride degradation, bile acid transformation and cell wall biosynthesis pathways of B.
thetaiotaomicron were reconstructed manually. In total, the reconstruction, deemed
iAH991, accounted for 1488 reactions, 1152 non-unique metabolites, 991 genes and
represented the information from ~150 peer-reviewed papers and books. The reconstruction process revealed that automated reconstructions do not capture their target’s
metabolism sufficiently and human inspection and curation is still necessary. To enable
host-microbe modeling, iAH991 was joined with an existing global mouse reconstruction [166] that was supplemented with intestinal transport and absorption reactions.
The joint model allowed metabolic exchange between mouse and B. thetaiotaomicron
through an in silico compartment [u] simulating the intestinal lumen. The lumen compartment also provided an inlet for simulated dietary input and an outlet for faecal
secretion. Furthermore, the mouse had a separate outlet representing secretion into
body fluids that had no direct connection to B. thetaiotaomicron. In total, the combined model accounted for 7,239 reactions, 5164 non-unique metabolites, 1778 mouse
transcripts and 991 B. thetaiotaomicron genes.
To capture host and microbe co-growth in silico, Pareto optimality analysis was
performed. Briefly, Pareto optimality analysis depicts the trade-off between two competing objectives, in this case B. thetaiotaomicron’s and the mouse’s biomass objective
function. The analysis, which was performed for five simulated dietary regimes, revealed that at low growth rates, each species benefitted the respective other species. At
higher growth rates, competition over the limited dietary nutrients occured. To identify
the metabolite exchange in the model, flux variability analysis of three specific points
on the Pareto frontier (optimal mouse growth, optimal B. thetaiotaomicron growth and
competition) was performed. B. thetaiotaomicron provided essential amino acids as
well as nucleosides and short-chain fatty acids (acetate, propionate) to the mouse, explaining the observed growth benefit. In return, the mouse synthesized hyaluronan and
mucin-type O-glycans, which are known to be utilized as carbon sources by B. thetaiotaomicron. The analysis further revealed that dietary amino acids were competitioninducing. We then predicted the lumen and the mouse body fluid metabolome by investigating the metabolites secreted into the lumen and "biofluid" compartment on three
diets. We validated these predictions against experimentally measured blood, serum,
urine and lumen metabolome data. The predicted lumen metabolome agreed better
with the experimental data than the biofluid metabolome, likely due to the fact that a
global mouse reconstruction rather than an organ-specific reconstruction was used.
Finally, we performed a global in silico gene deletion for B. thetaiotaomicron and
the mouse in the combined model and both models separately. For the germfree mouse,
50 lethal gene defect phenotypes were predicted. For the unassociated B. thetaiotaomicron model, 160 gene deletions were lethal. In the combined model, 29 and 156 gene
deletion phenotypes, respectively, were predicted for mouse and B. thetaiotaomicron.
Thus, the presence of B. thetaiotaomicron rescued lethal mouse gene defects and vice
versa. Of the mouse lethal gene deletion phenotypes rescued by B. thetaiotaomicron,
three corresponded to known inborn errors of metabolism (IEMs) in human. For instance, the IEM orotic aciduria was predicted to be rescued by B. thetaiotaomicron
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supplying uridine or other nucleosides. Uridine is a well-established treatment for
orotic aciduria patients. Untreated orotic aciduria is severe but nonlethal, which may
indicate some nucleoside production by the gut microbiota.
In summary, we constructed the first constraint-based multi-species model of a
mammalian host and a single gut symbiont, B. thetaiotaomicron. The model allowed
the prediction of the trade-off between host and microbe biomass production. Beneficial metabolite exchange as well as competition over the limited dietary nutrients was
predicted. The host biofluid and the luminal metabolome were proposed in silico and
validated against experimentally measured metabolomic data. Furthermore, lethal enzyme deficiencies in mouse were predicted to be rescued by B. thetaiotaomicron and
vice versa.
1.5.2 Paper 2
In our second paper, we developed a combined in vitro/ in silico approach to elucidate
the metabolic potential of microbial species. Out of the thousands of species present in
the human gut, the majority is both uncharacterised and uncultured. Poorly studied gut
microbes include the abundant Clostridium cluster IV representative Faecalibacterium
prausnitzii [104]. F. prausnitzii is a butyrate producer [168] and secretes an additional
unknown anti-inflammatory metabolite [169]. As a result, the microbe is relevant for
human health and depleted in diseases such as Crohn’s disease [63]. As in the first
paper, a draft reconstruction of F. prausnitzii was curated and validated against the
available literature. However, the growth requirements and secretion products of F.
prausnitzii were yet poorly defined resulting in insufficient manual curation.
To address this issue, a collaboration with the group of Prof. Hermie J.M. Harmsen
at the University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG), The Netherlands, was established. The resulting paper was drafted by me and Prof. Ines Thiele and revised and
approved by all authors. In a first step, constructed a manually curated reconstruction
of F. prausnitzii and performed simulations which served to propose in vitro experiments. During a research stay at UMCG, I performed joint in vitro culture experiments
with M. Tanweer Khan, PhD student in the group of Prof. Hermie J.M. Harmsen.
Prof. Ines Thiele and Prof. Hermie J.M. Harmsen supervised the project. Based on
the model, a chemically defined medium (CDM) was predicted, which was found not
to support growth of F. prausnitzii. Expanding the CDM by additional amino acids,
vitamins and nucleosides enabled growth of F. prausnitzii. The exo-metabolome of
F. prausnitzii grown on the expanded CDM was then measured. The metabolomic
analysis was carried out by our collaborator Dr. Giuseppe Paglia (Center for Systems Biology, Háskóli Íslands, Reykjavik, Iceland). Based on the measured metabolite
uptake by F. prausnitzii, further refinements to the CDM were proposed. Moreover,
based on the measured uptake of vitamins and amino acids, improvements to F. prausnitzii’s genome annotation were proposed and included in the reconstruction. The genomic analysis was performed by our collaborator Prof. Dmitry A. Rodionov (SanfordBurnham Medical Research Institute, La Jolla, California, USA). Previously unknown
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secretion products were detected in the exo-metabolome, which led to the expansion
of the reconstruction by appropriate transport reactions and pathways. Furthermore,
carbon source utilization capabilities were predicted in silico and validated experimentally. Two novel carbon sources, lactose and N-acetylneuraminic acid, as well as weak
acid production on inosine, were confirmed. Six carbon sources predicted not to support growth did indeed not serve as sole carbon sources in vitro. The final curated and
experimentally validated reconstruction accounted for 1030 reactions, 833 non-unique
metabolites and 602 genes. At its end, the reconstruction constitutes a metabolic map
summing up the current knowledge about F. prausnitzii’s metabolism.
We then interrogated the model to predict the metabolic properties of F. prausnitzii.
The model correctly predicted that allowing acetate uptake increases the energy harvest
from glucose. Furthermore, a phenotypic phase plane (PhPP) analysis was performed,
which predicts the effect of varying two variables on an objective function (in this case
the biomass objective function). We varied the acetate and carbon source uptake at
different steps, which revealed that for glucose as carbon source, acetate consumption
led to optimal growth, while for the uronic acid galacturonic acid, acetate had to be
produced. Furthermore, growth-limiting nutrients were identified, which mainly included reducing equivalents, ATP and cost-intensive biomass precursors. In summary,
we showed in this work that combining experimental and computational methods can
lead to novel insight into a target organism’s metabolism. We generated a metabolic
map for a health-relevant gut microbe, which should improve our understanding of its
metabolism in future approaches.
1.5.3 Paper 3
In this work, the host-microbe modeling approach presented in Paper 1 was developed
further to model the effects of a microbial community on host metabolism. I generated
and analyzed the data while Prof. Ines Thiele supervised the project. The resulting
paper was drafted and revised by both authors.The two gut microbe reconstructions
constructed during this thesis (B. thetaiotaomicron and F. prausnitzii) were expanded
by nine published, manually curated gut microbe reconstructions [100, 97, 98, 95,
102, 103, 99]. All reconstructions were improved on and streamlined to ensure their
compatibility. While 11 microbes are not representative for the thousands of species
found in the human gut, the model community captured three of the four main phyla
(Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes and Proteobacteria) and included commensals, probiotics,
oppertunistic pathogens as well as pathogens. Furthermore, the 11 microbes covered
the metabolic clusters of orthologous genes found in the gut microbiome of 124 human
volunteers [2] well. The model gut community was joined with the currently most
extensive global reconstruction of human metabolism, Recon2, which was constructed
in a community effort [165]. The joint model was set up as described in Paper 1, thus
allowing the host and the microbes to freely exchange nutrients as well as enabling the
prediction of the luminal and the host biofluid metabolome.
We systematically predicted the host body fluid metabolome for "germfree" hu-
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man (Recon2 in absence of the microbial community) and Recon2 joined with all 11
microbes. The analysis was performed on four simulated dietary regimes containing
the same nutrients but varying in carbohydrate, fat and protein content. Out of 658
potential human body fluid metabolites captured by Recon2, 342 were indeed secreted
into the body fluid outlet under the given constraints. Only 11 of these could not be
secreted by the "germfree" human, showing that almost all capabilities required to synthesize these metabolites were present in Recon2. However, the quantitative body fluid
metabolite secretion was greatly affected by the presence of the microbe community.
The secretion flux of 52 body fluid metabolites was increased by at least five-fold in
presence of the microbe community, in some cases by more than 100-fold. These
cases included known mammalian-microbial co-metabolites as well as amino acids,
hormone precursors, hormones and vitamins. Furthermore, the luminal metabolome
was predicted. It was observed that the microbes directly secreted many health-relevant
metabolites including short-chain fatty acids, amino acids, neurotransmitters and phenolic compounds. These results agree well with the proposed role of the gut microbiota
as an additional endocrinal organ [22].
We then investigated the effect of removing groups of bacteria on the quantitative body fluid metabolome. As a simplified model of dysbiosis, Recon2 was joined
separately with five commensal and with five pathogenic bacteria and the quantitative metabolome was predicted. For all 342 metabolites, the maximal secretion flux
achieved in any condition was calculated and the percentage of the maximal flux was
plotted for each condition ("germfree" human, Recon2 joined with five commensals/
five pathogens/ all microbes). The five pathogens were unable to saturate any secretion
fluxes (> 99 percent of maximal secretion flux achieved). In contrast, the five commensals greatly affected the body fluid secretion and in fact increased the secretion
flux more than the presence all microbes. This was due to enforcing a low level of
microbe growth. The five pathogens showed particularly low potential to affect secretion of vitamins and cofactors, indicating that metabolic functions beneficial for the
host were lacking in the pathogenic community. Moreover, the luminal secretion profile revealed that the pathogens secreted detrimental metabolites such as sulfide and
lipopolysaccharides.
In conclusion, we developed a computational framework that allows the prediction
of host-microbe co-metabolism. The effect of microbial activity on the human body
fluid metabolome was systematically predicted. The secretion profile of health-relevant
metabolites was systematically predicted for each microbe. We show that metabolic
modeling captures the potential of the gut microbiota to affect host metabolism. The
framework can readily incorporate any number of microbe reconstructions in future
efforts.
1.5.4 Paper 4
In the final work presented in this thesis, the model community of 11 microbes was
applied to predicting metabolic interspecies interactions such as commensalism, mutu-
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alism and competition. I generated and analyzed the data while Prof. Ines Thiele supervised the project. The resulting paper was drafted and revised by both authors. While
constraint-based approaches to predicting such interactions are well-established for
artificial and soil communities (Section 1.4.4), a systematic interrogation of speciesspecies interactions in a gut microbiota community is still lacking. Moreover, such
interactions have not been predicted under the influence of a host organism and in
varying niches in the intestine. In a first effort to systematically investigate microbemicrobe interactions in the human gut, the 11 microbes were joined pairwise in every
possible combination and subjected to 12 scenarios representing different nutrient environments. These scenarios consisted of three diets varying in carbohydrate, fat and
protein intake with or without the presence of the small intestinal enterocyte and under
oxic or anoxic conditions. The small intestinal enterocyte was represented by a cell
type-specific reconstruction [170].
Using Pareto optimality analysis, the tradeoffs between all pairs on the 12 scenarios was predicted. Four different shapes of the resulting Pareto frontiers, which
represented all optimal tradeoffs in biomass production, could be distinguished. In,
the most frequent case, one microbe benefitted the other microbe at low growth but
received no benefit itself. In another case, the microbes benefitted their partners at low
growth rates. At higher growth rates, the mutual benefit was overriden by competition
over limiting nutrients. In a small number of pairs, all possible optimal tradeoffs were
mutually beneficial and competion never occured. Finally, some pairs displayed competition in all potential tradeoffs. The outcomes of pairwise growth were then predicted
for the point on the Pareto frontier representing maximal total growth. In the absence of
oxygen, the probiotic lactic acid bacterium Lactobacillus plantarum displayed mutualistic interactions with microbes such as E. coli. The pairs could exchange metabolites
that enabled both species to balance NAD+ /NADH levels. When oxygen uptake was
allowed, L. plantarum used its respiratory chain to regenerate NAD+ from NADH and
thus no longer relied on the paired microbe. Oxygen avilability thus abolished mutualistic interactions between microbes with possible implications for the evolution of
symbiotic co-growth in the mostly anaerobic large intestinal ecosystem. This work
shows that the developed communitycomputational modeling framework can also predict the different types of interspecies interactions in microbial communities.
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2.1 Abstract
The human gut microbiota consists of ten times more microorganisms than there are
cells in our body, processes otherwise indigestible nutrients, and produces important
energy precursors, essential amino acids, and vitamins. In this study, we assembled
and validated a genome-scale metabolic reconstruction of Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron (iAH991), a prominent representative of the human gut microbiota, consisting of
1488 reactions, 1152 metabolites, and 991 genes. To create a comprehensive metabolic
model of host-microbe interactions, we integrated iAH991 with a previously published
mouse metabolic reconstruction, which was extended for intestinal transport and absorption reactions. The two metabolic models were linked through a joint compartment, the lumen, allowing metabolite exchange and providing an inlet for simulating different dietary regimes. The resulting model consists of 7239 reactions, 5164
metabolites, and 2769 genes. We simultaneously modeled growth of mouse and B.
thetaiotaomicron on five different diets varying in fat, carbohydrate, and protein content. The integrated model captured mutually beneficial cross-feeding as well as competitive interactions. Furthermore, we identified metabolites that were exchanged between the two organisms, which were compared with published metabolomics data.
This analysis resulted for the first time in a comprehensive description of the cometabolism between a host and its commensal microbe. We also demonstrate in silico
that the presence of B. thetaiotaomicron could rescue the growth phenotype of the host
with an otherwise lethal enzymopathy and vice versa. This systems approach represents a powerful tool for modeling metabolic interactions between a gut microbe and
its host in health and disease.

2.2 Introduction
The human gut microbiota plays an essential role in human health and is thought to
be involved in the development of complex diseases [9]. Advances in metagenomics
have made it possible to access the diversity of the human gut microbiota and its collective genome, the gut microbiome [171, 15]. Increasing evidence points to a connection between human gut microbiota composition and health and disease states, such
as changes in its composition in obese or dieting individuals [171]. Recently, the existence of enterotypes, which characterize the gut microbial composition of human
individuals, has been proposed [15, 19]. These enterotypes also point toward a role of
the gut microbiota in idiosyncratic human response to drug and diet [15].
The human gut microbiota is dominated by two bacterial divisions, Firmicutes and
Bacteroidetes, as 90 to 99% of the identified phylotypes in metagenomic analysis belong to either of these two phyla [14]. On the genus level, the gram-negative Bacteroides of the Bacteroidetes phylum are the most abundant [15, 172]. A common representative of the Bacteroides is Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron. This beneficial human
gut inhabitant has adapted to its environment by developing an impressive repertoire
of enzymes targeting both dietary plant polysaccharides and host-derived mucosal gly-
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cans [173, 88]. Humans are well equipped to hydrolyze disaccharides, such as lactose
and sucrose, as well as some forms of starch but are limited in their ability to utilize
other dietary polysaccharides [4]. Saccharolytic gut inhabitants, such as B. thetaiotaomicron, benefit the human host by fermenting these otherwise inaccessible dietary
polysaccharides to short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs), which are consumed by the host.
SCFA absorption in the large intestine is estimated to contribute 5-10% to daily caloric
intake in humans on an average Western diet [41]. Besides serving as nutrients, SCFAs
also regulate inflammatory responses [9]. Other beneficial roles performed by the gut
microbiota include maturation of the host immune system and intestinal epithelial cell
homoeostasis [9].
Several experimental approaches have been applied to study the relationships between a host and its gut microbiota. A common method is the use of gnotobiotic mice,
which are delivered by Caesarian section, raised germfree and then colonized with
a defined microbiota [107]. Gnotobiotic mice colonized selectively with B. thetaiotaomicron are particularly well-studied. In combination with transcriptomic analysis,
such humanized mouse models have been used to study their response to B. thetaiotaomicron [114], and the adaptation of the latter to the gut habitat and to the presence
of other gut microbes [116, 115, 117].
Systems biology aims to analyze the interactions between cellular components by
generation of high-throughput “omics” data and computational analysis of these data.
Geome-scale high-quality metabolic reconstructions are frequently used to put omics
data into context [69]. They are generated in a bottom-up manner by mining genomic data and literature and represent a biochemical, genetic and genomic (BiGG)
knowledge base for target organisms. Metabolic reconstructions can be converted into
mathematical models and used to simulate the organism’s phenotypic behavior given
some environmental constraints (e.g., medium compositions) [71]. The reconstruction
process requires intensive manual curation effort, though recent progress has made it
possible to automate many steps of the reconstruction process [72].
High-throughput “omics” methods, such as metagenomics, metabolomics and metaproteomics, have been used to study the complex ecosystem residing in the mammalian
gut [3, 174, 131]. The metabolic interactions between a host and gut microbes have not
yet been modeled using bottom-up systems biology methods. Here, we reconstructed
and analyzed the first integrated stoichiometric model of mouse and B. thetaiotaomicron metabolism.

2.3 Methods
Genome-scale metabolic reconstruction of B. thetaiotaomicron. The draft metabolic
reconstruction was generated by importing the genome sequence of B. thetaiotaomicron VPI-5482 (obtained from NCBI, ftp.ncbi.nih.gov, January 2011) into the RAST
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prokaryotic genome annotation server [73]. We used the web-based resource Model
SEED [72] to obtained a draft reconstruction, deemed Bθ _Seed_v1, which was manually curated based on literature using our previously described reconstruction protocol
[71]. The reaction directionality was assigned in accordance to the directionality listed
in the BiGG database [175]. The curation and validation process is depicted in Figure
A.1. Details on the reconstruction and curation process can be found in the Supplemental Results (Chapter A.2).
Expanded genome-scale metabolic reconstruction of Mus musculus. A previously published mouse reconstruction [166] was expanded by intestinal transport
reactions based on literature and was improved by correcting for duplicate or nonfunctional reactions and erroneous GPRs. This updated mouse reconstruction was named
iSS1393. We then determined gene essentiality, while simulating growth on amino
acid minimal medium supplemented with glucose and fatty acids and compared the
results with the previous mouse reconstruction [166].
Construction of the integrated metabolic model of B. thetaiotaomicron and
Mus musculus. The integrated model (iexGFMM_Bθ ) was constructed by joining the
two metabolic models, iAH991 and iSS1393 (Figure 2.1a). The integrated model contained a separate extracellular space [e] for each model and the lumen [u] as a common
environment. Metabolites from simulated growth medium entered the lumen and could
be consumed by either model. The B. thetaiotaomicron model secreted metabolic end
products into the lumen. For the mouse model an additional compartment “body fluids” [b] was defined, which served as an outlet for metabolites produced by the mouse
(i.e., in urine, blood, lymph). The uptake of metabolites from the lumen was unidirectional for the mouse model except selected transport reactions known or assumed to be
reversible. Secretion by the host cytosol [c] into host body fluids [b] was also unidirectional, with the exception of oxygen transport, which could be transported in both
directional representing the oxygen uptake through the lungs. Reactions and metabolites in the mouse model started with the letters MM, while B. thetaiotaomicron was
assigned the prefix BT. The germfree mouse model was obtained by setting the bounds
on all reactions in iAH991 to 0 mmol gDw-1 .hr-1 .
Addition of further constraints to iexGFMM_Bθ . To model the metabolic dependency between the two organisms in a realistic manner, additional constraints were
implemented, such that the flux of reaction i (e.g., from the mouse) and of reaction
rxnC (e.g., mouse biomass reaction) were proportional (vi vrxnC ). We bound the ratio
between reaction i and reaction rxnC using a factor c, such that for irreversible reactions: vi c Œ vrxnC u and for reversible reactions: vi c Œ vrxnC u in the forward
direction and vi + c Œ vrxnC ≤ u in the reverse direction. The parameter u 0 allowed a
small reaction flux when vrxnC = 0 (Figure A.2). This parameter takes into account the
required flux for “housekeeping”, or maintenance, of cellular function when the cell is
not dividing. A sensitivity analysis for different factors c was performed (Chapter A.2,
Figure A.4). For all simulations, c and u were set to be 400 and 0.01 mmol gDw-1 .hr-1 ,
respectively. These constraints maintain the linear, scalable, and tractable nature of
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the COBRA approach. These constraints are in analogy to the coupling constraints
developed for non-metabolic networks [176].
Definition of diets. Five dietary conditions were defined: Western, high-protein,
high-carbohydrate, high-fat, and ketogenic (extreme high fat) diet (Figure 2.1d). The
simulated diets consisted of the same compounds, but varied in protein, fat, and carbohydrate content. The simulated “Western” diet was based on daily amounts typically
consumed by an average American citizen [177]. The uptake rates for the simulated
media were calculated as follows:
(1) carbohydrate content was defined as 50% mono- and disaccharides and 50%
polysaccharides; fat content was defined as equal fractions of glycerol, cholesterol,
saturated fatty acids, and unsaturated fatty acids; and protein was assumed to consist
of equal fraction for all 20 amino acids.
(2) The uptake rates were scaled to the number of carbon atoms, with glucose as
reference, to account for differences in molecule size.
(3) The uptake rates were multiplied with the corresponding percentages for each
diet. In total, each diet contained carbon sources corresponding to 20 mmol.gDw-1 .hr-1
of carbon skeletons with six carbon atoms. Thus, each diet provided the same components and the same net sum of carbon skeletons, only with varying amounts of protein,
fat and carbohydrate.
Pareto optimality analysis. We investigated the growth dependencies between the
two organisms in the integrated model using Pareto optimality analysis [178, 179], a biobjective linear programming approach to analyze the trade-off between two reactions
i and j. Briefly, we determined Pareto optimum curves by determining the minimal
and maximal flux through reaction i, then fixing the flux through i at different steps
spanning minimal to maximal flux, and then maximizing the flux through reaction j for
each step. The procedure was repeated with reaction i and j exchanged.
Analysis of metabolite exchange and secretion in iexGFMM_Bθ . Cross-feeding
and metabolite exchange in iexGFMM_Bθ was analyzed using flux variability analysis (FVA) [68], which minimizes (mini ) and maximizes (maxi ) the flux through each
reaction i. At three different points of the Pareto optimality curve (see Figure 2.1d,
diamonds, squares, triangles), we performed FVA on the exchange and transport reactions resulting in metabolite exchange profiles, which were compared for identified
competition-inducing nutrients. By convention, for exchange reactions negative flux
values represent uptake, while positive flux values correspond to secretion. The flux
span of reaction i was defined as ||maxi -mini ||. The analysis was performed on highprotein diet, high-fat diet, and Western diet. The cutoff for exchange reactions to be
included in the analysis was an absolute flux value of 0.01 mmol.gDw-1 .hr-1 .
In silico metabolome analysis. The metabolite exchange profile was determined
for the in silico germfree mouse model. The differences in metabolite exchange and
secretion fluxes between B. thetaiotaomicron-associated and germfree mouse model
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were determined. The analysis was performed on high-protein diet, high-fat diet, and
Western diet. We only considered exchange reactions with absolute flux values greater
than 0.01 mmol.gDw-1 .hr-1 in at least one direction and with at least 10% difference in
fluxes between germfree and B. thetaiotaomicron-associated mouse model. We defined
the in silico “metabolome” as the flux through internal and external exchange reactions
between B. thetaiotaomicron and lumen (“gut”), between mouse and lumen, between
lumen and outside (“faeces”), and between mouse and a separate outlet (“body fluids”).
Metabolite concentrations reported in five in vivo metabolomic studies of conventional
and germfree mice [131, 132, 133, 135, 134] were compared with the computed flux
differences. Differences in the levels of triglyceride, phosphatidylcholine, and sphingomyelin species [135] were not considered, since the mouse reconstruction used for
iexGFMM_Bθ did not specify fatty acid residues.
Mapping human inborn errors of metabolism (IEMs) onto iSS1393 and
iexGFMM_Bθ . Recently, we assembled a compendium of inborn errors of metabolism,
which accounts for 250 human genes and 235 hereditary human diseases [180], many
of which have known mouse models (http://www.omim.org/). Using the HomoloGene
database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/homologene) and the mouse genome informatics database (http://informatics.jax.org/), the human genes were mapped onto the corresponding mouse homologs. We identified 243 homologues in the mouse genome
associated with 222 IEMs that were captured by iSS1393.
Performing a genome-scale single gene deletion study for iexGFMM_Bθ ,
iAH991 and iSS1393. An in silico single gene deletion study was carried out for all
transcripts in iSS1393 and all genes in iAH991. The analysis was also performed using
iexGFMM_Bθ . In all cases, growth on Western diet was simulated (Figure 2.1.b). An
in silico knockout model was obtained by setting the bounds of the corresponding reaction(s), as defined by the GPR association, to 0 mmol.gDw-1 .hr-1 . To prevent infeasible
linear programming problems, the lower constraints on the ATP maintenance reactions
(ATPM, BTATPM, MMATPM) were set to 0 mmol.gDw-1 .hr-1 . We then optimized
for the respective biomass reaction. Essential genes were those that resulted in a zero
flux through the biomass reaction when deleted. For the three rescued IEMs, we determined the flux span for each reaction. We only considered reactions with flux values
greater than 0.01 mmol.gDw-1 .hr-1 in at least one direction and with a fold change of
at least three between germfree and B. thetaiotaomicron-associated mouse model. We
confirmed potential dietary supplements using the enzyme-deficient germfree mouse
model and adding the metabolite to the in silico Western diet. Similarly, we examined B. thetaiotaomicron gene knockouts, which were lethal in iAH991, but not in
iexGFMM_Bθ , and added candidate metabolites subsequently to the in silico Western
diet of the enzyme-deficient B. thetaiotaomicron.
For the reconstruction process, we employed a reconstruction environment tool,
rBioNet [181]. All simulations were carried out using the Matlab-based COBRA Toolbox [66]. Tomopt (Tomlab, Inc) was employed as linear programming solver. We used
Matlab (Mathworks, Inc.) as programming environment.
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2.4 Results
In this study, we manually assembled a metabolic reconstruction for B. thetaiotaomicron and expanded the published mouse reconstruction with an intestinal absorption
module. After integration into a single model, we computed the tradeoff between the
growth of mouse and of B. thetaiotaomicron on five different dietary regimes. Furthermore, we investigated nutrient competition and mutually beneficial cross-feeding in the
integrated model. in silico metabolite exchange and secretion profiles were computed
and compared with in vivo metabolomics data. Finally, we performed a genome-wide
in silico gene deletion study for the integrated mouse and B. thetaiotaomicron model.
Genome-scale metabolic reconstruction of the human symbiont, B. thetaiotaomicron. We assembled a draft genome-scale metabolic reconstruction for B. thetaiotaomicron from the Model SEED pipeline [72]. Subsequent extensive manual curation
(Figure A.1, see Chapter A.2 for detailed description of the reconstruction process and
content) ensured that the reconstruction-derived models were able to (1) produce all
known biomass precursors on defined anaerobic minimal medium, (2) metabolize all
major reported carbon sources (Table A.1), and (3) to secrete known by-products (Table A.2). The model predicted gene essentiality with an accuracy of 86.6% (Chapter
A.2). We compared predicted quantitative growth rates with experimentally reported
ones and found moderate overlap, which was, at least in part, due to missing experimental information on substrate uptake rates (Table A.3). The model also released
known secretion products in ratios that compared well with experimental data (Table
A.4). The final manually curated and validated reconstruction of B. thetaiotaomicron
contains 1213 metabolic and transport reactions, 275 exchange and demand reactions,
1152 unique metabolites, and 991 genes (Table 2.1). The reconstruction was deemed
iAH991, where i stands for in silico, AH are the initials of the lead reconstructor, and
991 the number of captured genes. Information from 150 primary and review papers
was incorporated into the final reconstruction, ensuring that it captures the known biochemistry and physiology of B. thetaiotamicron.
Expansion of the genome-scale metabolic reconstruction of Mus musculus.
The published mouse metabolic reconstruction, iMM1415, represents the metabolic
capabilities found in any mouse cell [166]. It can be employed to assess the overall
growth capability of a mouse given some nutrient uptake rates. To enable the simulation of different dietary regimes as well as of mucus-type O-glycan secretion [88],
of bilirubin transport, and of menaquinone uptake [182], we expanded iMM1415 by
intestinal transport and absorption reactions based on literature. Altogether, we added
371 transport and exchange reactions, 27 metabolites, and 29 genes. When performing
quality control, we identified and removed 67 genes in iMM1415 that were artifacts and
were not associated with reactions. We revised the genes associated with the reactions
and removed 23 incorrectly included human genes, while adding further 39 missing
mouse homologous genes. Due to these changes, 54 transcripts were predicted to be
essential on amino acid minimal medium supplemented with glucose in the updated
reconstruction, compared with 53 transcripts in iMM1415 [166]. The additional es-
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sential transcript encodes a phosphoserine phosphatase. The updated and expanded
mouse reconstruction (deemed iSS1393) consists of 4091 reactions, 2950 metabolites,
1393 genes and 1778 transcripts.
An integrated model of mouse: B. thetaiotaomicron interaction. To model
metabolic interactions, we linked the two metabolic models through metabolites in
a common compartment, the intestinal lumen, which allowed metabolite exchange between mouse and B. thetaiotaomicron, whilst providing a route for simulating different dietary regimes (Figure 2.1a). The resulting B. thetaiotaomicron-associated mouse
model was called iexGFMM_Bθ , where exGFMM stands for ex-germfree Mus musculus. It consists of 2769 genes, 5164 (non-unique) metabolites, and 7239 reactions
(Table 2.1) distributed over 12 compartments: two B. thetaiotaomicron compartments,
eight mouse compartments, the lumen and secretion into mouse body fluids (Figure
2.1a). Furthermore, to avoid biologically implausible solutions, we added further constraints to iexGFMM_Bθ linking the flux through to one of the organism’s reactions
with the respective biomass reaction (see Materials and Methods and Figs. A.2-A.4).
The B. thetaiotaomicron-associated mouse model captures mutualistic growth.
We investigated mutual growth dependencies in five different dietary regimes varying
in protein, carbohydrate, and fat content (Figure 2.1). In all dietary regimes, at low
growth rates of B. thetaiotaomicron, the mouse profited significantly from the presence
of B. thetaiotaomicron in the lumen. However, as B. thetaiotaomicron’s growth rate
increased, competition for nutrients increased and subsequently, the maximal mouse
growth rate decreased rapidly (Figure 2.1d). Based on iexGFMM_Bθ ’s predictions, the
ideal growth rate of B. thetaiotaomicron for optimal mouse growth rate was between
0.05 – 0.29 h-1 depending on the diet (Figure 2.1c). in vivo, it has been estimated that
E. coli divides about 1.2 times per day in mono-associated mice (equal to a growth
rate of 0.05 hr-1 ), and in conventional mice, the average microbial doubling time is
about 3.3 – 5.7 divisions per day [184]. To our knowledge, in vivo growth rates for
B. thetaiomicron in mice have not been reported. Since iexGFMM_Bθ corresponds to
a mouse colonized with only one microbe, the predicted B. thetaiotaomicron growth
rates compare favorably with experimental data.
Presence of B. thetaiotaomicron significantly influences growth phenotype of
mouse. We predicted and compared the growth optima of mouse and B. thetaiotaomicron under different diets (Figure 2.1b-d). On a carbohydrate-rich diet, optimal growth
rates of both B. thetaiotaomicron and mouse were achieved. While lower maximal
growth rates of B. thetaiotaomicron and mouse were reached in high-protein diet, a
lower growth rate of B. thetaiotaomicron was necessary for optimal mouse growth
rate suggesting a reduced contribution from B. thetaiotaomicron. On a high fat diet,
a higher growth rate of B. thetaiotaomicron was needed for the mouse model to reach
an optimal growth rate. On a ketogenic diet, consisting almost entirely of fatty acids,
the growth rate of both mouse and B. thetaiotaomicron was poorest. To determine
growth-limiting nutrients for each model, we repeated the analysis with iSS1393 and
iAH991 individually (Figure 2.1c). The high-carbohydrate diet was a very good source
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Table 2.1. Summary of the metabolic reconstructions employed in this study.
Bacteroides
thetaiotaomicron

Mus musculus

Integrated
model

Acronym
Total reactions
Metabolic and
transport reactions
Exchange and sink
reactions
Compartment specific
metabolites
Genes

iAH991
1488
1213

iSS1393
4091
3505

iexGFMM_Bθ
7239
5,443

275

585

1152

2950

991

Gene associated
reactions
Reversible reactions
Irreversible reactions
Blocked reactions
Number of
compartments
Usable carbohydrates
as sole carbon sources
Growth on minimal
medium (MM)

1068

1393 (1778
transcripts)
2357

3428

45%
55%
87
2

n. d.
n. d.
784
8

n. d.
n. d.
1,219
12

63

n. d.

n. d.

Yes, on
anaerobic
glucose MM
[183]

Yes, on aerobic
amino acid MM
supplemented
with glucose,
fatty acids and
ions [166]

n. d.

no

yes

204

54

Oxygen requirement
in silico
Genes predicted to be
essential on minimal
medium
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Internal: 728
External: 1,068
5164
2769

Mouse: yes
Bθ : no
n.d.

of nutrients for the B. thetaiotaomicron model, which agrees with B. thetaiotaomicron
being saccharolytic and efficient utilizing dietary polysaccharides [87]. On its own,
iAH991 was unable to grow on high-protein diet, in accordance with the Bacteroides
genus’ known incapability to utilize proteins as sole carbon source and the particularly
low proteolytic capacity of B. thetaiotaomicron [185]. iAH991 was also incapable of
growing on high-fat or ketogenic diet. Accordingly, B. thetaiotaomicron has no betaoxidation pathways annotated in its genome [173]. For the germfree mouse model, the
growth rate was highest on a high-protein diet (75% protein) and lowest on the ketogenic diet (4.5% protein) (Figure 2.1c), revealing that amino acid content was growthlimiting for the mouse model. This observation agrees with the known requirement
for several essential amino acids in mice [186]. In iexGFMM_Bθ , the requirement for
essential amino acids was satisfied by B. thetaiotaomicron at low, non-competitioninducing microbial growth rates.
Metabolic dependency between mouse and B. thetaiotaomicron. We investigated the metabolite exchanges between mouse and B. thetaiotaomicron by determining the minimal and maximal possible exchange flux values, while simulating growth
on high-protein, high-fat, and Western diets. For comparison, we also performed this
analysis using the in silico germfree mouse model. When comparing the germfree with
the microbe associated mouse model, we identified 266 metabolites, whose associated
exchange fluxes changed in at least one diet (Figure A.5). The exchanged metabolites
belonged to a variety of subsystems, including energy, fatty acid, cholesterol, amino
acid, and nucleotide metabolism. We predicted that the mouse supplied nine metabolites to B. thetaiotaomicron, whereas B. thetaiotaomicron provided 52 metabolites to
the mouse (Figure A.5). Metabolites provided by B. thetaiotaomicron to mouse included essential amino acids, nucleotides, and SCFAs, i.e., acetate and propionate.
Metabolic products of mouse consumed by B. thetaiotaomicron included hyaluronan
and mucin-type O-glycans, which are well known to be utilized by the microbe [89].
In total, the mouse and B. thetaiotaomicron secreted 30 and 89 metabolites, respectively, into the lumen (Figure A.5). The mouse model secreted 226 compounds into
the body fluids compartment, including a number of glycolipids and hormones. The
mouse model could not metabolize ten dietary carbohydrates in absence of B. thetaiotaomicron (Figure A.5). When B. thetaiotaomicron was present in the in silico lumen
of the mouse, these polysaccharides were metabolized leading to the liberation of simple sugars, such as galactose and mannose, which were then used by the mouse model
(Figure 2.2).
Identification of competitive dietary components. To identify dietary components for which the two organisms compete, we compared the minimal and maximal
possible exchange flux values for the exchange reactions between B. thetaiotaomicron/
mouse and the lumen. We considered three scenarios: at optimal mouse growth rate
(diamonds in Figure 2.1d), at optimal B. thetaiotaomicron growth rate (triangles in
Figure 2.1d), and during nutrient competition (squares in Figure 2.1d). The two organisms had 32 metabolite exchange reactions in common, for which they could compete
(Figure A.5). The analysis was performed out on high-protein diet, high-fat diet, and
Western diet. Under these conditions, 22, 24, and 25 dietary metabolites, respectively,
had flux values above the cutoff (0.01 mmol.gDw-1 .hr-1 ) and showed at least a 2-fold
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Figure 2.1. Simultaneous optimization of mouse and B. thetaiotaomicron growth rate
using an integrated model of host and gut symbiont metabolism. a) Schematic
representation of iexGFMM_Bθ and the possible metabolite exchange between iAH
991 and iSS 1393. Compartments: [u], lumen; [b], body fluids; [c], cytoplasm; [e],
extracellular. The numbers of exchanged and secreted metabolites on a Western diet
are shown. Green arrows indicate metabolites B. thetaiotaomicron provides to the
mouse model. Purple arrows indicate mouse metabolites provided to B.
thetaiotaomicron. b) Compositions of diets simulated in this study. CHO =
carbohydrate. c) Predicted growth rates for mouse and B. thetaiotaomicron in
iexGFMM_Bθ , and in the individual models are listed for the five dietary regimes
employed in this study. Note that the computed mouse growth rates were not realistic,
since the biomass reaction summed the required fractions of biomass precursors for a
new cell but not for an entire new mouse. d) Trade-off between the two organisms’
maximal achievable growth rates in iexGFMM_Bθ (Pareto optimality curve). Due to
the constraints imposed by the ATP maintenance reactions in iexGFMM_Bθ , fixing
either biomass reaction at very low growth rates produces an infeasible solution.
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flux change between two or three scenarios. On high-fat and Western diet, the production of ten and 11 amino acids, respectively, by B. thetaiotaomicron was required
to enable maximal mouse growth rate. These amino acids included all nine essential mouse amino acids, and cysteine, as well as tyrosine on Western diet. For eight
non-essential amino acids, the possible flux range was more flexible, spanning from
consumption to production by B. thetaiotaomicron, highlighting that their biosynthesis by the mouse did not influence the maximally possible mouse growth rate. In the
competition phase, the B. thetaiotaomicron model supplied lower fluxes of threonine
and methionine to the mouse, making them major competition-inducing nutrients.
When the growth rate of B. thetaiotaomicron was optimized, the microbe did not
synthesize several essential mouse amino acids but took them up from the lumen. This
change affected the maximal possible growth rate of the mouse. Additionally, on Western diet, B. thetaiotaomicron was forced to consume some of the glucose, maltose,
lactose, and sucrose provided by the diet to achieve maximal growth rate, which also
affected negatively the maximal possible mouse growth rate (Figure 2.1d). In contrast,
on high-fat diet, the flux rate for mouse-derived hyaluronan was increased (data not
shown). B. thetaiotaomicron in turn used hyaluronan as a carbon and energy sourceand thus the competition over dietary simple sugars was reduced. On a high-protein
diet, the high influx of amino acids removed competition over dietary carbohydrates.
The mouse required the presence of B. thetaiotaomicron for the synthesis of six essential amino acids for optimal growth. Phenylalanine, histidine and tryptophan did not
need to be provided by B. thetaiotaomicron under these conditions.
In silico metabolome profile in the B. thetaiotaomicron-associated mouse model.
Metabolomics analysis of biofluids and tissue from conventional or gnotobiotic and
germfree animals has demonstrated that germ-free animals display a large range of
differences to conventional animals, including effects on body metabolism, electrolysis, and nutrient requirements [107]. We computed the in silico metabolome profile of germfree and B. thetaiotamicron-associated mouse while simulating growth on
high-protein, high-fat, and Western diet. Numerous exchange reactions for metabolites
known to be modulated by the gut microbiota, such as amino acids, fatty acids and
energy metabolites, was found to change in flux between the germfree and microbeassociated model simulations. B. thetaiotaomicron secreted acetate, propionate, succinate, lactate, fumarate, and phenylacetate into the lumen. In general, the germfree
mouse was predicted to have higher secretion fluxes for metabolites containing carbon,
nitrogen, and sulfur, as its maximal possible growth rate was limited by availability of
essential amino acids in absence of the microbe. Several important vitamins, such as
folate, tetrahydrofolate, and niacin, were only found in the body fluid metabolome in
presence of the microbe. Changes in the in silico metabolome were similar in the three
diets. Notable exceptions were i) ammonia, which was only secreted by B. thetaiotaomicron into the lumen on high-protein diet, ii) urea secretion into body fluids (higher
in germfree on high-protein diet, but lower in germfree on high-fat and Western diet),
and iii) nitric oxide secretion into body fluids (higher in germfree on high-protein and
Western diet, but lower in germfree on high-fat diet) .
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Figure 2.2. Metabolite dependency of mouse and B. thetaiotaomicron in
iexGFMM_Bθ . On a Western diet, changes in flux rates in iexGFMM_Bθ , when
maximizing for mouse growth rate, were compared with those in the maximally
growing germfree mouse model and depicted by arrows (up, increased flux; down,
decreased flux compared with germfree mouse). For simplicity not all observed
changes and related pathways are shown. Metabolites with increased exchange flux
compared with the germfree model are shown in green, while metabolites with
reduced exchange flux are shown in red. Metabolites that only secreted in
iexGFMM_Bθ are shown in blue. Orange arrows indicate metabolites that B.
thetaiotaomicron provides to the mouse. Purple arrows indicate mouse metabolites
provided to B. thetaiotaomicron. CHO, carbohydrate; BAs, bile acids; TCA cycle,
tricarboxylic acid cycle; B. thetaiotaomicron’s polysaccharide-degrading enzyme
repertoire.
We compared the in silico metabolome profile with five metabolomics studies on
conventional and germfree mice [131, 132, 133, 135, 134] (Table 2.2). While the in
vivo measurements in lumen correspond to the lumen compartment in our model setup,
the “biofluid” compartment represents serum, blood, and urine (Figure 2.1a). The in
silico metabolome profile contained 266 metabolites, of which 52 overlapped with experimental data. Our predictions agreed, in general, much better with metabolome
changes in the lumen, especially for metabolites of the bile acid, fatty acid, and cholesterol metabolism. Moreover, 42 metabolites were measured experimentally but not
captured by our model.
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Table 2.2. Comparison of in silico metabolite profiles between iexGFMM_Bθ and the
germfree mouse model with in vivo measured metabolite concentration differences
between conventional and germfree mice [132, 131, 135, 134, 133]. Blue, arrow up =
higher flux/ concentration, red, arrow down = lower flux/ concentration. Yellow =
equal flux/concentration. White = authors do not report detection of this metabolite in
this compartment. White, NF = zero flux. White, ME = missing exchange reaction in
the model or constraints preventing flux. White, MM = metabolite not in model.
Abbreviations: (1) lower levels in ileum and higher levels in duodenum of germfree
mice; (2) lower levels in colon and higher levels in jejunum of germfree mice; (3)
types of measured bile acids not specified; (4) not specified if D- or L-lactate was
measured; (5) female animals only; (6) male animals only; (7) observed in kidney; (8)
observed in liver; (9) observed in plasma; (10) flux only when B. thetaiotaomicron is
present; and (11) not comparable.
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Presence of B. thetaiotaomicron rescues lethal gene knockouts of mouse genes
and vice versa. We aimed to determine how the presence of mouse and B. thetaiotaomicron affected the essentiality of genes in the respective other organism. When
performing an in silico single transcript deletion study on Western diet, 50 transcripts
were essential in the germfree mouse (iSS1393). When the same analysis was performed for iexGFMM_Bθ only 29 mouse knockouts resulted in a lethal growth phenotype of the mouse. Thus, the presence of B. thetaiotaomicron rescued the growth
phenotypes for 21 single knockouts by compensating for the lost enzymatic functions.
As expected, the deletion of B. thetaiotaomicron genes did not result in any lethal
growth phenotypes in mouse. However, 184 gene deletions in B. thetaiotaomicron reduced the maximal possible mouse rate growth by more than 50%. In iAH991, 160
genes were essential for maximal possible microbial growth on Western diet, but only
156 B. thetaiotaomicron genes were in silico essential in iexGFMM_Bθ . The rescued
gene knockouts were: BT_0554 (glutamine-fructose-6-phosphate transaminase, EC
2.6.1.16), BT_0558 (mannose-1-phosphate guanylyltransferase, EC 2.7.7.22), BT_1224
(GDP-D-mannose dehydratase, EC 4.2.1.47), and BT_1225 (GDP-L-fucose synthase,
EC 1.1.1.271). The deletion of mouse genes did not cause any lethality in B. thetaiotaomicron, but reduced the maximal achievable microbial growth rate by up to 50% in
42 cases and by at least 50% in 31 cases.
Metabolic activity of B. thetaiotaomicron rescues on the mouse growth phenotypes in three in silico IEM models. To obtain further insight into the 21 rescued mouse growth phenotypes, we retrieved information for known enzymopathies
associated with the genes by mapping a recently assembled compendium of human
inborn errors of metabolism (IEMs) [180] onto the mouse model. Of the 50 lethal
growth phenotypes, ten corresponded to known IEMs. Five IEMs are known to be
lethal in mouse (Table A.5), one of which is also lethal in humans (D-bifunctional
protein deficiency, OMIM: 261515), and two vary in lethality and severity of symptoms in humans (desmosterolosis, OMIM: 602398, and dihydrofolate reductase deficiency, OMIM: 126060). For the remaining five in silico lethal IEMs, we could not
find information on growth phenotype in mice, but in human they exhibit non-lethal
phenotypes. Three of the 21 rescued growth phenotypes overlapped with IEMs, being
AICA-ribosiduria (OMIM: 608688), ribose 5-phosphate isomerase deficiency (OMIM:
608611), and orotic aciduria (OMIM: 258900). The enzyme-deficient iexGFMM_Bθ
models had growth rates equal to the wildtype iexGFMM_Bθ model.
How can B. thetaiotaomicron compensate the lethal effects of these diseases? We
analyzed the effect of the three simulated IEMs on the achievable fluxes in iexGFMM_
Bθ . For orotic aciduria, the fluxes of 18 reactions in the B. thetaiotaomicron model and
11 reactions in the mouse model, all involved in nucleotide metabolism and nucleoside
transport, increased more than 3-fold compared with the wildtype iexGFMM_Bθ . In
particular, the flux values for uridine secretion by B. thetaiotaomicron into the lumen
was over 5-fold increased. The mouse luminal uptake reaction for uridine showed a
corresponding increase in flux value. Lumen transport reaction fluxes for cytidine and
deoxycytidine were also more than 4-fold higher. B. thetaiotaomicron reactions in-
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creased in flux range included B. thetaiotaomicron’s orotidine monophosphate decarboxylase (EC 4.1.1.23, BiGG ID: OMPDC) and orotate: pyrophosphoryl transferase
(EC 2.4.2.10, BiGG ID: ORPT). The supplementation of the germfree orotic aciduria
mouse model with uracil, uridine, deoxyuridine, cytidine, or deoxycytidine rendered
the enzyme deficiency non-lethal (data not shown). However, supplementation of other
nucleosides or nucleobases did not restore the growth phenotype.
When AICA-ribosiduria was simulated, 28 B. thetaiotaomicron reactions and 12
mouse reactions showed at least a 3-fold increase in flux values, which were in involved in nucleotide metabolism and transport/exchange. The most notable change was
the 8-fold flux increase through the inosine exchange reaction between the two models, followed by a >6–fold increase in guanosine exchange, and a >4–fold increase in
deoxyadenosine exchange. Simulation of the ribose-5-phosphate isomerase deficiency
produced a > 3-fold increase in D-ribose transport flux and increased fluxes through
further 15 metabolic reactions involved in ribonucleoside metabolism. B. thetaiotaomicron rescued the in silico mouse growth phenotype of AICA-ribosiduria by supplying
purine nucleosides, and of ribose-5-phosphate isomerase deficiency through supply of
D-ribose liberated from ribonucleosides.

2.5 Discussion
In this study, we developed a multiscale, constraint-based modeling framework permitting to investigate systematically the metabolic interactions between gut microbes and
their host, and demonstrated using mouse and B. thetaiotaomicron. Our results show
that (1) our model accurately captures known growth dependencies between mouse and
B. thetaiotaomicron, (2) amino acids are major competition-inducing nutrients; (3) the
model can predict changes in biofluid metabolome composition due to microbe association; (4) the association with mouse increases B. thetaiotaomicron’s growth fitness;
and (5) gut microbes provide important metabolites to enzyme deficient hosts turning
a lethal genotype into a viable one. The presented modeling approach can be used to
further our understanding of how the gut microbiota contributes to human health.
A constraint-based reconstruction and analysis (COBRA) approach has been used
to investigate symbiotic relationships between microbes [151], to discover previously
unknown putative commensal or mutualistic microbial growth dependencies [152, 155],
and to analyze host-pathogen interactions [163]. Here, we expanded the COBRA approach to a modeling framework (Figure 2.1a), which permits the systematically investigation of complex metabolic host-microbe interactions. This framework can be
easily extended to model the host’s association with multiple microbes. For instance,
metabolic reconstructions are available for at least ten gut microbes [69, 103, 99]. The
reconstruction process has been partially automated yielding draft metabolic networks
in a short time frame [72]. However, as illustrated in the present work, these networks
still require substantial manual refinement. The number of draft metabolic reconstructions for human gut microbes is likely to increase significantly in near future due to
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the increasing number of gut microbial genomes published by the Human Microbiome
Project [187]. Thus, the presented scalable, tractable modeling framework for studying
symbiotic and competitive interactions between the gut microbiota and its host, including human [144, 165], will open new avenues for studying in silico host-microbiota
interactions and their role in human health. The resulting hypothesis may drive experiments, which then could inform the model. Using this combined computationalexperimental approach of hypothesis generation and testing has the promise to accelerate new discoveries.
The integrated model of B. thetaiotaomicron and mouse captured known growth
dependencies, such as the gut microbe’s ability to extracts energy from dietary polysaccharides, which would otherwise be worthless to the host [4] (Figure 2.1d). Acetate
and propionate production by B. thetaiotaomicron [185] and the consumption by the
host [41] were also captured accurately by iexGFMM_Bθ (Figure 2.2). Moreover, the
mouse model could not metabolize ten dietary carbohydrates in absence of B. thetaiotaomicron (Figure A.5), including raffinose, an oligosaccharide that accumulates in
colonocytes of germfree mice [131]. The B. thetaiotaomicron model could ferment indigestible oligosaccharides, such as raffinose [188], and complex carbohydrates, such
as pullulan [87], arabinogalactan, and pectins [89] to SCFAs. These examples illustrate the predictive potential of the presented modeling framework and of the integrated
mouse-B. thetaiotaomicron model in particular for studying microbial contributions to
host nutrition. Moreover, we demonstrated that this contribution could be investigated
in the light of different nutritional regimes.
We systematically elucidated the metabolic dependencies and interactions between
mouse and B. thetaiotaomicron in silico. We found that B. thetaiotaomicron supplied
essential and non-essential amino acids to the mouse model in addition to their availability in the diets, thus, boosting the maximal possible growth rate of the mouse model
(Figure 2.2). While amino acid absorption occurs mainly in the small intestine [8],
where B. thetaiotaomicron is normally present at lower numbers than in the colon
[189], it is still conceivable that B. thetaiotaomicron is capable of providing the host
with amino acids in vivo. For example,up to 20% of lysine is provided by gut microbes [8]. Our simulation suggested that essential amino acids are major competitioninducing nutrients. Slow growing B. thetaiotaomicron synthesized amino acids to the
benefit of the mouse. However, when B. thetaiotaomicron grew maximally (“bacterial
overgrowth”), it depleted dietary amino acids, as well as sugars, reducing the maximal
achievable mouse growth rate significantly. While the predicted competition for amino
acids may be obvious, it highlights the balance that has to be achieved by the host and
its microbiota to ensure a viable, sustainable interaction. It also emphasizes the fine
line between commensalism and parasitism. In fact, many commensal gut microbes
are known to be pathogenic once they escape the gut. The question of what defines a
stable microbial community within the gut is subject to current research and we believe
that metabolic modeling will play an important role in addressing this challenge.
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The human metabolome database [190] reports 5039 distinct metabolites in human biofluids. It can be expected that a significant number of these metabolites are of
microbial origin and that the gut microbiota contributes substantially. We predicted numerous metabolites, which were only present in the in silico biofluid metabolome when
the mouse model was associated with B. thetaiotaomicron. One example is phenylacetate, a product of aromatic amino acid fermentation, which is likely deleterious to
human health and has been recently found to be increased in volunteers consuming a
high-protein, low-carbohydrate diet [36]. We predicted similar flux values for phenylacetate production on all three diets (data not shown), since B. thetaiotaomicron can
synthesize aromatic amino acids de novo independent from dietary protein input. Another example is tetrahydrofolate, which is produced from B. thetaiotaomicron-derived
folate. Nitric oxide secretion by mouse into body fluids was increased in silico on highfat diet when B. thetaiotaomicron was present, but decreased in presence of B. thetaiotaomicron on a high-protein or Western diet. Nitric oxide is important for the motility
of the gastrointestinal tract, and both excess and deficiency in nitric oxide generation
have been associated with diseases [191].
Overall, our model predicted changes in biofluid metabolome composition due to
microbe association (Figure 2.2, Table 2.2), but the prediction accuracy varied with the
compared biofluid. The moderate agreement with the reported plasma metabolome can
be partially explained by the fact that the mouse reconstruction represents the global
mouse metabolism rather than the metabolism occurring in individual organs. Also,
the published studies compared germfree mice with conventional animals possessing
a complete microbiota, while we only modeled the presence of B. thetaiotaomicron.
For example, consistent with B. thetaiotaomicron’s metabolic inability to synthesize
indole-3-propionic acid (IPA) [134], we did not predict any changes in secretion flux
for this metabolite in the microbe-associated mouse. A more comprehensive hostmicrobiota computational model is needed to capture more accurately the metabolic
diversity of the gut microbes. In addition, the simulated diets may not match the diets
fed to animals in the experimental studies. Considering these simplifications in our
integrated model, the observed agreements with the metabolome prediction are quite
remarkable and indicate the predictive potential of the presented modeling framework
for host-microbe interactions.
We predict that four lethal growth phenotypes of B. thetaiotaomicron can be rescued by the presence of the murine host. Three of these genes (BT_0558, BT_1224,
and BT_1225) were involved in the GDP-fucose biosynthesis pathway mannose-1phosphate via GDP-mannose. Bacteroides species are well known for their L-fucose
containing cell surface and mutants with deficient L-fucose synthesis cannot colonize
the mouse intestine under competitive conditions [192]. Bacteroides species are also
capable of incorporating host-derived L-fucose into their capsule polysaccharides using L-fucose-1-phosphate as an intermediate [192]. Accordingly, the mouse model
provided L-fucose, enabling B. thetaiotaomicron to synthesize L-fucose containing
polysaccharides. The rescue of the growth phenotype was also predicted when Lfucose was added to the in silico growth medium, which is consistent with experimental evidence of B. fragilis being able to incorporate medium-derived L-fucose into its
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capsule polysaccharides [192]. For the fourth rescued growth phenotype (glutaminefructose-6-phosphate transaminase, BT_0554), no information could be found for B.
thetaiotaomicron, but in E. coli, the gene knockout causes a glucosamine requirement
[193]. When supplying either glucosamine or N-acetylglucosamine to the in silico
diet, the growth capability of the knockout was restored. Components of host-derived
glycans, such as L-fucose and N-acetylglucosamine, are well known to serve as carbon
sources for microbes colonizing the intestine, e.g., E. coli [194]. Similarly, B. thetaiotaomicron has been shown to upregulate a L-fucose utilization operon in the mouse
intestine, allowing the microbe to use mucus-derived L-fucose [114]. We predict that
host supply of these important monosaccharides compensates for otherwise lethal gene
deletions in gut microbes.
In silico, B. thetaiotaomicron was able to compensate for mouse gene deletions,
including three inborn errors of metabolism (IEMs). One of these was orotic aciduria,
a defect in the uridine monophosphate synthase, which has orotate:pyrophosphoryl
transferase and orotidine monophosphate decarboxylase activities. In these patients,
the uridine monophosphate synthesis pathway is blocked and orotate accumulates. B.
thetaiotaomicron rescued the in silico enzyme-deficient mouse model by providing
uridine and other nucleosides. Subsequent analysis revealed that nutritional supplementation with one of the nucleosides could also restore the growth phenotype of the
germfree knockout mouse model. Consistently, the positive effect of uridine replacement therapy in orotic aciduria patients is well-documented [195, 196, 197]. In contrast, has been shown that human patients do not respond to uracil treatment [196].
Recently, it was discovered that the orthologous gene to the rat intestinal uracil transporter is defective by humans, likely resulting in poor uracil absorption in the human
intestine [198]. This new finding explains the discrepancy between our predictions and
clinical observations of uracil medication. The possible treatment with cytidine has
been demonstrated in cell culture [195], but since uridine is less expensive, it may be
preferred in clinical applications [195]. To our knowledge, treatment with deoxynucleosides has not been tested in vivo. It is well established that the gut microbiota is an
important source of amino acids and vitamins [8, 7]. We predict that the gut microbiota
also provides the host with nucleosides, which could explain the severe but non-lethal
phenotype in orotic aciduria patients. AICA-ribosiduria and ribose 5-phosphate deficiency have each been described in a single patient [197, 199] and no treatment methods are available. We demonstrated that the computational system biology approach
could be employed to suggest candidate dietary supplementations that could alleviate
rare inherited diseases.
While the IEMs modeled in this study are individually rare and to our knowledge,
the effects of gut microbial activity on the disease phenotype have not been studied, the
etiology of common diseases, such as obesity, inflammatory bowel disease, and circulatory diseases, has been directly linked to the gut microbiota [9]. Moreover, it has been
recently shown that enzymes carrying out specific metabolic functions are enriched or
depleted in the metagenomes of obesity-associated microbiomes [138]. Computational
modeling of human-gut microbiota co-metabolism will elucidate metabolic strengths
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and shortcomings that particular genera possess based on their enzymatic repertoire.
The impact of particular genera on the caloric load consumed by the human host can
also be investigated. We believe that the presented modeling framework will contribute
to the ongoing discussion on the relationship between diet, gut microbiota composition, and host metabolism, and the influence of the gut microbiota on human health.
Moreover, with the increasing availability of omics data detailing the gut function, the
presented modeling framework will enable contextualization and integrative analysis
of diverse omic data type beyond correlation analysis and may lead to the discovery
of previously unknown relationships between gut microbiota and human in health and
disease states.
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3.1 Abstract
The human gut microbiota plays a central role in human wellbeing and disease. In
this study, we present an integrated, iterative approach of computational modeling,
in vitro experiments, metabolomics and genomic analysis to accelerate the identification of metabolic capabilities for poorly characterized (anaerobic) microorganisms.
We demonstrate this approach for the beneficial human gut microbe Faecalibacterium
prausnitzii strain A2-165. We generated an automated draft reconstruction, which
we curated against the limited biochemical data. This reconstruction modeling was
used to develop in silico and in vitro a chemically defined medium (CDM), which was
validated experimentally. Subsequent metabolomic analysis of the spent medium for
growth on CDM was performed. We refined our metabolic reconstruction according
to in vitro observed metabolite consumption and secretion and propose improvements
to the current genome annotation of F. prausnitzii A2-165. We then used the reconstruction to systematically characterize its metabolic properties. Novel carbon source
utilization capabilities and inabilities were predicted based on metabolic modeling and
validated experimentally. This study resulted in a functional metabolic map of F. prausnitzii, which is readily available for further applications. The presented workflow can
be readily extended to other poorly characterized and uncharacterized organisms to
yield in novel biochemical insight about the target organism.

3.2 Introduction
The human gut microbiome is dominated by four phyla, the Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes, which make up 90-99% of the identified phylotypes in metagenomic analysis, as
well as the Actinobacteria and the Proteobacteria [14], yet contains an estimated 1000
species [2]. The Human Microbiome Project [187] catalog currently contains over
700 reference genomes of human gut microbes, most of which are still biochemically
uncharacterized.
Among firmicutes, F. prausnitzii is one of the most abundant species in human, accounting for around 8% of the total colonic microbiota [200], and plays an important
role in the healthy gut. Indeed, F. prausnitzii was found to be underrepresented in the
gut microbiotas of patients with Crohn’s disease, active ulcerative colitis, alternatingtype irritable bowel syndrome (IBS-A) [63] and diabetes type II [43, 44]. One of its
main fermentation products, the short-chain fatty acid butyrate, serves as the main
energy source for colonocytes and has anti-inflammatory properties [10]. F. prausnitzii has been proposed as a potential probiotic for treatment of gut inflammation, as
the microbe stimulates the expression of anti-inflammatory cytokine, IL-10 in peripheral blood mononuclear cells in vitro. Furthermore, cell free supernatant of F. prausnitzii culture reduced the secretion of pro-inflammatory IL-8 and strongly inhibited
NF-B activation in cancer cells [169]. Butyrate alone did not provoke the observed
inhibitory effect [169], demonstrating that F. prausnitzii likely secretes an unknown
anti-inflammatory metabolite apart from butyrate.
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The fermentation pathways and butyrate-producing mechanisms of F. prausnitzii
are well described [104]. Under in vitro conditions, F. prausnitzii growth is strongly
stimulated in the presence of acetate [168]. However, other metabolic pathways have
been comparatively poorly studied, and its growth requirements are not known [201].
F. prausnitzii is known to utilize a variety of carbohydrates, including the prebiotic
inulin, apple pectin and some host-derived carbon sources, such as D-glucosamine and
N-acetyl-D-glucosamine [168, 202, 203].
Genome-scale metabolic reconstructions (GENREs) are frequently used in systems
biology. These GENREs are generated in a bottom-up manner and capture the genetic,
genomic and biochemical traits of a given organism. The number of well curated
GENRE is increasing steadily [92]. Particularly well represented are microbes colonizing the human body [94]. GENREs have been applied successfully for elucidation
of biochemical and metabolic properties for a variety of microorganisms, including
the Fe(III) reducer Geobacter sulfurreducens [204], the photosynthetic alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii [205], and the human pathogen Mycoplasma pneumoniae [206].
Another application of GENREs is the investigation of microbial growth requirements and design of minimal media. For instance, constraint-based modeling was used
for minimal medium design for the lactic acid bacterium Lactococcus lactis [96], for
the eukaryotic pathogen Leishmania major, for which improvements to gene annotations were also proposed [207], and for the pathogenic bacterium Neisseria meningitidis [208]. However, the described approaches targeted moderately- to well–studied
organisms. For N. meningitidis, the amount of literature on growth requirements is
particularly high, which facilitated design of a minimal medium [208]. Developing
minimal media for poorly studied organisms remains challenging, as the predictive
potential of a metabolic reconstruction depends on manual curation of the draft reconstruction derived from genome annotation [71].
The aim of the present study was to combine state-of-the-art computational and
experimental techniques to elucidate metabolic capabilities of F. prausnitzii type strain
A2-165. We assembled a highly curated and validated metabolic reconstruction from
genome sequence, limited biochemical literature, in vitro culture, and metabolomic
measurements. The reconstruction was used to develop a chemically defined medium
(CDM). During this process novel secretion products were discovered, leading to refinement of its genome annotation and metabolic reconstruction. We then used the
reconstruction to characterize the metabolic properties of F. prausnitzii. Novel carbon sources were proposed and validated in vitro. Finally, we propose a functional
metabolic map of this important beneficial gut microbe.

3.3 Material and methods
Manual curation of Model SEED draft reconstruction. The Faecalibacterium prausnitzii A2-165 genome, consisting of 3475 protein-coding genes, was retrieved from
the Integrated Microbial Genomes-Human Microbiome Project [209] web site and imported into the RAST Server [73]. A draft reconstruction of the microbe was retrieved
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from the Model SEED pipeline, which is a web-based resource that constructs analysisready genome-scale draft metabolic reconstructions based on the genome sequence
[72]. The draft reconstruction was exported in SBML format and further analyzed
using COBRA Toolbox [66] methods.
The content of the draft reconstruction was subsequently manually inspected, curated, validated and expanded based on a protocol for curation of automated models
[72] and established methods in metabolic network reconstruction [71]. Similar to our
previously described reconstruction approach [167], we manually curated the Model
SEED draft reconstruction based on literature and database mining. To streamline the
nomenclature used in the draft reconstruction, reaction and metabolite names were
translated to BiGG [175] standard identifiers. All reactions, metabolites and genes
included in the draft reconstruction were subsequently inspected and evaluated manually. Reaction directionalities were inspected and appropriate directionality changes
were made based on the BiGG database [175]. Gap-filling of central pathways was
performed and species-specific pathways were filled in manually based on information
from literature. Model predictions were evaluated based on published experimental
data. Carbon source utilization predicted by the model was compared with experimental data [168, 202]. Furthermore, it was ensured that experimentally observed secretion
products [168] could be produced by the model. At this stage of the reconstruction
process, the minimal nutrient requirements of F. prausnitzii were predicted in silico
(Figure 3.2). A minimal medium composition was defined based on computational
predictions and tested experimentally (see section on laboratory procedures). Furthermore, experiments were performed to test carbon sources for which no experimental
data was yet published. Based on the results, a final curation step was performed. The
finished, manually curated and validated reconstruction, accounting for 602 genes, was
deemed iFpraus_v1.0.
Figure 3.1 sums up the applied reconstruction curation and validation pipeline. A
detailed description of the manual curation and validation process can be found in
the supplemental material. Details on the biomass reaction can also be found in the
supplemental material. The final reconstruction iFpraus_v1.0 is available in SBML
format at http:/thielelab.eu.
Genomic analysis. Comparative genomic identification of transcription factor
binding sites and reconstruction of corresponding regulons were performed according to the approach established previously [210], implemented in the RegPredict Web
server tool [211]. Initial DNA binding site profiles for previously described transcription factors were collected from the RegPrecise database [212]. RNA regulatory elements (riboswitches) were identified using the RibEx tool [213].
In silico growth simulations. Unless stated otherwise, for all simulations with glucose as carbon source, uptake of glucose was allowed at a rate of 10 mmol gDw-1 .hr-1 .
The uptake rates of other carbon sources were always scaled to the number of carbon atoms with glucose (six carbons) as reference, e.g., when glucose uptake rate
was 10 mmol gDw-1 .hr-1 , the uptake rate for lactose (12 carbon atoms) was 5 mmol
gDw- 1.hr-1 . Gene essentiality in iFpraus_v1.0 was determined using methods implemented in the COBRA Toolbox while simulating growth on glucose minimal medium
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Figure 3.1. Schematic overview of the reconstruction assembly, curation, and
validation pipeline employed in this study.
and rich medium, which consisted of all compounds the model is able to transport.
Genes whose deletion resulted in a growth rate of zero were considered essential. in
silico carbon source utilization was tested by simulating minimal medium while omitting glucose and adding the carbon sources one by one. For simulated YCFAG10 and
YCFAG(O2 ) media (i.e., medium containing yeast extract, Casitone, and fatty acids
and dupplemented with 25 mM glucose, and the same medium used to determine oxic
growth), glucose uptake was allowed up to an uptake rate of 100 mmol gDw-1 .hr-1 ,
and oxygen uptake was allowed up to an uptake rate of 100 mmol gDw -1 .hr-1 . Yeast
extract was assumed to consist of all metabolites included in the yeast reconstruction
iMM904 [214] that could also be transported by iFpraus_v0.2. Casitone was assumed
to consist of all 20 amino acids.
Phenotypic phase plane analysis. Phenotypic phase plane analysis was performed
as described previously [215]. Briefly, fluxes through two exchange reactions representing metabolite uptake or secretion were fixed at different intervals while setting
biomass production as the objective function. For each step, the objective value and
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the shadow prices for all metabolites in the model were computed and plotted as heat
maps. The analysis was performed while simulating minimal medium with the exception that acetate and carbon source exchange were varied.
Strain used for experimental culture. A stock of Faecalibacterium prausnitzii
A2-165 DSM 17677, isolated by S.H. Duncan (University of Aberdeen, UK) was donated to and maintained by H. J. M. Harmsen, Department of Medical Microbiology,
University of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands.
Growth experiments. Faecalibacterium prausnitzii strain A2-165 was grown under anaerobic conditions at 37řC on CDM1, CDM2 and YCFAG medium (see the supplemental material). One to two colonies of F. prausnitzii A2-165 grown on YCFAG
agar were inoculated to the respective growth medium. Carbon source utilizations
were performed by adding filter sterilized carbon source solutions to YCFA medium.
The final concentration of carbon sources in the solution was 1 mg/ml. Growth was
confirmed by gram staining as well as measuring acid production. In both minimal
medium and carbon source tests, a decrease in pH value > 0.2 was considered growth.
Growth curve. A growth curve was plotted for F. prausnitzii A2-165 grown on
CDM2 medium. Each growth curve represented the average of three biological replicates. Cell numbers were determined with FISH for samples collected at time points
0h, 4h, 8h, 12h, 16h, 20h and 24h. The FISH was performed with the Cy3-labeled
probe Fprau645 [216] as described before [217].
Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry. Samples for mass spectrometry
analysis were taken from the in vitro cultures grown in CDM2 described above for
the entire length of the experiment (before inoculation and at time points 4, 8, 12,
16, 20, and 24h). The results represented the average of three biological replicates.
An Ultra Performance Liquid Chromatography (UPLC) system (UPLC Acquity, Waters, Manchester, UK) coupled in line with a quadrupole-time of flight hybrid mass
spectrometer (Synapt G2, Waters, Manchester, UK) was used during for the analysis of small polar metabolites in spent culture medium as previously reported [218].
All materials used in the LC-MS experiments were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(Germany). All chemicals and solvents were of analytical grade or higher purity. A
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to define measurements presenting a
significant change over the time (p<0.05 and p<0.01).
Growth medium preparation. The composition of the initial minimal medium,
CDM1, was determined by assessing the minimal requirements of the F. prausnitzii
reconstruction after manual curation based on databases and literature. To determine
the composition of a chemical defined medium allowing F. prausnitzii to grow, the
initial minimal medium was enriched with additional vitamins, amino acids and bases,
resulting in CDM2. CDM1 and CDM2 were prepared as follows: components (Figure
3.2) were added to double-distilled H2 O, the final pH value was set to 6.8 and the
solutions were filter sterilized. Cysteine (final concentration 1 mg/ml) was used as
reducing agent, while resazurin was added as a redox indicator. YCFAG medium was
prepared as previously reported [168]. Before autoclaving, the pH value of the solution
was set to 6.5. YCFA medium consisted of the same components as YCFAG medium,
except that glucose was omitted, and was prepared in the same way.
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Table 3.1. Comparison of automated (iFpraus_v0.1), curated (iFpraus_v.02), and
experimentally validated (iFpraus_v1.0) F. prausnitzii A2-165 reconstruction.
Feature
No. of:
Total reactions
Metabolic and transport
reactions
Exchange and demand
reactions
Gene-associated reactions
Compartment-specific
metabolites
Genes
% reversible reactions
% irreversible reactions
No. of:
Blocked reactions
Compartments
Usable carbohydrates as
sole carbon sources
Produced
published/measured
secretion products
Ability to produce biomass
a See Table B.1.

iFpraus_v0.1

iFpraus_v0.2

Fpraus_v1.0

820
755

997
855

1,030
873

65

142

157

734
874

793
818

807
833

598
62.80
37.20

585
39.22
60.78

602
39.13
60.87

649
2
3

220
2
17a

222
2
17a

1

11

17

No

Yes

Yes

3.4 Results
We present an approach combining in silico and in vitro steps to build a high quality
reconstruction of F. prausnitzii A2-165 and gain insight into its metabolic potential. A
schematic overview of the workflow is presented in Figure 3.1.
Generation of a curated draft metabolic reconstruction. A draft metabolic reconstruction for any microbial organism with sequence genome can be obtained using
the web-based Model SEED resource [72]. While this resource greatly accelerates the
reconstruction process, substantial manual curation of its content is required to ensure
accordance between known biochemical and physiological capabilities of the target
organism and its in silico representation.
The F. prausnitzii A2-165 genome, consisting of 3,475 protein-coding genes, was
obtained from the Integrated Microbial Genomes-Human Microbiome Project [209]
and imported it into the RAST Server [73]. The resulting draft reconstruction, deemed
iFpraus_v0.1, was manually curated, which included inspection of reaction directionalities and gap-filling of central pathways and of species-specific pathways based on
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biochemical information from the available 23 primary research articles. Most importantly, it was ensured that known secretion products [168] and carbon source utilization
capabilities [168, 202] were accurately represented. This refined reconstruction was
named iFpraus_v0.2 and consisted of 997 reactions across two compartments (extracellular space and cytosol), 818 metabolites, and 585 genes (Table 3.1). The manual
validation and curation process is described in detail in Chapter B.1.
An established way of assessing the predictive potential of the models, derived
from the metabolic reconstructions, is the comparison of in silico phenotypic traits
with experimental data [71]. To determine the model’s ability to produce known secretion products, biomass production by iFpraus_v0.2 was simulated on YCFAG medium
using flux variability analysis. The model predicted that acetate was consumed and butyrate was produced to achieve optimal growth. Formate and D-lactate were produced
in some alternate solutions (Table 3.2). The model thus captured production of F.
prausnitzii’s major secretion products [168]. The calculated growth rate was compared
with experimental data collected for F. prausnitzii strain A2-165 grown experimentally
in rumen fluid containing minimal medium with 0.2% glucose (M2G medium) with
and without acetate in medium [168].
Growth on rumen fluid was approximated by simulating YCFAG medium, which
consists of acetate, glucose, casitone, yeast extract, cysteine, minerals, and vitamins.
The predicted growth rate was 0.29 hr-1 with acetate in medium and 0.24 hr-1 when
omitting acetate. The in vitro growth rate on rumen fluid containing M2G medium
was 0.32 hr-1 with acetate and 0.10 hr-1 when acetate was omitted [168]. While one
cannot directly compare in silico and in vitro growth rates as the medium conditions are
different, the model captures F. prausnitzii’s known trait that acetate supplementation
enhances growth [168]. Similarly, qualitative carbon source utilization capabilities
predicted by the model were compared with experimental data [168, 202] and found to
be in agreement (see Table B.1).
Design of a chemically defined medium using an iterative computational, in
vitro, and metabolomics approach. F. prausnitzii A2-165 is routinely cultivated on
YCFAG medium, but fails to grow when yeast extract is omitted from the growth
medium. Furthermore, the absence of acetate significantly retards growth [168]. Hitherto, growth requirements for specific vitamins, cofactors, minerals, and amino acids
have not been reported. The metabolic model (iFpraus_v0.2) predicted the inability
of F. prausnitzii A2-165 to synthesize the five amino acids alanine, cysteine, methionine, serine, and tryptophan and the vitamin and cofactors biotin, cobalamin, folic
acid, hemin, nicotinic acid or nicotinamide, pantothenic acid, and riboflavin. These in
silico phenotypes were used to define in vitro a chemically defined medium (deemed
CDM1); however, F. prausnitzii A2-165 was unable to grow on it. CDM1 was supplemented with amino acids, nucleobases, and vitamins (Figure 3.2). This modified
CDM1, deemed CDM2, did indeed support the growth of F. prausnitzii in vitro. The
experimentally determined growth rate was 0.13 hr-1 , comparing to an in silico growth
rate of 0.26 hr-1 . An explanation of the higher in silico growth rate could be that the
applied uptake constraints are higher than the in vitro uptakes fluxes.
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To optimize the composition of Table 3.2. Growth rates and allowed flux
CDM2, the spent CDM2 medium of spans of secretion products predicted for
F. prausnitzii was quantified by LC- iFpraus_v0.2 on YCFAG medium.
MS [218] to reveal consumed and secreted metabolite profiles. We found
Simulation
Prediction
that the concentration of 28 metabolites
on YCFAG
changed significantly after 20h growth
medium
in CDM2. Of those, 18 were net conGrowth rate 0.29
sumed by F. prausnitzii, while 10 were
(h-1 )
net secreted. Six predicted nonessenProduction (mmol gDw-1 .h-1 ) of:
tial amino acids were consumed in sigAcetate
-16.13 to
nificant amounts, namely arginine, his-8.61
tidine, (iso)leucine, lysine, and phenyButyrate
12.82 to
lalanine (note that isoleucine and leucine
17.13
cannot be distinguished by our LC-MS
Formate
0 to 5.03
approach). Of those, only phenylalaD-Lactate
0
to 2.51
nine was included in CDM1 and the reCO
15.83
to
2
maining five may thus be some of the
21.21
missing components whose absence prevented growth on CDM1. Significant se- Flux variability analysis (FVA) was carried
cretion of glutamine and threonine was out with 95% satisfaction of objective reobserved. Furthermore, five amino acids quired.
(alanine, cysteine, proline, serine and valine) were net secreted but the observed changes were statistically not significant. Of
the added metabolites in CDM2, 11, including all four added nucleobases, were taken
up (Figure 3.2). These findings reveal that CDM2 represents a defined non-minimal
medium that enables growth of F. prausnitzii in silico and in vitro.
F. prausnitzii consumes and secretes a variety of compounds. We aimed to identify nonessential metabolites through the consumed and secreted metabolite profiles for
growth on CDM2. No growth was observed when adenine and xanthine were removed
from the medium. The precise mechanism for this phenotype remained ambiguous,
as complete biosynthesis pathways for both bases are annotated in the F. prausnitzii
A2-165 genome. LC-MS analysis revealed a highly significant decrease in adenine
(p = 2.363*10-7 ) and a corresponding increase in hypoxanthine (p = 7.034*10-7 ) suggesting that adenine is metabolized via adenine deaminase (FAEPRAA2165_01453
or FAEPRAA2165_01454, EC 3.4.5.2), liberating ammonium ion (Figure 3.3). This
indicates that adenine serves as an important nitrogen source for these bacteria. Consistently, in silico simulations predicted adenine, unlike other nucleobases, as well as
ammonium ion to serve as a sole nitrogen source. Furthermore, hemin could be omitted. Hemin biosynthesis is absent and the lack of a requirement suggests that hemecontaining proteins may not be encoded by F. prausnitzii A2-165. Indeed, we were
unable to identify a cytochrome c oxidase in its genome.
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Figure 3.2. Description of the overlap between the chemically defined media utilized
in this study. Blue circle, compounds included in CDM1 (initial minimal medium
proposed by model); orange circle, compounds included in CDM2 (expanded defined
medium enabling growth); purple circle, compounds included in CDM3 (final defined
medium based on LC-MS data). Green metabolites are those significantly secreted
during growth on CDM2; red metabolites are those significantly consumed during
growth on CDM2.
We observed a significant uptake of the vitamins biotin, pantothenic acid, and pyridoxal, confirming the model’s predictions that they are essential. Cobalamin, folic
acid, and riboflavin consumption did not reach significance, although they are predicted to be essential. Riboflavin auxotrophy has been previously demonstrated for F.
prausnitzii A2-165 [219]. Possibly, riboflavin consumption did not reach significance
because the vitamin is mainly utilized for an extracellular electron shuttle [219]. Thiamin was significantly taken up despite a biosynthesis pathway being annotated in F.
prausnitzii A2-165. Surprisingly, pyridoxamine was consumed in significant amounts.
However, no pyridoxamine 5’-phosphate oxidase (EC 1.4.3.5) could be identified in
the F. prausnitzii A2-165 genome, which is a prerequisite for pyridoxamine utilization.
A statistically significant net secretion of p-aminobenzoic acid in the medium was
observed between 0 and 4h, while a decrease occurred between 4 and 20h, suggesting
that F. prausnitzii may be able to utilize or synthesize p-aminobenzoic acid. However,
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we could not identify the p-aminobenzoic acid biosynthesis pathway in the genome in
line with previous results that F. prausnitzii M21/2 do not possess the folate biosynthesis pathway [220]. Finally, F. prausnitzii secreted five previously unreported metabolites (see Table B.2), namely dihydroorotic acid, N-acetylglutamic acid, N-acetyaspartic
acid and 3-methy2-oxovaleric acid, as well as phenyllactic acid, which has already
been shown to be produced by F. prausnitzii strains M21/2 and SL3/3 [35].
We then aimed to refine the CDM2. Glutamine and threonine could be omitted
from CDM2, in line with model predictions that F. prausnitzii A2-165 is prototroph for
these amino acids. Pyridoxamine and p-aminobenzoic acid could further be omitted,
confirming that pyridoxal is a sufficient source of vitamin B6 but pyridoxamine may be
unusable. Furthermore, guanine, uracil and orotic acid could be omitted. Biosynthesis
pathways for uracil, guanine and orotic acid are completely annotated in F. prausnitzii
A2-165, confirming these growth components are non-essential. Deletion of these
three compounds from CDM2 resulted in poor and unreliable growth, however. We
conclude that F. prausnitzii’s growth is unstable in non-complex media, possibly due
to low nutrient concentrations. The more refined CDM2, deemed CDM3, which allows
growth, though poor and unreliable, of F. prausnitzii in vitro is shown in Figure 3.2.
Exometabolomic data guide the refinement of F. prausnitzii’s genome annotation. Uptake of six vitamins was observed, for which the current annotation for
F. prausnitzii A2-165 in NCBI Protein, The Seed, IMG and BioCyc does not include
transporters. Using comparative genomics analysis, we identified energy-coupling factor (ECF) family transporters for biotin, folic acid, pyridoxine, pantothenic acid, riboflavin and thiamine in the F. prausnitzii A2-165 genome, supporting that these vitamins can be consumed (Table 3.3). All transporters require shared ecfAAT energizing
components (encoded by FAEPRAA2165_02788-02790) which are energy-coupling
modules required for substrate binding that include the components EcfA, EcfA’ and
EcfT [221]. Furthermore, a currently unannotated pyridoxine-responsive regulon, corresponding to PdxR (FAEPRAA2165_02613), and a niacin-responsive regulon, corresponding to NiaR (FAEPRAA2165_01816), which regulate the associated ECF transporters, were identified. Some of the transporter-encoding genes mentioned are currently mis- or unannotated (Table 3.3).
Furthermore, we aimed to confirm the presence of functional biosynthesis pathways and transporters for amino acids not present in CDM1 that were consumed in
significant amounts. We newly identified a histidine regulon, corresponding to HisR
(FAEPRAA2165_01654), which regulates the histidine biosynthesis operon
hisGD1DCBHAFEJ (FAEPRAA2165_00489-480), a T-box regulon leuABCD for leucine (FAEPRAA2165_01127-31) and ilvD for isoleucine (FAEPRAA2165_00371).
(Table 3.3). We confirmed the presence of an arginine regulon containing the arginine biosynthesis operon argGHCJBDF (FAEPRAA2165_00172-163), argF
(FAEPRAA2165_00366), and newly identified a predicted MFS-type arginine transporter (FAEPRAA2165_02750). Histidine, arginine, leucine, and isoleucine biosynthesis is thus most likely functional in F. prausnitzii A2-165. We further identified
ABC-type transporters for histidine (hisXYZ, FAEPRAA2165_03376-74), lysine
(lysXYZ, FAEPRAA2165_03085-88), methionine (metQPN, FAEPRAA2165_
03033-35), and tryptophan (trpXYZ,FAEPRAA2165_01745-48) that are controlled by
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a lysine riboswitch and amino acid-specific T-boxes. Finally, we identified a previously
misannotated D-lactate dehydrogenase and a putative hydroxyacid oxidase (Table 3.3,
Chapter B.1).
In summary, several biomass precursor transporters included in the corresponding
biosynthesis regulons were identified, and 33 novel gene annotations for F. prausnitzii
A2-165 were proposed. In particular, we identified the transported substrates for transporters with currently generic annotations (Table 3.3).
Table 3.3. Proposed improvements and specifications to the genome annotation of F.
prausnitzii A2-165.
NCBI Protein ID

Current annotation
(NCBI)a

Proposed annotation

FAEPRAA2165_01205

Hypothetical protein

FAEPRAA2165_01298

Hypothetical protein

FAEPRAA2165_01333

Putative proton-coupled
thiamine transporter YuaJ
4-phosphoerythronate
dehydrogenase
TrpR family protein
YerC/YecD
ABC transporter substrate
binding protein
Branched-chain amino acid
ABC transporter, permease
protein
ABC transporter,
ATP-binding protein
3H domain protein

Pantothenate transporter
gene panT
Riboflavin transporter gene
ribU
Thiamine transporter gene
thiT
D-lactate dehydrogenase

FAEPRAA2165_01388
FAEPRAA2165_01654
FAEPRAA2165_01745
FAEPRAA2165_01747

FAEPRAA2165_01748
FAEPRAA2165_01816
FAEPRAA2165_01935

Dehydrogenase, FMN
dependent

FAEPRAA2165_02602

Hypothetical protein

FAEPRAA2165_02613

Transcriptional regulator,
GntR family
Transporter, major
facilitator family protein
Glycosyl hydrolase family
32

FAEPRAA2165_02750
FAEPRAA2165_02761
a

FMN, flavin mononucleotide.
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Histidine repressor HisR
Tryptophan ABC
transporter gene trpX
Tryptophan ABC
transporter gene trpY
Tryptophan ABC
transporter gene trpZ
Niacin-responsive regulator
NiaR
Hydroxyacid oxidase gene
(similar to eukaryotic gene
Hao2)
Niacin transporter gene
niaY
Pyridoxine-responsive
regulator PdxR
MFS-type arginine
transporter
Beta-fructosidase
(levanase/invertase) gene

Table 3.3 (cont.).
NCBI Protein ID

Current annotation
(NCBI)

Proposed annotation

FAEPRAA2165_02762

Tat pathway signal
sequence domain protein
ABC transporter, permease
protein
ABC transporter, permease
protein
Transcriptional regulator,
LacI family

Fructooligosaccharide
ABC transporter
Fructooligosaccharide
ABC transporter
Fructooligosaccharide
ABC transporter
Fructooligosaccharides
utilization transcriptional
regulator SusR
EcfT energizing component
EcfA= energizing
component
EcfA energizing
component
Folate transporter gene folT
Predicted methionine ABC
transporter gene metQ
Predicted methionine ABC
transporter gene metP
Predicted methionine ABC
transporter gene metN
Lysine ABC transporter
gene lysX

FAEPRAA2165_02763
FAEPRAA2165_02764
FAEPRAA2165_02765

FAEPRAA2165_02788
FAEPRAA2165_02789
FAEPRAA2165_02790
FAEPRAA2165_03014
FAEPRAA2165_03033
FAEPRAA2165_03034
FAEPRAA2165_03035
FAEPRAA2165_03085

FAEPRAA2165_03087
FAEPRAA2165_03085

FAEPRAA2165_03088
FAEPRAA2165_03374
FAEPRAA2165_03375
FAEPRAA2165_03376

Cobalt transport protein
ABC transporter,
ATP-binding protein
Cobalt ABC transporter,
ATP-binding protein
Hypothetical protein
NlpA lipoprotein
ABC transporter,
ATP-binding protein
ABC transporter, permease
protein
ABC transporter,
substrate-binding protein,
family 3
ABC transporter, permease
protein
ABC transporter,
substrate-binding protein,
family 3
ABC transporter, permease
protein
ABC transporter,
ATP-binding protein
ABC transporter, permease
protein
ABC transporter,
substrate-binding protein,
family 3
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Lysine ABC transporter
gene lysY
Lysine ABC transporter
gene lysX
Lysine ABC transporter
gene lysZ
Histidine ABC transporter
gene hisZ
Histidine ABC transporter
gene hisY
Histidine ABC transporter
gene hisX

Reconstruction content, refinement and characteristics. iFpraus_v0.2 was consequently refined. Missing transport reactions for all metabolites observed to be consumed or secreted were added, and the corresponding transporter-including genes (Table 3.3) were assigned accordingly. Reactions consuming or producing the metabolites
were included as necessary to connect the metabolites to the network if supporting
gene annotations could be identified (Table 3.3, Chapter B.1). In total, 37 reactions,
15 non-unique metabolites and 17 genes were added, and six reactions were replaced
during the refinement based on exometabolome measurements (for details, see Chapter B.1). The resulting final reconstruction was deemed iFpraus_v1.0, accounting for
602 genes, 1030 reactions, and 833 metabolites with a final average confidence score
of 2.29 (Chapter B.1) and a genome coverage of 17%. Excluding exchange and demand reactions, only 66 of all 1030 reactions are not supported by genome annotation.
iFpraus_v1.0 is able to utilize carbon sources and produce secretion products in good
agreement with literature and our in vitro experiments (Table B.1, Table B.2). The
expansion of the reconstruction resulted in only minor changes in growth rate and secretion product predictions (data not shown). At its end, this integrated systems biology
approach yielded in a metabolic chart of F. prausnitzii summarizing its metabolic capabilities and connections with the environment (Figure 3.3). Our proposed refinements
to F. prausnitzii’s genome annotation are summed up in Table 3.3.
The subsystem participation of reactions in iFpraus_v1.0 was analyzed and compared with the previously assembled Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron strain VPI 5482
reconstruction iAH991 [167] (Figure 3.4). As expected, the most striking difference
between the two reconstructions is the percentage of reactions and genes involved
in polysaccharide degradation, which make up 9% and 26%, respectively, in the B.
thetaiotaomicron reconstruction, but only 2% in F. prausnitzii (Figure 3.4). This difference reflects the significantly higher saccharolytic potential of B. thetaiotaomicron,
in line with observations that B. thetaiotaomicron possesses 255 glycoside hydrolases
and 29 polysaccharide lyases, while the F. prausnitzii genome encodes only 17 glycoside hydrolases and one polysaccharide lyase [222]. Moreover, 61% of B. thetaiotaomicron’s glycosylhydrolases are noncytosolic [173], while F. prausnitzii possesses
mainly cytosolic enzymes. Accordingly, 22% of genes in the F. prausnitzii reconstruction, but only 8% of genes in the B. thetaiotaomicron reconstruction are involved
in transport (Figure 3.4b), in line with the fact that firmicutes possesses a number of
phosphotransferase systems (PTS) for efficient nutrient uptake while B. thetaiotaomicron has no genes encoding PTS [223].

3.5 Prospective use of the reconstruction
(i) Insights into the central metabolism of F. prausnitzii. Network analysis revealed
the central carbon metabolism of F. prausnitzii (Figure 3.3). Glucose and most other
carbon sources are metabolized via glycolysis. Amino sugars enter metabolism via the
amino sugars pathway with fructose-6-phosphate as the product, while uronic acids are
converted to pyruvate and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate via pentose and glucuronate interconversions. Formate is produced via pyruvate formate lyase and can be further con-
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Figure 3.3. Overview of proposed pathways in F. prausnitzii A2-165 based on genome annotation, the exometabolome, and growth
experiments. Putative pathways for which no gene annotation could be identified, as well as substrates known to be transported but for
which transporter gene annotations are unknown, are indicated with a question mark. Transporter mechanisms are indicated by icons (see
the key).
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of subsystem participation in the F. prausnitzii A2-165 reconstruction iFpraus_v1.0 and the B. thetaiotaomicron
VPI-5482 reconstruction iAH991. (a) Reactions; (b) genes.

verted to CO2 by formate dehydrogenase. The citric acid cycle is incomplete, as malate
dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.37) and oxoglutarate dehydrogenase (EC 1.2.4.2) are not annotated. However, the steps for conversion of succinate to malate and oxaloacetate to
2-oxoglutarate are present, in agreement with the observation that malate and succinate
are formed from fumarate [219]. Finally, an incomplete pentose phosphate pathway
is annotated in the F. prausnitzii A2-165 genome that does not allow the microbe to
generate NADPH via pentose phosphate pathway. However, the necessary enzymes
for synthesis of erythrose-4-phosphate as precursors for synthesis of aromatic amino
acids and 5-phosphoribosy1-pyrophosphate (PRPP), which is required for synthesis of
purines and pyrimidines, are accounted for (Figure 3.3).
(ii) Acetate supplementation increases energy harvest from glucose. We investigated in silico how acetate consumption enables F. prausnitzii to harvest more energy
from carbon sources. Using flux balance analysis [65] while minimizing internal flux,
we calculated the predicted ATP yield per mmol glucose, without and with acetate
present in the in silico medium. The predicted ATP yields were 2 and 3, respectively.
Flux balance analysis revealed that, in absence of acetate, glucose was fermented to
D-lactate and ATP was produced via phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (BiGG ID:
PPCKr) (Figure B3). When acetate uptake was allowed, the model switched from Dlactate to butyrate and CO2 production, leading to proton transport to the extracellular
compartment via NADH:ferredoxin oxidoreductase (BiGG ID: FDNADOX_H). This
proton motive force enabled ATP production via ATP synthase (BiGG ID: ATPS4)
(Figure B3), thus allowing more efficient utilization of glucose. The predicted flux
ratio between ATP synthase and acetate uptake was 1:2, hence, one mmol gDw-1 .hr-1
ATP per two mmol gDw-1 .hr-1 acetate was produced.
(iii) Metabolic modeling reveals novel carbon sources. Using flux balance analysis, novel carbon sources were predicted. iFpraus_v1.0 has exchange reactions defined
for 154 unique metabolites, of which 90 contain carbons. We supplemented the in silico YCFA medium with each of these candidate carbon sources, and found that 17 of 90
indeed supported growth in silico: 14 known sole carbon sources [168, 202] (Table B.1)
as well as lactose, inosine and the host-derived monosaccharide N-acetylneuraminic
acid. The utilization pathways for these three novel substrates are supported by the
genome annotation (data not shown). Furthermore, very poor growth on malate was
predicted. Unusable sole carbon sources included all amino acids and dipeptides (Table
B.1), consistent with reports that F. prausnitzii has little or no ability to utilize peptides
[202].
We validated ten of these predictions in in vitro cell culture (Table 3.4). As predicted in silico, F. prausnitzii A2-165 grew on lactose and N-acetylneuraminic acid,
confirmed by acid production. On inosine, acid production was detectable, but weak
and the difference in pH value did not reach 0.2. F. prausnitzii A2-165 is thus able
to utilize inosine as a carbon source, but to an extent that may not be sufficient for
growth if no other usable carbon source is provided. Furthermore, recent experimental
evidence suggested that fumarate can serve as carbon source [219]. The model predicted that F. prausnitzii A2-165 could utilize fumarate as additional, though not as
sole, carbon source. Our in vitro experiments agreed with this prediction (Table 3.4).
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Table 3.4. Previously undescribed carbon source utilization predicted for
iFpraus_v1.0 (F. prausnitzii A2-165) and experimental validation.
Carbon source

Relative in silico
growth rate (h-1 )

In vivo growth

Arbutin
Citrate
Fumarate
Inosine
Lactose
Malate
Mannose
N-Acetylneuraminic
acid
Salicin
Succinate

No growth
No growth
No growth
0.66
0.78
0.07
No growth
0.98

No growth
No growth
No growth
Weak acid production
Growth
No growth
No growth
Growth

No growth
No growth

No growth
No growth

Furthermore, F. prausnitzii A2-165 did not grow on malate, for which poor growth
was predicted (Table 3.4). Both compounds likely fail to sustain growth as sole carbon
sources due to the loss of one carbon atom when malate is converted to pyruvate via
fumarase (BiGG ID FUM, FAEPRAA2165_03471-03472) and malic enzyme (BIGG
ID ME1, FAEPRAA2165_03473). Moreover, in agreement with model predictions, F.
prausnitzii A2-165 was also unable to grow on arbutin, citrate, mannose, salicin, and
succinate (Table 3.4). Taken together, F. prausnitzii’s genome encodes for numerous
transporters and the microorganism is also able to utilize many host-and diet-derived
metabolites for energy and biomass production.
(iv) Utilization of oxygen benefits F. prausnitzii. Recently, it has been shown
that F. prausnitzii utilizes oxygen or fumarate as electron acceptors for an extracellular
electron shuttle involving cysteine or glutathione and riboflavin [219]. Using flux balance analysis, we investigated how addition of oxygen to the in silico YCFAG medium
benefits the microbe and changes pathway utilization by F. prausnitzii. Therefore, we
modeled two conditions, anoxic growth in YCFAG medium with glucose (YCFAG10
medium) and oxic growth in YCFAG medium with glucose (YCFAG(O2 ) medium),
after experimental conditions [219] and predicted molar yields for secretion products
and biomass (Table B.3).
We inspected the pathway usage for the two conditions. Flux through the reactions representing the extracellular electron shuttle (BiGG IDs: ESHCYS_FPe, ESHCYS2_FPe, ESHGLU_FPe, ESHGLU2_FPe) were enabled for condition YCFAG(O2 ),
but not for YCFAG10 (Figure B4), confirming that the model correctly captured the recently discovered electron shuttle. Furthermore, oxygen consumption increased the in
silico growth rate by 30% (Table B.4). Flux balance analysis revealed that flux through
a flavin reductase (BiGG ID: FLVRxe,
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FAEPRAA2165_00362), which regenerates NAD+ from NADH (Figure B4), increased
by 15-fold under YCFAG(O2 ) condition. In contrast, if no flux through FLVRxe was
allowed, oxygen uptake could not increase anymore the in silico growth rate (Table
B.4), demonstrating that this reaction is indeed responsible for the predicted growth
stimulation by oxygen. We thus propose that the uptake of oxygen leads to a higher
flux through the extracellular electron shuttle and through the stoichiometrically coupled flavin reductase, which subsequently moves the NAD+ /NADH ratio in a favorable
direction, leading to an increase in growth yield. The model predicted acetate production rather than consumption on YCFAG(O2 ) medium (Table B.3). In contrast, acetate
consumption was observed in vitro on YCFAG(O2 ) medium [219]. Due to NAD+ being
regenerated mainly via flavin reductase, flux through butyrate fermentation pathway,
which also converts NADH to NAD+ , was not enforced at optimal growth yield and
acetyl-CoA was mainly converted to acetate. The reason for this discrepancy with in
vitro results may be explained by missing regulatory constraints in the model or incomplete knowledge about the molecular composition of the yeast extract present in
the in vitro YCFAG medium.
(v) Phenotypic phase plane (PhPP) analysis predicts growth-limiting nutrients. The effect of secretion product ratio on growth rate was predicted using phenotypic phase plane (PhPP) Analysis. Briefly, in the PhPP analysis, two constraining environmental variables (e.g. flux through exchange reactions) are varied, while optimizing for a third parameter (e.g. biomass production). The analysis may reveal different
regions, or “phases”, in the resulting phenotypic phase plane representing qualitatively
different pathway utilizations. These phases are computed based on shadow prices.
A metabolite’s shadow price represents to what extent increasing the flux through the
metabolite would increase flux through the particular objective function. By definition,
a positive shadow price indicates that increasing the flux through this metabolite would
increase the objective function flux, while a negative shadow price represents an associated decrease in objective function flux [215]. Using PhPP analysis, we computed
the effect of varying carbon source uptake and acetate exchange on growth rate (Figure
3.5). Furthermore, the shadow prices for all metabolites, excluding dead-end metabolites, were calculated. Glucose and galacturonic acid uptake were varied against acetate
exchange. The analysis revealed different phenotypic phases. As expected, increasing
carbon source uptake flux increased growth rate (Figure 3.5a and b).
When comparing the point of minimal carbon source uptake rate that still allowed
optimal growth (indicated by a star in Figure 3.5a and b), it was observed that for glucose, acetate had to consumed, while for galacturonic acid, acetate had to be produced.
The maximally achievable growth rate was equal for both carbon sources. Forcing acetate production thus limited growth on glucose, while on galacturonic acid the growth
yield decreased with increasing acetate consumption. This difference can be explained
by their distinct metabolism. Glucose is fully metabolized via glycolysis, yielding
two mol of pyruvate per mol. Uronic acids are utilized via pentose and glucuronate
interconversions resulting in one mol of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate and one mol of
pyruvate per mol (Figure 3.3). The reduced flux through glycolysis during growth on
uronic acids results in a lower NADH yield per mol of carbon source. Thus, ATP
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Figure 3.5. Phenotypic phase plane analysis performed for the F. prausnitzii A2-165
reconstruction iFpraus_v1.0. Growth rates and shadow prices were plotted as heat
maps spanning the feasible solution space. (a) Glucose uptake varied against acetate
exchange, plotted in three-dimensional (3D) and 2D format. (b) Galacturonic acid
uptake varied against acetate exchange, plotted in 3D and 2D format.
gain via acetate kinase becomes preferable to the NADH-consuming butyrate pathway. We then examined the shadow prices for the entire phase plane while varying
glucose against acetate uptake. We found that at low glucose uptake rates, the model
was carbon-limited indicated by positive shadow prices for glucose and other usable
carbon sources. At optimal growth, however, growth was limited by NAD+ , NADP+ ,
ATP, Acetyl-CoA, amino acids and cell envelope biosynthesis building blocks. Thus,
reducing equivalent availability and energy levels rather than carbon skeleton availability, as well as cost-intensive biomass precursors are growth-limiting in this phase.
Furthermore, cost-intensive biomass precursors involved in fatty acid metabolism, e.g.
hexadecanoic acid, switched from a positive shadow price at suboptimal growth to a
negative shadow price at optimal growth. Increasing availaibility of hexadecanoic acid
at suboptimal growth would thus save biosynthesis costs, while at optimal growth,
the metabolite would be in excess and costly to remove. Shadow price analysis thus
predicts how the limited resources need to be distributed in F. prausnitzii to achieve
optimal growth.
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3.6 Discussion
In this work, we manually constructed and validated a metabolic reconstruction of Faecalibacterium prausnitzii A2-165 starting from an automated draft reconstruction. A
defined medium enabling growth of the microbe was developed. Previously proposed
traits of the microbe, such as generation of a proton motive force, were captured via
metabolic modeling. The model was then successfully applied to predict novel carbon
source utilization capabilities, which were validated experimentally. Finally, a phenotypic phase plane analysis predicted optimal ratios between acetate exchange and
carbon source uptake, as well as growth-limiting metabolites. We, and others, have
previously shown that automatically generated GENREs, solely based on genome annotation, do not capture adequately biochemical characteristics and phenotypic properties of the target organisms [167, 224, 225]. However, as poorly characterized organisms have a limited amount of published biochemical data available, a key ingredient for traditional reconstruction of high-quality metabolic reconstructions [71], the
genome becomes the main source of metabolic information. Here, we demonstrated
that the draft reconstruction in conjunction with in vitro experiments and metabolomic
measurements could greatly augment the biochemical knowledge about the target organism. In fact, we propose a comprehensive metabolic map for F. prausnitzii (Figure
3.3), which summarizes all its measured, annotated, and predicted metabolic capabilities. While the reconstruction captures qualitative properties well, the predicted
formate production rates relative to the butyrate production rates were too low (Table
3.2). This discrepancy may be due to missing regulatory or kinetic constraints. The
butyrate and formate production vary drastically between the different F. prausnitzii
strains [168], despite their having the same central fermentation pathways encoded
in the genomes. In fact, inclusion of nonmetabolic cellular processes, such as regulation and macromolecular synthesis, with metabolic models has been shown to increase their predictive potential by reducing the set of feasible solutions significantly
[226, 227, 228, 176, 229].
Guided by the refined metabolic reconstruction, we then developed an initial CDM1,
which was further improved through the analysis of metabolomic data. CDM2 enabled
growth of F. prausnitzii A2-165, in contrast to CDM1, while not being minimal. The
medium should prove useful as it enables cultivation of F. prausnitzii A2-165 under defined nutrient concentrations. Growth on CDM2 (0.13 hr-1 ) is poorer than on YCFAG
medium (0.55 hr-1 ) [230]. However, F. prausnitzii is generally difficult to cultivate
and its growth is likely influenced by factors other than medium composition. It has
been proposed that the conversion of acetate to butyrate by colonic bacteria leads to
further energy gains for the bacteria in the form of ATP by means of a proton motive
force [104]. Correspondingly, the model predicted the generation of one additional
molecule of ATP per two consumed molecules of acetate via such a proton motive
force. This ratio may be validated experimentally in future efforts. Furthermore, it has
been shown that extracellular riboflavin drives an extracellular electron shuttle with
oxygen as terminal electron acceptor [231]. In line with this observation, we predicted an increase in growth rate in presence of oxygen due to a riboflavin-utilizing
flavin reductase (FAEPRAA2165_00362), which may be a valuable target for further
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analysis. Moreover, we could not observe significant changes in riboflavin medium
concentration, suggesting that the vitamin is utilized extracellularly. Riboflavin may
be an important factor benefitting F. prausnitzii. It has been proposed that a diet rich
in riboflavin may promote the abundance of the beneficial faecalibacteria in the human
gut [219, 231].
We furthermore predicted and confirmed lactose and N-acetylneuraminic acid utilization by F. prausnitzii A2-165. N-acetylneuraminic acid (sialic acid) is an amino
sugar found in human mucus and thus extensively present in the human intestine. Nacetylneuraminic acid utilization confers a competitive advantage to several pathogens
and opportunistic pathogens colonizing the gut, including Salmonella enterica, Bacteroides fragilis and enterohemorrhagic E. coli. F. prausnitzii is one of few human gut
commensals possessing the sialic acid utilization gene cluster [232]. The microbe’s
ability to utilize sialic acid may be beneficial for the host if it can successfully outcompete pathogens in mucus-rich environments. The reconstruction further captures the
fact that sialic acid can also serve as nitrogen source [232] (data not shown). Finally,
a phenotypic phase plane analysis identified optimal ratios between carbon source uptake and acetate exchange, as well as growth-limiting nutrients that may represent bottlenecks. Maximal growth was not limited by the availability of carbon skeletons,
but of other biomass precursors such as cost-intensive amino acids and cell envelope
building blocks. The model was further predicted to be nitrogen source limited at optimal growth (see the supplemental material). F. prausnitzii might thus benefit from
growth on carbon sources that are also nitrogen sources. Correspondingly, increasing the availability of N-acetylglucosamine, but not of glucose was predicted to enhance growth at optimal carbon source to acetate exchange ratios (see the supplemental material). In agreement with this prediction, F. prausnitzii A2-165 grew better on
N-acetylglucosamine than on glucose [202]. The analysis further suggested that resources need to be distributed optimally to enable optimal growth. Investing resources
in metabolites that do not contribute to biomass production was predicted to lower the
growth rate.
Another metabolic reconstruction of F. prausnitzii A2-165, iFap484, has recently
been published [157]. However, unlike iFpraus_v1.0, which was experimentally validated and refined based on exo-metabolomic data, iFap484 was constructed solely
based on the limited available bibliome for F. prausnitzii A2-165. Furthermore, iFpraus_v1.0 accounts for 118 genes and 317 reactions more and thus has a significantly
higher pathway coverage than iFap484.
The potential of systems biology to study both host-microbe and microbe-microbe
interactions for microbes relevant to human health is promising [94, 233]. An interesting prospective application is the construction of an in silico ex-germfree mouse
model. Germfree animals selectively colonized with representative gut microbes are
well-established model organisms [107]. Experimental data, e.g., in vivo studies on
ex-germfree animals colonized with a Bacteroidetes and a Firmicutes representative
[115], including a recent study in which germfree rats were colonized selectively with
F. prausnitzii and B. thetaiotaomicron [119], could thus be put in context. Furthermore,
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it has been proposed that increasing the abundance of beneficial faecalibacteria in the
gut might have therapeutic potential and contribute to intestinal homeostasis [63]. Using F. prausnitzii as a probiotic, however, would require ensuring its survival until its
arrival in the colon [63]. Using metabolic modeling, formulations that improve the
survival of F. prausnitzii in the upper intestinal tract, and prebiotics that increase its
abundance in the gut, could be predicted. Finally, the presented approach can be readily applied other uncharacterized gut bacteria. This includes yet undiscovered potential
“keystone” species, which specialize in important functions found only in selected few
microbes [234]. The human gut is populated by an estimated 1000 species [2], most
of which have not been characterized. Recent technological advances permit isolation
and characterization of microbes from natural microbiota but their cultivation and phenotypic characterization may be hampered by lack of appropriate medium availability. Our proposed iterative approach using metabolic reconstruction and metabolomic
methods can fill this gap. Performing multiple iterations of computation and experiments could result in the identification of a minimal medium for the target organism.
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4.1 Abstract
The gut microbiota is well known to affect host metabolic phenotypes. The systemic
effects of the gut microbiota on host metabolism are generally evaluated via the comparison of germfree and conventional mice, which is impossible to perform for humans.
Hence, it remains difficult to determine the impact of the gut microbiota on human
metabolic phenotypes. We demonstrate that a constraint-based modeling framework
that simulates “germfree” and “ex-germfree” human individuals can partially fill this
gap and allow for in silico predictions of systemic human-microbial co-metabolism. To
this end, we constructed the first constraint-based host-microbial community model,
comprising the most comprehensive model of human metabolism and 11 manually
curated, validated metabolic models of commensals, probiotics, pathogens, and opportunistic pathogens. We used this host-microbiota model to predict potential metabolic
host-microbe interactions under four in silico dietary regimes. Our model predicts that
gut microbes secrete numerous health-relevant metabolites into the lumen, thereby
modulating the molecular composition of the body fluid metabolome. Our key results include the following: 1. Replacing a commensal community with pathogens
caused a loss of important host metabolic functions. 2. The gut microbiota can produce important precursors of host hormone synthesis and thus serves as an endocrine
organ. 3. The synthesis of important neurotransmitters is elevated in the presence of
the gut microbiota. 4. Gut microbes contribute essential precursors for glutathione,
taurine, and leukotrienes. This computational modeling framework provides novel insight into complex metabolic host-microbiota interactions and can serve as a powerful
tool with which to generate novel, non-obvious hypotheses regarding host-microbe
co-metabolism.

4.2 Introduction
There is increasing evidence that the human gut microbiota plays a central role in human health and well-being. The gut microbiota performs essential metabolic functions
for host health, such as the maturation of the host immune system [21] and protection
against pathogens [5]. Gut microbes produce the short-chain fatty acids acetate, propionate, and butyrate, which are utilized as carbon sources by the host [21]. Furthermore,
the gut microbiota synthesizes essential amino acids and vitamins [20], transforms bile
acids [38], and modifies xenobiotics [235].
The application of metagenomic techniques by international consortia, such as
MetaHIT [2] and the Human Microbiome Project [13], has dramatically increased our
understanding of the human gut microbiota and its relation to host health and disease. Species and genera over- and under-represented in disease incidence have been
identified, contributing to our understanding of “who is there” in the healthy gut microbiome [13]. The collective metabolic potential, rather than species composition,
of the gut microbiota has been suggested to define a healthy microbiota. Losses of
essential functions are associated with diseases [20]. However, our understanding of
the metabolic potential of the human gut microbiota and its relation with human phys-
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iology and health is limited. It remains to be discovered whether particular metabolic
activities can be linked to certain key species or if multiple members are required to
perform these important functions for the host [235]. There is a need to systematically
analyze the functions encoded in the human gut microbiome and its potential to affect
host biochemistry and to identify beneficial and detrimental species and genera. Furthermore, the effects of the gut microbiota on host metabolism in body sites other than
the intestine have rarely been systematically studied, and it is unclear how the gut microbiota affects the whole-body metabolism and immune homeostasis of human hosts
[235].
Several studies have established computational approaches with which to systematically explore the microbiota but not on an organism-resolved level [138, 139]. For
instance, Sridharan et al. predicted and quantified products of amino acid metabolism
in the mouse intestine using a supra-organism microbiota model demonstrating that
computational modeling can also predict the host-microbiota co-metabolome [146].
However, the supra-organism approach does not account for species boundaries and
thus cannot predict host-microbe interactions on an organism-resolved level. In contrast, the constraint-based reconstruction and analysis (COBRA) approach allows for
the modeling of interspecies interactions by utilizing well-curated, organism-resolved
metabolic networks constructed in a bottom-up manner [94]. Such metabolic reconstructions can be converted into mathematical models, which can be constrained according to environmental conditions, e.g., the availability of dietary nutrients. Subsequently, functional states can be predicted under various nutrient conditions or enzyme
defects [65]. Over 25 metabolic reconstructions for microbes inhabiting the human
body are available [94]. Using the COBRA approach, we previously demonstrated, for
the first time, that the metabolite exchange between a mouse and its gut symbiont Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron could be predicted in silico [167]. However, no studies have
modeled the interaction between a host and more than one microbe hitherto. Here,
we present a computational framework that fills this gap. The human reconstruction
Recon2, accounting for most human biochemical reactions occurring in at least one human cell [165], was joined with a model community of 11 microbes, and over 2000 exchanges representing metabolic functions in humans were systematically predicted. To
our knowledge, this analysis represents the first effort to predict the co-metabolism of
a host and a gut microbial community using a bottom-up, organism-resolved metabolic
model.

4.3 Materials and Methods
Construction of host-microbe models. We retrieved 11 manually constructed and validated reconstructions of human gut microbes [236, 99, 103, 95, 98, 100, 167, 97, 102]
and an extensive, high-quality reconstruction of human metabolism [165]. The 11 microbes included commensal, probiotic and pathogenic species (Figure 4.1). Quality
assurance and, if possible, expansion of each reconstruction content was performed.
If necessary, additional reactions/genes were included and/or the reconstruction structure was revised (details in Chapter C.1). An in silico framework combining host and
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microbes that enables host-microbe interactions through an in silico compartment representing the intestinal lumen, deemed [u], was constructed. The host and the microbes
each had their own extracellular spaces [e] through which they could exchange metabolites with the lumen compartment and, via the lumen, with each other (Figure 4.1). The
lumen compartment provided an outlet for simulated luminal secretion into feces. The
host could secrete metabolites into a separate outlet representing host secretion into
body fluids (i.e., blood and urine) (Figure 4.1). To model the effects of the presence
and absence of certain microbes, a total of 25 models containing the host and zero to
11 microbes were constructed. Briefly, the host was combined with each microbe separately, with two commensal microbes, with communities of five microbes and with
all 11 microbes. The unassociated host represented a “germfree” human (Chapter C.1,
Table C.1). The 25 models are available in COBRA format at http://thielelab.eu.
Comparison of microbial reconstruction content with a human microbiome
gene catalog. A human gene catalog constructed from the fecal samples of 124 human
subjects, assembled by Qin et al. [2], consisting of 1112 clusters of orthologous genes
(COGs [237]) was downloaded. The metabolic functions represented in the COGs
were manually mapped to the metabolic reactions contained in the 11 microbe reconstructions. Non-metabolic COGs were not translated, as they are outside the scope
of metabolic reconstructions. Moreover, where possible, the unmapped reactions contained in the 11 reconstructions were translated into additional COGs not reported in
the Qin et al. dataset. The translations were performed using Enzyme Commission
(EC) numbers and KEGG Orthologies (KOs) [142].
Definition of diets. We defined the following diets: Western diet, which approximates the amounts of protein, carbohydrate, and fat consumed by a typical Western citizen (http://www.ars.usda.gov/); high-carbohydrate diet; high-fat diet; and high-protein
diet (Figure 4.1). All diets contained the same simulated nutrients but with varying
uptake rates.
Quantification of fluxes. The fluxes through biomass objective functions and the
exchange reactions of the 25 models were predicted using flux balance analysis (FBA).
Briefly, FBA calculates the flow of metabolites through a metabolic network that results
in an optimal solution for a given objective function while assuming steady state [65].
By definition, the uptake flux of a metabolite through an exchange reaction is negative,
whereas the secretion flux is positive. Alternate solutions for optimizing for biomass
production were predicted using flux variability analysis (FVA). This analysis identifies
the allowed minimal and maximal flux spans for each reaction that occur when a certain
percentage of the maximal flux through the objective function is enforced [68]. All
of the simulations were performed using the COBRA Toolbox [66] in the MATLAB
(Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) programming environment. We used Tomopt
(Tomlab, Inc., Seattle, WA, USA) and ILOG CPLEX (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) as the
linear programming solvers for the flux balance analysis [65] and for the flux variability
analysis [68], respectively.
Pareto optimality analysis. Pareto optimality analysis was performed for all hostmicrobe pairs as previously described [167]. Briefly, the fluxes through the host and
microbe biomass objective functions were fixed at multiple intervals while optimizing
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Figure 4.1. Overview of the study design, including the modeling framework, description of included organisms, main constructed
host-microbe models and implemented dietary regimes. Examples of the types of exchange reactions that were optimized individually
(4679 in total) are also presented. CHO = carbohydrate; Mets = metabolites; [c] = cytoplasm; [e] = extracellular space; [u] = lumen;
[x] = peroxisome; [n] = nucleus; [l] = lysosome; [g] = Golgi apparatus; [m] = mitochondrion; [r] = endoplasmic reticulum.

the flux through the other respective biomass objective function, resulting in the prediction of the tradeoff between host and microbe biomass production. This analysis
was conducted for the four diets defined above.
Systematic analysis of host metabolic functions. The effect of microbial presence on host metabolism was examined systematically as follows: using FBA, the
fluxes through all of the exchange reactions in the joint models were optimized individually. These exchange reactions included (i) the absorption/secretion between the
host and the lumen as well as between the microbes and the lumen, (ii) luminal secretion into feces, and (iii) host secretion into body fluids (Figure 4.1). Minimal biomass
growth was enforced for the host and the included microbes by setting the lower bounds
on the respective biomass objective functions to 0.01 hr-1 , representing the low growth
rates (ca. 0.02 – 0.2 hr-1 ) measured for the intestinal microflora of mammals [184].
In total, 4679 exchanges representing metabolite secretion/absorption were set as the
objective function, resulting in 4679 simulations (Figure 4.1). The analysis was performed for all 25 models (Table C.1) for each of the four defined diets by optimizing
the flux through all 4679 exchanges individually. In total, the approach resulted in the
systematic quantification of (i) the potential of Recon2 to secrete body fluid metabolites, (ii) the potential of Recon2 to absorb metabolites of dietary and microbial origin,
(iii) the fecal secretion of metabolites of human and microbial origin and (iv) the absorption and secretion of metabolites of dietary, human and microbial origin by each
microbe (Figure 4.1).

4.4 Results
We aimed to investigate the metabolic potential of a representative collection of gut microbes to affect host metabolism. Therefore, we designed a computational framework
that permits us to systematically explore the effects of representative gut microbes on
host metabolic functions. Using this host-microbiota model, we systematically predicted the effect of each microbe on metabolite exchanges representing host wholebody metabolic functions under four in silico dietary regimes. To our knowledge, this
is the first constraint-based effort that integrates more than three metabolic models simultaneously to provide insight into the complex metabolic interactions between a host
organism and its microflora.
Microbial pathway content and metabolic diversity. The human gut harbors
an estimated 1000 species [2], yet only 11 high-quality, manually curated gut microbe
reconstructions were available for incorporation into our modeling framework (Chapter
C.1). We evaluated the representativeness of the 11 microbe reconstructions in terms of
the total metabolic capabilities of the human gut microbiota (Figure 4.1). Phylum-wise,
our reconstruction collection captured three main phyla (Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes,
Proteobacteria) but lacked representatives of one major phylum (Actinobacteria) as
well as minor phyla (e.g., Verrucomicrobia, Fusobacteria) [15]. The reconstructed
organisms Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron, Faecalibacterium prausnitzii, Streptococcus
thermophilus, and Escherichia coli O157:H7 were included among the 75 common
species detected in the 124 human volunteers [2]. The 11 microbial reconstructions
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included 429 of the 450 metabolic clusters of orthologous genes (COGs [237]) reported
to be present in the human microbiome of the 124 human volunteers [2] (Chapter C.2).
The remaining 662 unmapped COGs detected in the human volunteers were primarily
non-metabolic and thus outside the scope of metabolic reconstructions.
To estimate the metabolic closeness among the 11 microbes, the Jaccard distance
between the reaction and the metabolite content as well as the subsystem coverage
for each microbe reconstruction were calculated (Figures C.1 and C.2). As expected,
representatives of the same phyla were closest metabolically, but our in silico microbiota also exhibited considerable metabolic diversity (Chapter C.2), which has been
suggested to be important for collaboration within communities [238]. Large reconstructions (e.g., Escherichia coli MG1655) displayed higher subsystem coverage than
smaller reconstructions (e.g., Helicobacter pylori and the probiotics) (Figure C.2, Chapter C.2). To further characterize the metabolic differences among the reconstructed
strains, we computed the tradeoff between simultaneous host and microbe biomass
production using Pareto optimality analysis [167]. The majority of the microbes were
capable of benefiting the host and vice versa (Figure C.3-C.13). Despite their metabolic
similarity, commensal and pathogenic E. coli displayed differences in their metabolite
exchange with the host (Chapter C.2).
Properties of the modeling framework. We developed an in silico approach to
systematically study the effects of gut microbes on the human host by incorporating
11 manually curated gut microbe reconstructions and a global reconstruction of human
metabolism into a constraint-based host-microbe modeling framework (Figure 4.1). To
elucidate the impact of various microbial groups, the host was joined with a community
of either five commensal or five pathogenic species (deemed HS/5CM for human/five
commensal microbes and HS/5PM for human/five pathogenic microbes, Figure 4.1).
Subsequently, the host was joined with all 11 microbes (deemed HS/All) (Figure 4.1).
Finally, Recon2 was joined with all 11 microbes individually as well as with pairs of
two microbes (Table C.1, Chapter C.1). The “germfree” condition (GF) included only
Recon2. The required time for one FBA by the model HS/All, consisting of 20951
reactions, was less than 2 seconds (Dell, Intel Core i5, 16GB RAM, 64 bit). Four diets,
varying in carbohydrate, fat, and protein intake (Figure 4.1), were simulated because
dietary composition is well known to affect the gut microbiota [239].
Production of mammalian-microbe co-metabolites. The gut microbiota is well
known to influence the mammalian host’s body fluid and tissue metabolome [131].
By optimizing the fluxes through all body fluid secretion reactions individually, we
systematically predicted the effects of varying the presence and the absence of the
11 microbes on the host body fluid metabolome in silico (condition GF vs. condition HS/All, Figure 4.1). Of the 658 potential body fluid secretion metabolites
(Figure 4.1), 342 were indeed secreted by the host under the given simulation conditions. Of these 342 non-zero metabolites, only 11 cases (butyrate, ethanol, D-ribose,
D-ribitol, L-arabinose, L-homoserine, benzoic acid, and menaquinone 7, 9, 10, 11)
were not secreted in the condition GF under the given dietary constraints. However,
the quantitatively predicted body fluid metabolome was greatly affected by the presence of the microbes. When comparing the HS/All with the GF simulation, the secretion fluxes increased by greater than five-fold for 29 body fluid metabolites and
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by greater than 50-fold for an additional 23 metabolites under at least one dietary
regime. Of these metabolites, 28 were derived from amino acids (Figure 4.2) and
many have been detected in mammalian blood, plasma, or urine. For instance, the
fluxes of the known mammalian-microbial co-metabolites phenylacetylglutamine and
4-hydroxyphenylacetate [137] were increased by 41-fold and 90-fold, respectively, in
HS/All.
Commensal versus pathogenic community. Dysbiosis in the gut microbiome
is thought to have negative effects on host health [51]. Generally, an increase in
Proteobacteria associated with a loss in commensal Firmicutes is considered to be
detrimental for the host. Based on this rationale, we elucidated the consequences
of replacing the commensal community, including probiotic and commensal Firmicutes, with a group of pathogenic Proteobacteria by comparing the predicted body
fluid metabolomes of HS/5CM and HS/5PM. Although pathogenicity cannot be directly modeled with constraint-based methods, the differences in the potentials of two
groups to synthesize health-relevant metabolites can be readily predicted.
We quantified the global effect of the microbiota as follows: We calculated the
maximum possible secretions for all 342 non-zero metabolites by optimizing the fluxes
through the respective exchanges for all of the modeling conditions. The achieved
percentages of the maximal flux values were compared for the condition GF and the
microbe-associated conditions. The presence of the five commensals increased the secretions of 173 body fluid metabolites from less than 90% of the maximum possible
absolute value to >99% for the simulated Western diet (saturation). In the presence of
all microbes (HS/All), this number of saturated metabolites was relatively decreased
to 109 (Figure 4.3). This decrease was attributed to enforcing a low level of microbial growth (Chapter 4.3), which consumed resources that were consequently no
longer available to maximize the metabolic objectives (Figure 4.3). For 76 metabolites, the flux was constant in every model, resulting in 100% saturation under every
condition (Figure 4.3). The HS/5PM modeling condition, containing H. pylori and
four Gammaproteobacteria, was unable to saturate any non-constant metabolite secretion fluxes and there were particularly low secretions of vitamins and cofactor-related
metabolites into body fluids compared with HS/5CM. The number of microbial reconstructions was the same under both scenarios, and the reconstructions included in
HS/5CM were, on average, smaller in size and scope than for HS/5PM (Table C.2).
The predicted effects on host metabolism were thus a result of the metabolic capabilities represented in the reconstructions rather than the number or size of reconstructions.
The metabolic distance scores for the four Gammaproteobacteria reconstructions
included in HS/5PM were low (Figure C.1), and their subsystem coverages were similar (Figure C.2), resulting in a low combined metabolic potential. The metabolic potential of H. pylori was low because of its small genome and thus small reconstruction
size (Table C.2), further explaining the limited metabolic capabilities of the pathogenic
community. By calculating the metabolite secretion saturation for the host linked to all
11 microbes individually or to two out of the five commensals, we determined that B.
thetaiotaomicron and E. coli MG1655 affected host metabolism most strongly (Figure
4.3).
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Figure 4.2. Host body-fluid secretions of amino acid-derived metabolites increased by greater than five-fold in HS/All (vs. GF) under a
simulated Western diet. The diamonds represent metabolites, with subsystems indicated by color. The fold changes in secretion between
the HS/All and the GF conditions are indicated by the size of a diamond. Individual microbes that contributed significantly to biosynthesis
are listed for each metabolite group, with colors indicating the type of microbe. For abbreviations, refer to Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.3. Comparison of relative amounts of host body-fluid metabolite secretion
achieved by the GF condition and the host-microbe models under a Western diet (see
also Figure C.14-C.17). For abbreviations, refer to Figure 4.1.
In total, the pathogenic community, because of its lower diversity and collective
metabolic capabilities, exhibited a weaker capability to influence the predicted host
body fluid metabolome than the relatively more diverse commensal community. For
the high-carbohydrate, high-fat, and high-protein diets, the numbers of body fluid
metabolites that increased from under 90% of the maximum possible absolute values to
>99% of the respective values were 225, 172, and 196, respectively, for the HS/5CM
condition (Figure C.14-C.17), indicating that the predicted impact of the microbiota
was correlated with the carbohydrate content of the simulated diet, in line with the
known influence of diet on human gut microbiota [239].
Luminal secretion. The microbiota significantly affects mammalian luminal metabolites [131]. Maximizing the 1035 metabolic exchanges (Figure 4.1) between the lumen compartment and “fecal” secretion individually enabled the luminal metabolome,
which consisted of 266 metabolites, to be predicted. We then compared the differences in luminal secretion among the GF, HS/5CM, HS/5PM, and HS/All modeling
conditions. Only 48 metabolites were secreted in the GF simulation, in line with
reports that numerous metabolites detected in conventional mice are not present in
germfree animals [134]. The range of predicted metabolites of microbial origin was
significantly higher for HS/5CM than for HS/5PM (200 compared to 99 metabolites),
and numerous subsystems were saturated under the HS/5CM condition but not under HS/5PM. These results demonstrate again the relatively poor metabolic potential
of the pathogenic community because of its relatively lower diversity. A number of
subsystems were most affected by particular species. The Gammaproteobacteria con-
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tributed the majority of inorganic iron metabolism, lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis,
polyamine metabolism, and urea cycle metabolites, whereas host and plant polysaccharide degradation, the pentose phosphate pathway, cholesterol and bile acid metabolism,
and vitamin and cofactor metabolism were all linked to B. thetaiotaomicron. H. pylori
contributed most to nitrogen metabolism but provided little other metabolic potential.
The majority of the luminal metabolites were solely of microbial origin (218 of
266, 82%), many of which are health-relevant. For instance, the well-described microbial production of a variety of phenolic compounds from aromatic amino acids [35]
was predicted. Other modeled products derived from amino acids included sulfide and
ammonia, which are toxic and disturb colonocyte energy metabolism [34]. With the
exception of Lactococcus lactis, the Firmicutes did not produce sulfide. Other potentially health-relevant predicted metabolites of microbial origin included D-lactate,
formate, ethanol, succinate, short-chain fatty acids, and vitamins. As expected, only
the gram-negative bacteria produced pro-inflammatory lipopolysaccharides [21], with
the pathogenic Salmonella typhimurium contributing most to this subsystem.
In summary, B. thetaiotaomicron, as well as the commensal and probiotic Firmicutes (F. prausnitzii and the lactic acid bacteria), produced a greater number of beneficial metabolites than the Proteobacteria. Moreover, although we could not directly
model pathogenicity, we demonstrated that the community of pathogenic Proteobacteria, in particular S. typhimurium, was characterized by a greater potential to produce
potentially harmful compounds (e.g., sulfide, ammonia, and lipopolysaccharides). This
greater potential could not be explained entirely by their low diversity and was also attributed to their metabolic differences from the commensal Firmicutes.
It has been proposed that the gut microbiota can be considered as an endocrine
organ because it produces numerous compounds that influence distal organs via the
bloodstream, such as short-chain fatty acids, and regulates hormone metabolism [22].
All of the reconstructed bacteria produced acetate, but propionate and butyrate production was only predicted for B. thetaiotaomicron and F. prausnitzii, respectively.
Furthermore, we predicted a 34- to 90-fold increase in the host body fluid secretions
of hormone metabolites, including epinephrine, norepinephrine, dopamine, histamine,
and serotonin, on the Western diet in the presence of the 11 microbes (Figure 4.2). According to our predictions, B. thetaiotaomicron, Lactobacillus plantarum, L. lactis, and
the three E. coli strains produced GABA and L. plantarum secreted histamine. Both of
these neurotransmitters are known to be produced by the gut microbiota [22].
Host absorption. It is well known that the host absorbs and utilizes microbederived metabolites, such as amino acids, vitamins [20], and short-chain fatty acids
[21]. We examined microbe-derived metabolites that could be absorbed by the host
by optimizing the fluxes through all of the 661 host absorption exchange reactions
(Figure 4.1). A total of 38 dietary compounds usable by the host (e.g., simple sugars,
vitamins, and amino acids) were additionally produced by the microbes, thus increasing their respective availabilities compared with the GF condition. For instance, the
microbiota produced additional aspartate, glutamate, and glutamine, which serve as
energy sources to enterocytes [34]. Furthermore, 60 metabolites of microbial origin
that were not included in the simulated diet could be absorbed by the host, including
acetate, propionate, and butyrate.
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These results explain the pronounced predicted effects of the presence of gut microbes on the host body fluid metabolome described above and shown in Figures 4.1
and C.14-C.17. We further performed a global single-gene deletion study of the human genes for all of the host-microbe pairs. Five gene deletions that were predicted to
be lethal to the “germfree” host could be rescued by the presence of at least one microbe (Chapter C.2), further supporting the hypothesis that gut microbes can provide
essential biomass precursors to the host.
Glutathione, taurine, and leukotriene metabolism. We aimed to identify mechanisms by which the reconstructed gut microbes, in combination with the simulated
dietary inputs, caused the predicted increases in body fluid secretions. One example
of essential biomass precursors predicted to be provided by the microbiota is sulfur
amino acids. Methionine is essential, and cysteine is a semi-essential amino acid for
humans. Moreover, cysteine serves as a precursor for glutathione and taurine [240]. To
test the hypothesis that the gut microbes could provide cysteine and/or methionine, we
analyzed the pathway utilization when secretions of (i) glutathione and (ii) taurine into
body fluids, and the biosynthesis products requiring these compounds as precursors,
were optimized for all host-microbe pairs.
The model predicted that seven bacteria could increase glutathione biosynthesis
by supplying L-cysteine, L-methionine, or L-cystine to the host (Figure 4.4). Alternatively, the diet serves as sources of cysteine and methionine (Figure 4.4), with the
high-protein diet providing the highest inputs. We expected a similar microbe-derived
effect on the biosynthesis of leukotrienes C4, D4, E4, and F4, which are dependent on
glutathione [241]. In fact, their secretion was increased in the presence of all of the
microbes, except the three probiotics and H. pylori. This effect only occurred with the
high-fat diet indicating that a precursor other than glutathione was limiting for cysteinyl
leukotriene biosynthesis. Leukotriene biosynthesis starts from arachidonic acid, which
is not predicted to be synthesized by any of the microbes included in this study. Consequently, the supply of arachidonic acid was dependent entirely on the dietary inputs
under the given simulation conditions. Hence, the secretion of leukotriene into body
fluids could only be increased by the presence of the microbes in combination with the
high-fat diet (Figure 4.4). Thus, the effects of the microbe- and the diet-supplied inputs
of biosynthesis precursor were complementary.
Similarly, B. thetaiotaomicron and F. prausnitzii increased the secretion flux of
taurine by supplying L-cysteine, L-methionine (B. thetaiotaomicron), or L-cystine
(F. prausnitzii) (Figure 4.5). The main taurine biosynthesis pathway starts from Lcysteine, with L-cysteinesulfinic acid and hypotaurine as intermediates (Figure 4.5).
In the case of F. prausnitzii, this effect was limited by the supply of L-serine in the
diet, which this microbe requires for L-cysteine/L-cystine biosynthesis. Furthermore,
the model predicted an alternate pathway for taurine biosynthesis that starts from Lserine and sulfate via L-cysteic acid (Figure 4.5), which is a minor pathway for taurine
biosynthesis [242]. B. thetaiotaomicron was able to increase the flux of taurine synthesized via this pathway by providing sulfate. As a result, the secretions of taurocholic
and taurodeoxycholic acid into body fluids were also increased by the high-protein diet
and/or in the presence of B. thetaiotaomicron or F. prausnitzii (Figure 4.5). In sum-
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Figure 4.4. Schematic depiction of glutathione and leukotriene biosynthesis in Recon2 and the entry points of microbe- and diet-derived
metabolites with increased fluxes through the pathway and increased secretion into body fluids. For abbreviations, refer to Figure 4.1.

mary, similar to glutathione biosynthesis, the presence of gut microbes, in addition to
the supply of diet-derived biosynthesis precursors, increased taurine biosynthesis.

4.5 Discussion
In this study, we present a framework designed to model the metabolic interactions between the human host and its microbiota. For the first time, a constraint-based model
of a host and as many as 11 microbes was constructed. We systematically explored
the effects of metabolites produced by commensal probiotics, opportunistic pathogens,
and pathogens on human metabolic functions. A community of five commensals consistently provided a higher metabolic potential than a community of five pathogens.
The gut has the metabolic potential to serve as an endocrine organ for the host. The
synthesis of important neurotransmitters is elevated in the presence of the gut microbiota. Gut microbes contribute essential precursors for glutathione, taurine, and
leukotrienes. This computational modeling framework provides novel insight into the
complex metabolic interactions between a host and its microflora, and it can serve as
a powerful tool with which to generate novel, non-obvious hypotheses regarding hostmicrobe co-metabolism.
Bottom-up systems biology permits us to evaluate, at the species level, the individual and combined metabolic potentials of microorganisms. We demonstrated that
our constraint-based modeling framework (Figure 4.1) was able to accurately predict
the metabolic potential of the included 11 microbes as well as their global effects on
host metabolism. As a result of the increased availability of automated reconstruction tools, such as Model SEED [72], and the catalog of reference genomes established by MetaHIT [2] and the Human Microbiome Project [13], a greater number
of metabolic reconstructions for important species inhabiting the gut, including lowabundance and/or understudied species, should become available in the near future.
Important metabolic functions may be performed by low-abundance microbes (the
“rare biosphere”) [20]. Using our framework, the metabolic potential of such “keystone” species could be elucidated and placed in context with host metabolism without
a need to cultivate the microbe.
Such host-microbiota modeling may reveal the mechanisms underlying correlations among various taxa and particular mammalian-microbial co-metabolites. For
example, phenylacetylglutamine and 4-hydroxyphenylacetate, which were predicted
to be produced by the host and to be affected by the presence of the microbes, have
been positively correlated with Subdoligranulum variable, and additionally, phenylacetylglutamine has been positively correlated with Bifidobacterium pseudocatenulatum [137]. Our modeling framework can be expanded by the inclusion of any number
of representative, well-curated gut microbe reconstructions, which will further elucidate the impacts and the importance of the gut ecosystem on human health. Notably,
the human reconstruction currently lacks biosynthesis pathways for certain important
mammalian-microbial co-metabolites (e.g., hippurate and 4-cresyl sulfate [21]), which
will be included in future revisions of Recon2.
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Figure 4.5. Schematic depiction of taurine and bile acid biosynthesis in Recon2 and
the entry points of microbe- and diet-derived metabolites with increased fluxes
through the pathway and increased secretion into body fluids. The transformation of
bile acid by B. thetaiotaomicron is also shown. For abbreviations, refer to Figure 4.1.
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We have provided a comprehensive chart that details the metabolic potential of
each gut microbial species. Overall, we predict that a diverse commensal community
spanning three phyla will have a higher global metabolic potential than a less diverse
community of five pathogenic Proteobacteria (Figure 4.3), leading to the production of
a wider range of microbe-derived compounds to be absorbed by the host. Species considered to be beneficial, e.g., F. prausnitzii, produce more beneficial metabolites (e.g.,
butyrate [243]), whereas harmful or pro-inflammatory compounds, such as sulfide, ammonia [34] and lipopolysaccharides [21], are more highly associated with bacteria considered to be detrimental (e.g., Proteobacteria). Based on these results, a loss of beneficial Firmicutes and gain in Proteobacteria would result in a depletion of beneficial
metabolites (e.g., butyrate) but not harmful or pro-inflammatory microbial products
(e.g., lipopolysaccharides, ammonium ions). Indeed, changes in the gut microbiome,
such as an increase in Proteobacteria, have been associated with detrimental effects on
host health [51].
Low bacterial gene richness has been associated with adiposity and a higher inflammatory status [244], which may suggest that an increase in gram-negative bacteria,
such as Proteobacteria, and corresponding loss in gram-positive Firmicutes are correlated with a loss of richness in encoded functions. Similarly, a variety of metabolic
subsystems have been shown to be affected by antibiotic perturbations of the gut microbiota [136]. We predicted the production of aromatic amino acid-derived phenolic
metabolites by gut microbes, which is supported by experimental data and may have
implications for vascular health [35]. In our model, cadaverine was only produced by
the five Gammaproteobacteria. This compound is elevated in the fecal extracts of ulcerative colitis (UC) patients [245]. Such findings can link microbial groups that are overor under-represented in certain disease conditions with alterations in metabolomes.
Indeed, numerous studies have reported increases in Enterobacteria, such as E. coli,
in inflammatory bowel disease patients [47], whereas butyrate-producing Firmicutes,
which have a protective role in the intestine, were decreased [246].
It has been proposed that the gut microbiota serves as an additional endocrine organ [22]. Accordingly, we predicted that the secretions of hormones and hormone precursors, including serotonin and its precursors tryptophan and 5-hydroxytryptophan,
would increase by over 34-fold in the presence of the 11 microbes (Figure 4.2). Supporting this hypothesis, consistently higher tryptophan levels in urine were reported
during the establishment of a gut microbiota compared with germfree animals [247]
and 10-fold greater serum tryptophan levels were reported in conventional mice compared to germfree mice [135]. Interestingly, ex-germfree mice also displayed higher
levels of phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan in the cerebral metabolome compared
with germfree mice [248]. There is evidence that the gut microbiota influences the
brain and behavior by regulating tryptophan availability as well as by synthesizing and
degrading tryptophan [22]. All of the microbes, except F. prausnitzii, were predicted
to synthesize tryptophan. B. thetaiotaomicron and the Gammaproteobacteria degraded
tryptophan to skatole and indole, respectively. Host enzymes convert indole to indoxyl
sulfate, which is a uremic toxin and has been directly linked to vascular disease and
mortality in chronic kidney disease patients [249]. Indole is thus another example of
a detrimental metabolic product specifically predicted for the mostly pathogenic Pro-
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teobacteria. This finding again highlights that metabolic modeling is a useful tool for
the prediction of detrimental metabolic profiles associated with a dysbiotic microbiota.
We propose that serotonin levels may be affected by the gut microbial potential to
produce and degrade its precursor tryptophan. Based on our predictions, that dopamine
secretion into body fluids is increased for individuals on a Western diet in the presence
of the 11 microbes (Figure 4.4), consistently, conventional mice were reported to exhibit a greater than 30-fold increase in dopamine levels in serum compared to germfree
mice [135]. Importantly, we predicted that all of the hormones and hormone precursors
could be produced by the “germfree” host, but their secretion levels were drastically
increased in the presence of the 11 microbes. These predictions are supported by experimental observations that germfree animals have a functional hormonal repertoire
but exhibit an altered behavior, likely because of the lack of microbial influence on
their hormone metabolism [22].
Over 10% of detected blood metabolites differ by at least 50% between germfree
and conventional mice [134]. Accordingly, we predicted a global effect of microbial
presence on human body-fluid metabolites (Figure 4.2). For instance, the microbes
were predicted to provide essential sulfur amino acids, thereby increasing the host’s potential to synthesize glutathione, leukotrienes, and taurine-conjugated bile acids (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). Consistently, up to 20% of the amounts of circulating lysine, threonine, and leucine have been synthesized by microbes [250], supporting our hypothesis
that microbes also provide essential methionine and cysteine. Luminal glutathione performs important functions, including detoxification and the maintenance of mucosal integrity [251]. The availability of cysteine is limiting for glutathione biosynthesis [240],
and germfree mice colonized with human baby flora display impaired metabolism, including glutathione depletion [127], supporting a link between the gut microbiota and
glutathione levels. Based on our predictions, we propose a relationship between the
gut microbiota and the redox state in the intestine. In support, B. thetaiotaomicron has
been suggested to generate energy via bile acid dehydrogenation [38], forming a feedback loop of increased taurocholic acid secretion by B. thetaiotaomicron, which would
benefit itself.
In summary, we developed a computational framework that allows for the generation of novel testable hypotheses regarding the identity and impacts of influential gut
microbiota within the gut microbial community and the mechanisms by which gut microbiota influence host metabolism. Although it is imperative that these hypotheses
be subjected to experimental validation, we highlight that computational approaches,
such as the one presented here, are required to assess the complexity of the interaction
network between the host and its associated microbiota. The presented computational
modeling framework has the potential to serve as an additional, complementary tool to
existing cellular and animal models for the study of human-microbe co-metabolism.
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5.1 Abstract
The human gut is inhabited by thousands of microbial species, most of which are still
uncharacterized. Gut microbes have adapted to each other’s presence as well as to the
host and engage in complex cross-feeding. Constraint-based modeling has been successfully applied to predicting microbe-microbe interactions, such as commensalism,
mutualism, and competition. Here, we apply a constraint-based approach to model
pairwise interactions between 11 representative gut microbes. Microbe-microbe interactions were computationally modeled in conjunction with human small intestinal
enterocytes and subjected to three diets with varying levels of carbohydrate, fat, and
protein in normoxic or anoxic environments. Each microbe engaged in species-specific
commensal, parasitic, mutualistic, or competitive interactions. For instance, Streptococcus thermophilus efficiently outcompeted paired microbes in agreement with the
domination of Streptococci in the small intestinal microbiota. Under anoxic conditions, the probiotic Lactobacillus plantarum displayed mutualistic behavior towards
six other species, which, surprisingly, were almost entirely abolished under normoxic
conditions. This finding suggests that the anoxic conditions in the large intestine drive
mutualistic cross-feeding, leading to the evolvement of a more complex ecosystem
than the small intestinal microbiota. Moreover, we predict that the presence of the
small intestinal enterocyte induces competition over host-derived nutrients. The presented framework can readily be expanded to a larger gut microbial community. This
modeling approach will be of great value for subsequent studies aiming to predict conditions favoring desirable microbes or suppressing pathogens.

5.2 Introduction
The human intestine is inhabited by a complex ecosystem consisting of thousands of
microbial species. Its collective genome (“microbiome”) contains more than 150 times
as many genes as our own genome [2]. The community of gut microbes has co-evolved
with humans and has adapted to the competitive conditions in the intestine. Gut microbes differ in their metabolic potential to exploit varying environmental conditions
and to persist in the intestine [21]. They respond differently to the availability of dietary nutrients [239]. Moreover, the gut microbiota has to contend with a steep oxygen
gradient, which ranges from approximately 80 pO2 (mm Hg) to near anoxic conditions
[252]. The diverse physiology of the small intestine creates a wide range of local oxygen microenvironments that favor particular groups of bacteria [252]. Furthermore,
metabolic interaction patterns between microbes affect microbial growth. Generally,
six types of species-species interactions can be distinguished [253] (Figure 5.1a). In
the case of neutralism, two organisms do not depend on each other for growth. If shared
resources become scarce, this condition leads to competition [253]. Competition in the
gut typically arises over fermentable carbohydrates [254]. If only one species is negatively affected by the competition, this is known as amensalism [253]. Commensalism
is observed when one organism (“giver”) provides something to another (“consumer”)
while not benefitting itself. In such a case, the microbe grows on the waste products
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of the other microbe [253]. If the “giver” pays a fitness price for the interaction, this
interaction can be considered parasitism or predation [253]. Finally, an interaction, in
which both organisms convey mutual benefit to each other is considered mutualism,
cooperation or syntrophy [253].
Established tools for studying microbe-microbe interactions include in vitro model
communities that contain selected representative species [254, 108, 109]. A typical example of mutualistic cross-feeding in the gut is the interaction between Roseburia intestinalis, which converts acetate to butyrate and hydrogen, and Blautia hydrogenotrophica, which consumes hydrogen and provides acetate to R. intestinalis
in return [109]. An example of commensalism is the interaction between Bifidobacterium adolescentis and Eubacterium hallii. Unlike the latter, B. adolescentis is able
to use starch and fructooligosaccharides. Its metabolic products, acetate and lactate,
are then utilized by E. hallii [108]. Another established experimental model is gnotobiotic animal models, which are germfree animals colonized with selected representative microbes. For example, a gnotobiotic mouse model revealed the interplay of the
Bacteroidetes representative Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron and the Firmicutes Eubacterium rectale in the mouse gut [115]. Other gnotobiotic mouse models investigated the
interaction between B. thetaiotaomicron and the Archaea representative Methanobrevibacter smithii [117] and between B. thetaiotaomicron and two acetogens [255]. M.
smithii used formate produced by B. thetaiotaomicron for methanogenesis [117]. The
acetogen B. hydrogentrophica removed hydrogen produced by B. thetaiotaotaomicron,
thereby enabling the latter to reoxidize NADH [255]. However, due to the complexity of the gut ecosystem, in vitro and gnotobiotic mouse models are limited in scope.
In silico models, which can resolve complex interactions at the molecular level, are a
useful tool that can complement in vitro and in vivo models [118].
Computational models can successfully predict interspecies interactions, such as
competition and mutualism. For example, the “reverse ecology” approach investigates
the genome-scale metabolic network of an organism under the assumption that selection pressure from the environment and the presence of other species is reflected in
its metabolism [147]. In this approach, a seed set, which is the set of compounds that
the metabolic network can extract from its environment, is determined. For example,
intracellular parasites have smaller seed sets than free-living bacteria [147]. Recently,
the seed set approach was applied to 154 gut microbes and their competitive potential
was predicted [148]. Interspecies competition correlated with co-occurrence indicating
that habitat filtering drives microbiome assembly [148].
Another method that can successfully predict microbe-microbe interactions in silico is constraint-based modeling [256, 94, 152, 154, 155, 161, 158]. While constraintbased models operate under the steady-state assumption and do not account for kinetic parameters, their advantage is that the predictions are based on manually curated,
genome-scale networks at the biochemical level and are therefore mechanistic. Mechanisms behind a community’s behavior can be proposed in silico and subsequently validated experimentally [94]. For example, in the bioremediation model by Zhuang et al.,
acetate and Fe(III) addition were predicted as major factors influencing competition,
which led to the proposal of a long-term bioremediation strategy [158, 257]. The applications of constraint-based multispecies modeling to the complex ecosystem residing
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Figure 5.1. Overview of co-growth outcomes predicted for the 11 microbes paired in
all possible combinations. a) Description of all possible outcomes of co-culturing two
microbes. b) Outcomes predicted for 55 microbe pairs subjected to 12 scenarios (600
co-growth predictions in total). c) Depiction of the 600 pairs from b) resolved on the
species level. d) Depiction of the 600 pairs from b) resolved for diet, oxygen status,
and enterocyte presence or absence.
in the human gut are particularly promising [94]. For instance, constraint-based models
have been constructed and analyzed of an ex-germfree mouse colonized with a single
gut symbiont [167] and of a human gut containing up to 11 microbes, including commensals, probiotics, and pathogens, in different combinations [258]. In the latter study,
the model community of 11 microbes has been shown to significantly affect the human
metabolism and to increase the secretion flux of host body fluid metabolites by up to
100 times [258]. In the present study, the pairwise interactions between 11 microbes
were systematically investigated while imposing varying environmental constraints on
the pairs. The microbe pairs were subjected to three different dietary regimes, and both
anoxic and oxic conditions. Moreover, a cell-type specific reconstruction of the human
small intestinal enterocyte [170] was included in the modeling framework, making it
possible to model microbe-microbe interactions with and without the human host as
the background.
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5.3 Materials and Methods
Definition of scenarios. To simulate different regions of the small intestine, scenarios
with and without the host and with varied oxygen and nutrient availability were defined
that represented the range of microenvironments in the small intestine due to its oxygen
gradient and anatomy [252] (Figure 5.2a). These scenarios were oversimplifications
made for modeling purposes, but they allowed us to evaluate certain parameters that
define environmental niches found in the human gut. In vivo, an oxygen gradient occurs
[252] rather than a binary switch between the total absence/presence of oxygen.
Assembly of the host and a representative microbial community. We used 11
manually curated, published gut microbe reconstructions [167, 95, 98, 99, 103, 102,
97, 236] that we had refined previously (Chapter C.2). To simulate a small intestine
environment, a manually curated and validated model of the small intestinal enterocyte, hs_sIEC611 [170], was used. Host and microbes were joined through a separate
compartment [u] simulating the intestinal lumen, which served as an inlet for nutrients
derived from the simulated diet and the enterocyte; it allowed metabolite exchange
between the microbes and provided an outlet for fermentation end products (Figure
5.2). The 11 microbes were paired in every possible combination. To simulate baseline conditions or controls, the corresponding microbe-microbe models were used, and
one microbe was silenced by constraining the fluxes through all of the reactions to zero
(lower bound [lb] = upper bound [ub] = 0 mmol/gDW-1 /hr-1 ). The microbe-microbe
models and single microbe models were then subjected to four basic scenarios, which
were defined as follows (see also Figure 5.2):
(i) The microbe models were used separately (n=10) and joined pairwise in all
combinations (n=45) while simulating anoxic conditions.
(ii) The microbe models were used separately (n=10) and joined pairwise with
hs_sIEC611 in all combinations (n=45) while simulating anoxic conditions.
(iii) The microbe models were used separately (n=11) and joined pairwise in all
combinations (n=55) while allowing oxygen uptake.
(iv) The microbe models were used separately (n=11) and joined pairwise with
hs_sIEC611 in all combinations (n=55) while allowing oxygen uptake.
Pairs including Helicobacter pylori, a microaerophilic bacterium, were not subjected to scenarios i) and ii). Each basic scenario was performed for three diets varying
in carbohydrate, fat, and protein content (Figure 5.2b), resulting in 12 scenarios (Figure
5.2c). In total, 600 species-species interactions and 126 single-microbe models were
simulated. The growth rate of the enterocyte was set to a maintenance rate by constraining the lower and upper bounds on the biomass objective function of hs_sIEC611
(lb = ub = 0.01 mmol/gDW-1 /hr-1 ). The lower bounds on the extracellular oxygen exchange reaction were set to -10 mmol/gDW-1 /hr-1 for scenarios iii) and iv). The lower
and upper bounds on the luminal oxygen exchange of the enterocyte were fixed at zero.
All models are available in Matlab format at www.thielelab.eu.
Diet definition. To investigate the impact of diet on microbe-microbe interactions,
three diets were defined that differed in their carbohydrate, fat, and protein contents
(Figure 5.2). The Western diet was high in simple sugar and fat content and low in
fiber. By contrast, the high-fiber diet was high in fiber content, but low in simple sugar
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and fat content. The protein diet had twice the protein content of the other diets, and it
had low fat with moderate simple sugar and fiber content.
In silico analysis. For all of the simulations, the methods implemented in the
COBRA Toolbox [66] were used within Matlab (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
Tomopt (Tomlab, Inc., Seattle, WA, USA) was used as a linear programming solver
for the flux balance analysis [65]. For the flux variability analysis [68], ILOG CPLEX
(IBM) was used as linear programming solver.
Pareto optimality analysis. Pareto optimality analysis was performed as described
previously [167]. Briefly, the fluxes through the biomass objective functions of each
microbe were fixed at different intervals while optimizing the flux through the other
biomass objective function. Hence, the trade-offs in biomass production for each pair
was computed. Each Pareto frontier contained all of the possible interactions between
both microbes when optimizing for biomass production. Pareto optimality analysis was
performed for all 12 defined scenarios (Figure 5.2). Each microbe was included in 114
Pareto frontiers, with the exception of the microaerophile Helicobacter pylori, which
only participated in 60 Pareto frontiers. In total, 600 Pareto frontiers were computed.
Computation of optimal total biomass production for microbe-microbe pairs.
The combined maximal growth was optimized by simultaneously maximizing the biomass objective functions of both microbes. As a baseline condition, growth rates for
the microbes alone were computed for the 12 scenarios (Figure 5.2). The growth rate
of each microbe in each pair for each scenario was compared with the growth rate
achieved by the microbe alone. Eight microbe behaviors could be distinguished, which
were grouped into the six basic co-growth outcomes (Figure 5.1a, Table 5.1).
Identification of obligate metabolic exchanges. Obligate metabolic exchanges
were defined as metabolite shuttles between microbe-microbe pairs that occurred in
every alternative steady-state solution when simulating simultaneous growth. To compute alternative steady-state solutions, flux variability analysis [68, 176] was used.
Metabolites exchanged between microbe pairs were determined by inspecting the internal exchange reactions in the model (Figure 5.2a). To identify metabolite pairs that
were shuttled between microbes while being interconverted, the pathway utilization in
the microbe models was inspected for each transported metabolite.
Identification of metabolic products supplied by the enterocyte. The internal
exchanges of the enterocyte and the microbe pairs in scenarios (ii) and (iv) were inspected to identify valuable nutrients provided by the enterocyte. This condition was
fulfilled when the enterocyte secreted the nutrient in every alternative solution and at
least one microbe consumed it at a corresponding uptake rate.
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Figure 5.2. Overview of the study design. a) Diagram of the modeling framework. The four main scenarios are depicted: (i) no oxygen,
without enterocyte, representing the near anoxic conditions at the midpoint of the lumen [252]; (ii) no oxygen, with enterocyte,
representing a scenario, in which the microbes were exposed to sloughed epithelial cells [252] but were in anoxic conditions because they
were far from the epithelial cell layer; (iii) with oxygen, without enterocyte, representing the midpoint of the lumen in the duodenum, where
some oxygen swallowed with the food is present [259]; (iv) with oxygen, with enterocyte, simulating the growth of bacteria near the
epithelial cell layer with oxygen dissipating from the enterocytes [252]. b) Compositions of the simulated dietary regimes. c) Table of the
12 scenarios that the 55 microbe pairs were subjected to. W = Western diet; HF = high-fiber diet; P = protein diet. CHO = carbohydrates
derived from the enterocyte; sIEC = small intestine enterocyte.

Table 5.1. Description of the nine possible outcomes of co-growth per microbe. A
difference in growth rate of at least 10% compared with the microbe grown separately
was considered significant.
Description

Type

The microbe grows slower in the presence of the other
microbe, whereas the other microbe grows faster.

Parasitism

The microbe grows faster in the presence of the other microbe,
whereas the other microbe grows slower.

Parasitism

The microbe’s growth is not affected, whereas the other
microbe grows faster.

Commensalism

The microbe grows faster in the presence of the other microbe,
whereas the other microbe’s growth is not affected.

Commensalism

Neither microbe affects the growth of its partner significantly.

Neutralism

The microbe grows more slowly in the presence of the other
microbe, whereas the other microbe’s growth is not affected.

Amensalism

The microbe’s growth is not affected, whereas the other
microbe grows more slowly.

Amensalism

Both microbes grow more slowly than when grown separately.

Competition

Both microbes achieve a significantly higher growth rate than
when grown separately.

Mutualism

5.4 Results
In this study, the potential of pairs of gut microbes to engage in mutualistic, commensal, and competitive interactions was systematically investigated. A computational
framework that could predict inter-species behavior under varying environmental conditions, such as dietary input, oxygen availability, and exposure to the host intestinal cell layer, was developed. The results revealed a variety of trade-offs within the
microbe pairs that depended on both the metabolic potential of each microbe and
the imposed environmental conditions. Maximizing the total growth of each pair revealed that giver/consumer interactions were the most frequent. Moreover, a substantial percentage of mutualistic interactions involving Lactobacillus plantarum were predicted, which were abolished in the presence of oxygen. Both known and non-intuitive
metabolic cross-feedings in a small intestinal model community of 11 microbes were
proposed.
Representativeness of the model gut microbiota community. The model gut
community consisted of 11 strains belonging to nine species. The 11 microbes account
for three of the four main phyla in the human gut microbiome and are representative
of the metabolic functions detected in the gut microbiomes of 124 human volunteers
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(Chapter C.2,[2]). Moreover, they contained metabolically similar species, such as
E. coli MG1655 and Klebsiella pneumoniae, but they also had metabolically distant
representatives [258], the presence of which has been proposed to be important for
collaboration in a community [238]. All metabolic reconstructions used in this study
were constructed in a manual curation effort [167, 95, 98, 99, 103, 102, 97, 236] and
not only account for the genomic annotation, but also known biochemical and physiological traits of their target organisms. The modeling framework can thus be expected
to accurately capture the metabolic capabilities of the 11 representative gut microbes.
As a result, the 11 microbes captured distinct interaction patterns that are typical of microbial communities (Figures 5.1b and 5.1c). All of the included species and strains,
except Faecalibacterium prausnitzii and K. pneumoniae, have been detected in the
small intestine microbiome [260]; therefore, our model community is also representative of the small intestine microbiota. Species display strain-specific differences, which
is reflected by the observed differences in behavior of commensal and pathogenic E.
coli strains (Figure 5.1c). It can be expected that using different strains for the other
species would also result in different outcomes.
Trade-offs in biomass production between microbe pairs. Pareto optimality
analysis was performed for each of the 12 scenarios. Four types of Pareto frontiers
could be distinguished (Figure 5.3). In Type 1 interaction (24% of the pairs), both of
the microbes benefitted from the other microbe at low growth rates of the latter (increase in growth rate at least 10%). Higher growth rates led to increasing competition
for growth-limiting nutrients (Figure 5.3). This type of interaction has been previously
observed in a model of mouse and its gut symbiont B. thetaiotaomicron [167]. In the
rare Type 2 interaction (4% of pairs), which was only observed for pairs including L.
plantarum, mutual benefit was observed even at the highest possible growth rates, and
the microbes never entered a phase of competition. Metabolic exchange between the
two microbes was obligatory to achieve the highest possible growth rates (Figure 5.3),
which may be considered syntrophy. In Type 3 interaction, which was observed in
the highest number of pairs (49%), only one microbe benefitted at low growth rates
of the other microbe (Figure 5.3). At higher growth rates of the benefitting microbe,
this interaction can be described as parasitism as it came at the expense of the “giving” microbe (Figure 5.3). Finally, in Type 4 interaction, competition was observed
throughout the Pareto frontier as neither microbe benefitted the other (Figure 5.3, 23%
of pairs).
Notably, the same species fell into different types of interaction depending on the
scenario and depending on which microbe it was paired with. For example, E. coli
MG1655 was able to engage in all four types of interaction. Moreover, the same pair
could display varying behavior depending on the scenario. One example is the pair of
L. plantarum and K. pneumoniae, which displayed a Type 1 interaction in three scenarios, a Type 2 interaction in five scenarios, a Type 3 interaction in three scenarios and a
Type 4 interaction in one scenario. As can be expected, the computed Pareto frontiers
did not only reflect the microbe’s metabolic potential but also the nutrient regime, oxygen availability, and enterocyte presence or absence. For instance, Type 2 interactions
were only computed in the absence of oxygen (Figure 5.3, Table D.1). These results
revealed a complex interplay of microbe-microbe interactions and strong influences of
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dietary nutrients, host-derived nutrients, and oxygen on the possible trade-offs for each
microbe pair.

Figure 5.3. The four types of Pareto frontiers computed when predicting
microbe-microbe growth tradeoffs, and the number of pairs falling into each type for
all models, resolved by scenario. M1 = Microbe 1, M2 = Microbe 2. Points on the
Pareto frontiers where total growth is maximal are indicated by diamonds. The
locations of these points differ for the individual microbe-microbe plots. Note that the
figure displays extreme cases for Types 3 and 4, in which the growth benefit is 0%.
Microbe-microbe interactions enabling maximal biomass production. The Pareto frontier contains an infinite number of steady-state flux solutions, each representing an optimal tradeoff between the growth rates of the two microbes. However, many
of these solutions may not be attained in vivo as they result in low biomass production overall or significantly prioritize one of the two microbes. Under the assumption
that a co-culture of two bacteria would result in the highest possible bacterial density,
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the simultaneous growth of each pair in the 12 scenarios was optimized, which corresponded to the point of the Pareto frontier resulting in a combined optimal biomass
production. For Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3 interactions, this point was located at the
saddle points of the frontiers where the incline changed. To characterize the type of
behavior observed at this point, the achieved growth rate for each microbe in each
pair was compared with the growth rate achieved by the microbe alone (Figure 5.2).
An increase or decrease of at least 10% in growth rate in the pairwise condition compared with each microbe alone was considered as a significant difference. The analysis
was performed in the presence and absence of the enterocyte model (Figure 5.2). The
outcome for each microbe could be grouped into eight types (Table 5.1). The most
commonly observed interaction was a giver-consumer interaction that was detrimental to the “giver” (parasitism). This interaction accounted for 50% of all pairs in the
present study (Figure 5.1b). This result agrees with the predictions of Freilich et al.
[155], who also found give-take relationships to be the most common when computing
pairwise interactions in an in silico community. The least frequent interaction, neutralism, only occurred in one pair (0.17%) (Figure 5.1b). This indicates that most of the
microbes in our study utilized similar nutrients, causing competitive interactions to be
more frequent (11%). Because all 11 microbes are gut inhabitants and likely use carbon sources typically found in the human diet, such an outcome was expected. Often,
only one microbe was affected by the competitive interaction, indicating that the microbes differed in their ability to cope with limited nutrient intake. Commensalism was
rarely observed (4%). Finally, a small subset of pairs (6%) were able to complement
each other’s metabolisms to mutual benefit (mutualism).
Microbe-microbe interactions are species-specific. To identify species-specific
differences in commensal, mutualistic, and competitive interactions profiles due to
their distinct metabolisms, we resolved the computed interactions for each microbe
(Figure 5.1c). Each microbe was capable of acting as giver and consumer in at least one
pair and scenario, though the percentage of interactions participated in varied greatly.
For instance, B. thetaiotaomicron and F. prausnitzii were givers in the majority of
their interactions (Figure 5.1c, Table D.2). In agreement with B. thetaiotaomicron’s
predicted role as a giver (only 21% of its interactions benefitted the microbe itself),
Bacteroides representatives, such as B. thetaiotaomicron, are considered primary degraders, in contrast to secondary fermenters, such as Streptococci and Lactobacilli [31].
F. prausnitzii only benefitted from 10% of its interactions (Figure 5.1c). This finding
indicates that F. prausnitzii is easily outcompeted in the presence of facultative anaerobes and may partially explain why this microbe is not detected in the small intestine
[260].
A surprisingly high number of mutualistic interactions was predicted for L. plantarum (Figure 5.1c). In fact, 31 of the 37 (84%) predicted mutualistic pairs included
this bacterium (Figure 5.4). By contrast, S. thermophilus, L. lactis, and H. pylori were
mainly consumers and as such received one-sided benefits from other microbes. S.
thermophilus showed a particularly high ability to benefit from other microbes, acting
as a consumer in 77% of its interactions (Figure 5.1c). In only 4% of pairs, S. thermophilus played a benefactor role (giver or mutualism) (Figure 5.1c), indicating that
the microbe would benefit greatly from the modeled microbial community to the detri-
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ment of the other microbes. Consistently, S. thermophilus grew poorly by itself but in
the presence of other microbes achieved the second highest growth rates overall after
L. plantarum (Table D.2). Our results suggest that S. thermophilus was poorly adapted
to grow individually under certain conditions (especially on the high-fiber diet), but it
was able to use metabolic end products and simple sugars liberated by other microbes
efficiently.

K. pneumoniae, Salmonella enterica subsp. typhimurium, and the E. coli strains
engaged in significant competitive interactions (Figure 5.1c) in agreement with the
fact that Proteobacteria compete over similar carbon sources [261]. In fact, 56-58%
of interactions predicted for the E. coli strains were competitive (Figure 5.1c), and
the E. coli strains were almost exclusively competitive when paired among themselves
(Figure 5.4). In more than half of the competitive interactions that they participated in,
the E. coli strains were unaffected, but the competing microbe had a decreased growth
rate (Figure 5.1c). This result suggests that E. coli can cope well with competition
for dietary nutrients. In agreement with this observation, E. coli strains are commonly
detected in the small intestine [260]. One possible explanation for these differences in
pairwise interactions is metabolic distance, which was previously determined for the
11 microbes [258]. However, the metabolic distance for the 11 microbes correlated
poorly with giver/consumer interactions and competitive interactions (Chapter D.1).
Environmental constraints affect the predicted microbe behavior. The availability of nutrients (e.g., carbohydrates) and oxygen are well known to influence the
gut microbiota [239, 262]. The models were interrogated how microbe-microbe interactions differed in the defined 12 scenarios that placed the 55 species-species pairs
in different metabolic environments (Figure 5.2). Microbe-microbe interactions for
the three diets were generally comparable except that fewer giver/consumer pairs and
more mutualistic pairs were predicted on the protein diet (Figure 5.1d). Resolving the
microbe behavior by diet on the species level, however, revealed significant speciesspecific differences (Figure D.7-9). For instance, B. thetaiotaomicron provided benefits to the other microbes in significantly more pairs on the high-fiber diet (Figure D.8).
These relationships were due to the microbe’s well-known fiber-degrading capabilities
[89], which enabled it to provide otherwise inaccessible plant polysaccharides to the
other microbes. Accordingly, the plant polysaccharide content was highest in the highfiber diet (Figure 5.2b). In particular, the presence of B. thetaiotaomicron increased the
growth rate of S. thermophilus by up to 31-fold, demonstrating that it liberated simple
sugars from fiber in the diet that were usable by S. thermophilus (Table D.2).
An anoxic environment is mutualism-inducing. The predicted microbe-microbe
interactions with and without oxygen differed significantly (Figure 5.1d, Figure 5.4).
Allowing oxygen uptake caused a decrease in mutually beneficial interactions and an
increase in giver-consumer interactions (Figure 5.1d, Figure 5.4). In fact, all but one of
the mutualistic interactions observed without oxygen were abolished in the presence
of oxygen (Figure 5.4, Figure D.10-11). Of the five cases of mutualistic interactions
predicted in the presence of oxygen, four involved the strict microaerophile H. pylori (Figure 5.4). As can be expected, all of the microbes except Lactococcus lactis
showed growth rate increases of at least 10% and to up to 11-fold higher growth rate
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in the presence of oxygen (Table D.2). These results highlight that in the presence of
oxygen, most microbes were able to efficiently extract energy from the supplied dietary
nutrients and did not rely on metabolites secreted by other microbes. In the absence
of oxygen, however, the microbes were forced to cooperate to achieve optimal growth
by exchanging metabolites with each other. Accordingly, mutualistic pairs switched to
“parasitic” giver/consumer interactions in the presence of oxygen (Figure 5.4).
Obligate metabolic exchanges reoccur in microbe-microbe pairs. To identify mechanisms behind the observed oxygen-dependent microbe-microbe interactions,
the pathway usage in the computed alternative solutions was inspected for all of the
pairs in the 12 scenarios. Obligate metabolic interactions, which we defined as crossfeeding cycles occurring in every alternative solution and therefore required for optimal growth, were identified. Certain obligate metabolic interactions reoccurred in
multiple pairs and/or scenarios (Table D.3). These interactions included well-known
cross-feedings occurring in the gut microbiota, such as the conversion of acetate to
butyrate [263] and of ethanol to acetaldehyde [33], as well as non-intuitive exchanges,
such as threonine/glycine interconversion (Table D.3). Up to three of these interactions were observed in each pair and scenario (Figure D.5); however, there was no
clear correlation between the sum of the cross-feeding interactions and the pair’s ability to engage in mutual benefit. For example, the pair of L. lactis and K. pneumoniae
displayed 24 metabolic interactions in total in the 12 scenarios yet showed no commensal or mutualistic behavior (Figure D.5). Furthermore, the highest computed number
of cross-feeding behaviors (three) was observed only for the pair of F. prausnitzii and
E. coli MG1655 in seven out of 12 scenarios, but only one of these cases resulted in
mutual benefit (Figure D.5). In conclusion, the number of re-occuring exchanges per
pair alone could not entirely explain the behavior of the pairs.
Co-occurrence of metabolic exchanges involving NAD+ /NADH interconversion drives mutualism. To identify exchange co-occurrence patterns that induced
mutualism, the above-described types of computed exchange strategies were plotted
by interaction (Figure D.5). As can be expected, mutualistic pairs displayed more
metabolic exchanges on average than giver/consumer or competitive pairs (1.97 exchanges on average per pair compared with 0.67-0.84 for giver/consumer and 0.25-0.30
for competitive pairs) (Figure D.5). Mutualistic behavior was linked to exchange cooccurrences, with on average 1.1 exchange strategies co-occurring per mutualistic pair
(Table D.4).
In 29 of the 37 mutualistic pairs, all of which included L. plantarum, pyruvate/Dlactate and acetaldehyde/ethanol exchanges co-occurred, indicating that pairwise reoccuring metabolic exchanges were linked to mutualism. Both exchanges involve the
interconversion between NAD+ and NADH, which is required to maintain the flux
through glycolysis (Figure 5.5a). These predictions indicate that the mutually beneficial behavior in many pairs involving L. plantarum was due to an improved capability
to maintain redox balance via D-lactate dehydrogenase and alcohol dehydrogenase
(Figure 5.5a). When oxygen uptake was allowed, the bacteria instead regenerated
NAD+ from NADH via cytochrome oxidase and NADH dehydrogenase, eliminating
the need to cooperate to maintain their NAD+ /NADH balance (Figure 5.5b).
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Figure 5.4. Overview of the interactions predicted for all pairs in 12 scenarios. M1 =
Microbe 1, M2 = Microbe 2, sIEC = small intestine enterocyte, WD = Western diet,
HFD = high-fiber diet, PD = protein diet, NG = no growth due to H. pylori being
unable to grow without oxygen, K. pneu = K. pneumoniae, S. typh = S. enterica
subsp. typhimurium.
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In conclusion, certain pairs were able to optimize the redox balance to each other’s
benefit by complementing each other’s metabolism. These pairs typically involved L.
plantarum and a metabolically distant partner (B. thetaiotaomicron or a Gammaproteobacteria representative) (Figure 5.4), suggesting that parallel pathways in bacteria with otherwise distinct metabolisms were mutualism-inducing. We then examined exchange co-occurrences in pairs that benefit only one partner (giver/consumer
pairs). The most frequent exchange co-occurrence in “parasitic” giver/consumer pairs
was fumarate/succinate and glutamate/citrate exchange (co-occurring in 26 out of 299
pairs, or 9%) (Table D.4). In all 26 pairs, F. prausnitzii acted as a giver to the benefit of a Gammaproteobacteria representative. Fumarate/succinate exchange enabled
the Gammaproteobacteria to regenerate NAD+ via fumarate reductase and a quinonedependent NADH dehydrogenase (Figure 5.5c). Glutamate/citrate exchange caused
citrate transfer from giver to consumer, thereby enabling the consumer to convert two
units of NADH to NAD+ (Figure 5.5c).
Finally, we predicted acetate/butyrate exchange specific for the pair of F. prausnitzii and E. coli MG1655 (Figure 5.5d). The latter utilized the butyrate produced by F.
prausnitzii as a carbon source, thereby gaining a significant growth advantage in seven
scenarios (Figure 5.4, Table D.2). In two scenarios (protein diet without oxygen), this
strategy caused the usually one-sided giver-consumer interaction between F. prausnitzii
and E. coli MG1655 to switch to mutualism (Figure 5.4). Thus, under certain nutrient
regimes, E. coli MG1655 was able to assist F. prausnitzii through acetate production
and in return benefitted from F. prausnitzii’s waste product butyrate. In contrast to
commensal E. coli, the O157:H7 (EHEC) strains were unable to utilize butyrate due
to the lack of acetyl-CoA:butyrate-CoA transferase (encoded in strain MG1655, NCBI
Gene ID b2221 and b2222). In summary, we predicted that the co-occurrences of specific metabolite exchange strategies could explain most cases of mutualism as well as
specific cases of giver/consumer interactions. These co-occurring metabolite strategies
involved reactions that maintained the NAD+ /NADH balance. In mutualistic pairs,
both microbes were able to regenerate NAD+ from NADH through cross-feeding. In
one-sided giver/consumer interactions (“parasitism”), only one microbe was able to
exploit metabolite exchange to maintain its NAD+ /NADH balance. Competing pairs
were unable to balance the availability of redox equivalents, causing the forced cogrowth to be a burden on one or both microbes. In the specific pair of F. prausnitzii
and E. coli MG1655, cross-feeding of acetate and butyrate was able to induce mutualism only under anoxic, high protein intake conditions (Figure 5.4).
The small intestinal enterocyte induces competition between microbes through
secretion of carbon sources. It is well known that intestinal microbes feed on hostderived carbohydrates [89, 4]. Therefore, the host background can be expected to influence the pairwise interactions. In the presence of the enterocyte, the number of competitive interactions affecting only one microbe (amensalism) was higher. The number
of competitive interactions affecting both microbes was comparable with and without the presence of the enterocyte (Figure 5.1d). Species “losing” more frequently in
amensalism-type interactions in the presence of the enterocyte included F. prausnitzii,
L. lactis, H. pylori, and K. pneumoniae. In contrast, L. plantarum, S. thermophilus, and
E. coli MG1655 were rarely outcompeted (Figure D.12-D.13). When joined separately
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Figure 5.5. Simplified depiction of the cross-feeding observed in selected cases of microbe-microbe interaction. a) Example of a
mutualistic pair under anoxic conditions, in which the microbes benefit from each other through pyruvate/D-lactate exchange and
acetaldehyde/ethanol exchange. MK7(red) = menaquinol 7, MK7(ox) = menaquinone 7. b) Altered behavior observed in the pair from a)
after allowing oxygen uptake, which abolishes the mutualistic behavior. c) Example of the cross-feeding predicted for a typical
giver-consumer pair. d) Depiction of the specific cross-feeding between F. prausnitzii, which converts acetate to butyrate, and E. coli
MG1655, which utilizes butyrate as a carbon source and produces acetate.

with the enterocyte, the growth rates of all of the microbes increased, by at least 10%
and up to 13-fold, in most nutrient conditions demonstrating that the microbes can utilize enterocyte-derived nutrients (Table D.2). Thus, exposing the pairs to the enterocyte
opened up a source of energy and carbon apart from the simulated diet that can explain
the predicted differences in interactions induced by the enterocyte. To identify these
enterocyte-derived energy and carbon sources, the metabolites exchanged between the
enterocyte and each microbe pair were inspected. It must be noted that the simulation
setup is not entirely realistic because it assumes that the enterocyte is working for the
microbes’ benefit. However, it still provides valuable insight into the capabilities of the
11 microbes to utilize enterocyte-derived nutrients to their advantage.
The enterocyte provided significant glucose to the microbes by performing gluconeogenesis, which is accounted for in hs_sIEC611 [170]. Glucose was partially derived
from the starch fraction of the diet, which could only be degraded by the human host
[4] and by B. thetaiotaomicron [89]. Thus, the enterocyte provided extra glucose in
addition to the dietary glucose to the microbes resulting in competition over the glucose provided by the enterocyte. L. lactis and K. pneumoniae were frequently deprived
of glucose when paired with another microbe, explaining why they were largely “losing” in amensalism-type interactions in the presence of the enterocyte. By contrast,
S. thermophilus consistently consumed glucose at a high uptake rate, depriving the
microbes it was paired with of this carbon source. This result indicates that S. thermophilus was able to outcompete other bacteria through its efficient use of glycolysis.
Another carbon source derived from the enterocyte was glycerol, which was, however,
not produced in every enterocyte-associated scenario. Glycerol could not be consumed
by B. thetaiotaomicron, F. prausnitzii, S. thermophilus, or H. pylori but was consumed
at high rates by K. pneumoniae, S. typhimurium, and the E. coli strains, and thus it
constituted another source of competition in pairings with these bacteria (Figure 5.4).
This finding, rather than metabolic closeness, may explain why competition was the
dominant interaction predicted for pairs of Gammaproteobacteria (Figure 5.4). In conclusion, the enterocyte induced competition by secreting glucose and, to a lesser extent,
by secreting glycerol.

5.5 Discussion
The pairwise interactions of 11 gut microbes spanning three phyla, including commensals, probiotics, opportunistic pathogens, and pathogens, were systematically investigated under varying environmental constraints. Our main findings were as follows: (i)
the trade-off between the growth rates in the microbe pairs varied significantly depending on the participating microbes and was influenced by the nutrient environment; (ii)
the potential to engage in giver/consumer, mutualistic, or competitive interactions was
species-specific; (iii) allowing oxygen uptake abolished most mutualistic interactions
between microbes; (iv) the NAD+ / NADH balance drove mutualism in pairs involving
L. plantarum; and (v) the enterocyte induced competition by secreting a carbon source
that could be used by the microbes. In summary, both the distinct metabolisms of the
11 microbes and the imposed environmental constraints significantly influenced the
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pairwise interaction patterns and resulted in a variety of co-growth outcomes.
Both the participating microbes and the nutrient environment were predicted to
alter the trade-offs between two microbes. In fact, many microbe pairs produced drastically different trade-offs depending on the scenario. The in silico prediction of potential outcomes of gut microbial co-culture has useful applications. One of the defense mechanisms against pathogens is exclusion through competition. For instance,
commensal Proteobacteria can outcompete closely related pathogens, such as S. typhimurium [261]. Using metabolic modeling, gut microbes could be screened for
species that are particularly efficient at outcompeting persistent pathogens, such as
Clostridium difficile. Such predictions could subsequently be experimentally validated.
In addition, mutualistic microbe-microbe interactions could be predicted in silico. For
example, mutualistic partners that improve the growth of poorly growing beneficial
microbes could be identified. Multistrain and multispecies probiotics have, in some
cases, been found to be more effective than monostrain probiotics; however, the development of such probiotic mixtures is expensive [264]. The presented metabolic modeling framework, which can incorporate any reconstructed species, could predict optimal
combinations of probiotics to promote community survival in the gut. Moreover, nutrient conditions supporting the optimal growth of microbe pairs could be predicted.
Although the presented framework currently limits Pareto optimality analysis to two
biomass functions, it is possible to compute the trade-offs for three or more competing
objectives using constraint-based methods [265], which may lead to novel insights into
multispecies interactions.
Singular co-growth outcomes were computed by maximizing for total biomass production, which corresponds to maximal community growth as the objective function.
A downside of this method is the inherent assumption that one species would sacrifice
its own growth to increase the growth rate of another species [266]. Another alternative would be fixing the growth rates of the included microbes at experimentally
determined ratios [266]. This alternative was unsuitable for the present study because
there are no experimental co-growth data available for the simulated pairs under the
given conditions. Species-specific differences in microbial growth rates between the
three diets were predicted in agreement with the fact that diet affects the gut microbiota [239]. For instance, L. plantarum consistently showed higher growth rates on the
Western diet than on the high-fiber diet, except when paired with the fiber degrader B.
thetaiotaomicron (Table D.2). Consistently, the persistence of L. plantarum WCFS1
was 10-100 times higher in mice fed a Western diet than in animals fed a low-fat chow
[267]. Moreover, E. coli MG1655, but not the two E. coli O157:H7 strains or any of
the other species, could use butyrate as a carbon source. These predictions confirm
the results of Monk et al., who found that commensal E. coli, but not EHEC strains
exploited butyrate as a carbon source [268]. Butyrate utilization by commensal E. coli
strains may be an adaptation to the presence of butyrate producers, such as F. prausnitzii.
All but one of the predicted mutualistic interactions in anoxic conditions were abolished when oxygen uptake was allowed (Figure 5.4). The colonic microbiota is made
up mainly of strict anaerobes [14], whereas the small intestinal microbiota is dominated by facultative anaerobes, such as Streptococci and E. coli [260], due to the higher
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oxygen partial pressure. Notably, the colonic microbiota is also more diverse and complex than the small intestinal microbiota [260]. We speculate that the lack of oxygen
availability in the large intestine may have forced the large intestinal microbiota to coevolve to maintain their redox balance and a positive energy balance, thus leading to a
more complex, cooperative ecosystem than the small intestinal microbiota.
Pyruvate/D-lactate interconversion and acetaldehyde/ethanol interconversion induced mutualism by enabling the microbes to balance their NAD+ /NADH levels (Figure 5.5a, Table D.4). Allowing oxygen uptake instead permitted the microbes to regenerate NAD+ via the electron transport chain (Figures 5.5 a, b). Ethanol and acetaldehyde are known products of the small intestinal microbiota that can disrupt intestinal
barrier integrity [32]. Moreover, ethanol consumption can promote small intestine
overgrowth and increase the Proteobacteria population [32]. Our model proposes a
mutualism-inducing effect of ethanol conversion to acetaldehyde for pairs including
L. plantarum and Proteobacteria representatives, which may have implications for the
Proteobacteria-promoting effect of ethanol consumption.
Exposing the microbe pairs to the small intestinal enterocyte mainly induced onesided competition over readily available carbon sources (glucose, glycerol). The clear
“winner” in the competition for glucose was S. thermophilus. Consistently, Streptococci dominate the small intestinal microbiota through efficient and rapid uptake of
simple carbohydrates [260] and carbohydrate metabolism is essential for the colonization of the intestine by S. thermophilus [269]. The “losers” included L. lactis and K.
pneumoniae. L. lactis cannot establish itself permanently in the conventional microbiota [270] and K. pneumoniae has not been detected in samples from the human small
intestine [260]. Their limited ability to compete over host-derived carbohydrates may
partly explain their poor adaptation to the gut ecosystem. It is not clear whether the
enterocyte would readily provide microbes with glucose and glycerol in vivo. Glycerol can be transported into the lumen via facilitated transport, and the glucose uniport
between the lumen and the cytosol is reversible in the small intestine cell model [170]
indicating that export of these metabolites is possible in principle. Furthermore, it
can be expected that enterocyte-derived nutrients regularly become available through
cell lysis and that small intestine microbes have adapted to utilize these host-derived
carbohydrates.
In summary, the presented modeling framework allowed for the systematic investigation of microbe-microbe interactions. A collection of just 11 microbes was sufficient to predict all possible outcomes of microbe-microbe co-culture (Figure 5.1).
Constraint-based modeling successfully predicted the effects of imposing varying nutrient environments and subjecting the microbe pairs to the presence of the host. As
more metabolic reconstructions of gut microbes become available, future efforts will
make it possible to systematically investigate the metabolic cross-talk in more representative synthetic gut microbe communities. We expect that more extensive community modeling will provide valuable insight into cross-feeding among the gut microbiota. For instance, oxygen has been proposed to play a role in microbial dysbiosis in
inflammatory bowel diseases, causing a shift from oxygen-sensitive anaerobes, such
as F. prausnitzii, to facultative anaerobes, such as E. coli [271]. Such changes in gut
communities caused by varying environmental constraints could be modeled in silico.
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The present study also provides a framework for studying the effects of the host
on microbe-microbe interactions. An in vitro model capturing the microbiota and an
enterocyte layer has been recently established [113]. Such in vitro data could be put
into context using our in silico modeling approach. Similarly, microbe-microbe interactions measured in gnotobiotic animal models predicted in silico and subsequently
experimentally validated. For example, germfree mice were colonized with random
consortia of cultured bacteria [272]. The outcomes of such costly and time-intensive
experiments could be predicted in advance in silico. Moreover, using a similar setup,
other environments, such as ocean, soil communities, or entirely synthetic communities, could be modeled to learn about the dynamics and the basic biology behind
microbe-microbe interactions. For instance, germfree Drosophila melanogaster were
colonized with pairwise combinations of five main gut bacteria [273]. The experiment
revealed that certain combinations of two microbes were sufficient for the development of a conventional host phenotype [273]. Mechanisms behind such microbial
interspecies interactions and their effects on the host could be predicted in silico. The
presented in silico framework can readily incorporate any reconstructed host or microbe, allowing it to be adapted to any microbial ecosystem of interest.
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Elucidating the unknown metabolic potential of the microbiota
Despite the recent advances in the field of human gut microbiome research, our understanding of the mechanisms, through which the microbiota affects host health is still
incomplete. Two worldwide research initiatives, the Human Microbiome Project and
MetaHIT, have resulted in enormous amounts of data, including more than 2,800 reference sequences for microbes from various sites in the body (http://www.hmpdacc.org/).
However, many of these strains are uncultured and uncharacterized, and the genome sequence alone does not offer complete insight into the metabolic capabilities of specific
bacteria [274]. As a result, it is difficult to identify keystone species through metagenomic approaches alone [274]. Ultimately, only cultivation can fully elucidate the biochemical and physiological traits of a strain [274], yet cultivating the mostly anaerobic
gut microbiota is difficult, time-consuming, and impossible to be performed for thousands of species. Constraint-based modeling could bridge the gap between genome
sequences and in vitro culture by predicting a species’ metabolic potential based on its
genome sequence [70, 275, 236]. Such predictions could identify potential keystone
species, whose metabolic properties (e.g., nutrient requirements) could be predicted
and subsequently experimentally validated. For instance, a combined in silico/in vitro
approach has yielded a chemically defined growth medium for the oxygen-sensitive
gut symbiont Faecalibacterium prausnitzii [236]. Such an iterative approach could be
readily applied to the other poorly characterized or uncharacterized species in the gut.
Predicting mechanisms by combining top-down and bottom-up approaches
In addition to the characterization of individual species in the gut, it is of utmost importance to identify links between gut microbial metabolism and human phenotypes.
Metagenomic datasets have provided valuable insights, for example, giving rise to the
enterotype concept [15]. However, many of these studies used top-down approaches,
which identified patterns rather than mechanisms [276]. Moreover, the causality between phenotypes and the microbiome composition (i.e., whether the host’s phenotype
drives changes in the gut microbiome composition or vice versa) remains unclear [276].
The combination of top-down approaches revealing patterns and bottom-up methods
elucidating the mechanisms underlying these patterns is a key future challenge [276].
Supporting experimental bottom-up approaches with computational methods will require well-structured, accurate networks. Constraint-based reconstructions are ideal
tools to provide insight into phenotype-gut microbiome causality because they can
predict mechanisms at the biochemical level [277].
Initial efforts could demonstrate that constraint-based modeling can provide mechanistic hypotheses on how microbes affect the host’s potential to synthesize healthrelevant metabolites [167, 258]. A host-microbe community model could also be combined with top-down methods to contextualize high-throughput data (Figure 6.1). For
instance, in a second phase of the Human Microbiome Project, a multi-omic analysis of the microbiotas of mothers and neonates will be performed, including metagenomic, metatranscriptomic, metabolomic, and metaproteomic analyses [278]. In addition, host lipidomes and cytokines will be analyzed [278]. These datasets will be ac-
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cessible through public databases [278] and could be readily mapped onto the human
metabolic reconstruction Recon2 [165], which accounts for many lipid derivates, or be
used in a gut microbiota community model. Moreover, top-down statistical approaches
have previously inferred associations between metabolites and specific microbes from
metabolomic data. For instance, Faecalibacterium prausnitzii has been shown to correlate with the presence of eight human urinary metabolites [137]. Integrating top-down
inference models with bottom-up reconstructions could elucidate the mechanisms underlying such patterns. A proposed pipeline for using constraint-based modeling to
contextualize high-throughput data is shown in Figure 6.1.
Toward a predictive bottom-up host-microbe community model: challenges
Currently, the application of constraint-based modeling to gut microbiome research is
limited by the availability of high-quality reconstructions. While the number of highquality, manually curated metabolic reconstructions is steadily growing, the thousands
of species inhabiting the human gut are still poorly represented. A number of bacteria
colonizing the human gut have been reconstructed [236, 94, 156, 157], however, they
do not represent the gut microbiome composition well. While Proteobacteria are overrepresented, the important Bacteroides and Clostridium groups are only represented by
one reconstructed species, and reconstructions for minor phyla, such as Verrucomicrobia, are lacking. Moreover, the currently available reconstructions lack standardization
in terms of nomenclature and the reconstruction structure, which hampers their integration onto a community model [279, 258, 280]. To overcome this challenge, MetaNetX,
a tool that allows the mapping of metabolic reconstructions from different sources into
a common namespace, has been developed [281].
Using automated reconstruction tools, such as Model SEED [72] or Pathway Tools
[82], one could easily construct a community model of hundreds of species from the
genome sequences archived by the Human Microbiome Project [13]. The resultant
loss of accuracy would be compensated by a dramatic increase in scope. Considering
that most gut microbes are both uncultivated and uncharacterized, automated draft reconstructions are a reasonable first approximation of their metabolism. A challenge in
this context is that the quality of a draft reconstruction depends mostly on the genome
sequence. Many published sequences are incomplete. Additionally, gene annotations
are lacking or unspecific and/or the associated pathways are not accounted for by the
automated reconstruction pipelines, resulting in a less predictive draft reconstruction.
Moreover, even universal pathways vary in the enzymes carrying out individual steps
[282]. As a result, annotation platforms often fail to correctly reconstruct these variant
pathways [282].
Several recent comparative genomics studies have resulted in the improvement of
genome annotations in gut microbial genomes [283, 284, 285]. Such efforts will ultimately result in an improved predictive potential of automated reconstructions derived
from the genome sequence. Peripheral and species-specific pathways are generally
lacking in automated reconstructions [72]. For instance, the dietary glycan degradation by gut microbes is highly specialized and species-specific [286] and the inclusion
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Figure 6.1. Schematic overview of a pipeline for using constraint-based models to
contextualize high-throughput metagenomic, metatranscriptomic, metaproteomic, and
metabolomic data from human and animal studies.
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of the associated pathways into metabolic reconstructions currently requires intensive
manual curation [167]. Recently, a computational pipeline has been developed to predict the glycan degradation potential of gut bacterial species [287] and will facilitate
the incorporation of species-specific carbohydrate degradation pathways into metabolic
reconstructions. Xenobiotic transformations by gut microbes are currently not well
captured in draft metabolic reconstructions. The ongoing advances in metagenomic
analyses will further elucidate drug transformations performed by gut bacteria [288],
which could then be included into reconstruction pipelines.
Constraint-based modeling of host-microbe co-metabolism: future applications
The field of human gut microbiome research has exploded during the last decade and
will undoubtedly grow even more in the upcoming years. The prevalence of lifestyle
diseases directly linked to the gut microbiota is estimated to increase exponentially
in the next decades. For instance, worldwide obesity has nearly doubled since 1980;
there are currently 1.4 billion overweight people, including 500 million obese individuals [53]. The prevalence of type 2 diabetes in developed and developing countries is
predicted to double between 2000 and 2030 [289]. Thus, the interest in the relationship between the human microbiota and host health is ever growing. In this section, I
propose key contributions that constraint-based host-microbe modeling could make.
A key application area of systems biology research on host-microbe interactions is
drug development. It is well-established that the gut microbiota affects drug metabolism
[290]. In fact, at least 30 drugs have been shown to be co-metabolized by the microbiota [290]. For instance, the well-studied drug acetaminophen (paracetamol) is differentially metabolized in individuals due to gut microbial activity [28]. Microbiotaderived p-cresol competes over human sulfo-transferase 1 with acetaminophen, resulting in lower acetaminophen sulfonation capacity in individuals with high bacterial pcresol production. As, many xenobiotics are substrates for sulfo-transferase 1 and
sulfonation alters the physical properties of molecules, this finding has implications
for the metabolism and toxicity of various drugs [28]. The cardiac drug digoxin has
been shown to be inactivated by the gut bacterium Eggerthella lenta [27].
Using a computational framework, the transformation of drugs and xenobiotics
(e.g., antibiotics) can be predicted and linked to specific species. Recon2 accounts for
1290 drugs included in DrugBank [145], mapped to 308 enzymes and enzymatic complexes [165], making it an excellent tool for modeling drug metabolism. As constraintbased modeling can predict drug effects at a mechanistic level [291], its applications
for drug discovery are promising (reviewed in more detail in [291, 292, 293]). For
instance, metabolic modeling has led to the prediction and subsequent validation of a
novel cancer drug [294, 295]. Recently, Sahoo et al. expanded Recon2 with a manually
curated drug metabolism module for the five most highly prescribed drug groups, including acetaminophen [296]. This expanded human network was then used to predict
the effects of dietary intake and inherited metabolic disorders on drug metabolism. The
flux through sulfo-transferase 1, which carries out the sulfonation of acetaminophen,
has been predicted to be lower under a vegetarian diet compared with a Western or
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balanced diet [296]. Interestingly, the same reaction was found to be affected by high
gut microbial production of p-cresol, which competes with acetaminophen for sulfotransferase 1 [28]. Currently, such studies are using the human metabolic network as
the sole modeling environment and are therefore not accounting for the well-known
drug transformations performed by the microbiota. By using a host-microbe community framework [258], drug co-metabolism by humans and microbiota depending on
the diet could be investigated.
A logical next step after modeling the co-metabolism of drugs and xenobiotics is
the prediction of individual-specific drug metabolism. The global human reconstruction can be tailored to be both cell-type and individual specific, e.g., by overlaying it
with transcriptomic or metabolomic data [297], and it has been applied successfully to
the contextualization of high-throughput data from pathological states, such as type 2
diabetes [298] and cancer [299, 300]. Recently, Agren et al. constructed personalized
genome-scale models for carcinoma patients and used these models to predict cancer drug targets [301]. Moreover, Yizhak et al. built personalized cancer cell models
for more than 700 breast and lung cancer patients [302]. Low growth rates in silico
were found to be correlated with longer patient survival [302]. Personalized human
cell models could also be constructed based on intestinal metabolomic measurements
(e.g., condition-specific models based on measured drug degradation products). One
could even envision a personalized gut microbiota model based on an individual’s gut
microbiome composition. Such knowledge-based, bottom-up network models would
valuably complement or be combined with the existing top-down inference models,
such as the pharmacometabonomics approach developed by Nicholson and coworkers
[303].
Biomarker discovery is another important application of systems biology. For instance, constraint-based modeling-based analyses have predicted biomarkers of inborn
errors in human metabolism [165, 304], with 77% accuracy in the case of Recon2
[165]. The human reconstruction was also applied to predicting novel biomarkers of
type 2 diabetes [298, 305] and Alzheimer’s Disease [306]. Linking Recon2 with a microbial community [258] could be applied to predicting the effects of the microbes on
disease-associated biomarkers in humans.
Yet another useful application is modeling the interplay between the diet, microbiota, and host energy metabolism. Several constraint-based approaches have been
employed to model energy metabolism (reviewed in [307]). Obesity can generally be
considered to be the result of an imbalance between energy uptake and consumed energy. The gut microbiota has long been known to contribute approximately 10% of the
host energy intake [41] and to directly modulate host energy metabolism [6]. Systems
biology models have been proposed as a tool for modeling the thermodynamic properties of the gut microbiota and its costs from the perspective of the host [308]. There
are established methods for integrating thermodynamic constraints into genome-scale
models [78, 309, 310, 311, 76], which could be used for this type of application. Multiple studies have investigated adipocyte metabolism using cell type-specific models
[312, 313, 314]. Such genome-scale adipocyte models would be combined with a microbe community model to elucidate the effect of the presence of microbes on host fat
storage and energy metabolism.
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Finally, the described systems biology approach is not limited to human hosts. For
instance, we [167] and others [146] have shown that mouse-gut microbiota interactions
can also be computationally modeled. Ex-germfree mice colonized with a defined or
conventional microbiota are important animal models employed in gut microbiome research [107], especially in metabolomics analyses [131, 134]. Computational models
can be useful in complementing or possibly partially replacing such animal studies.
Other mammals could be reconstructed using the human reconstruction as a template
[297], and these reconstructions could subsequently be combined with a microbe community model. Moreover, host-microbe modeling can be carried out for organisms
other than mammals. For example, the survival of the endangered honeybee may be
improved by manipulating its gut microbiota [315], which could be predicted in silico.
Another potential application of constraint-based multi-species modeling is the investigation of plant-microbe interactions. There are several plant genome-scale reconstructions [316, 317] as well as tissue-specific reconstructions of Arabidopsis thaliana
[318], and multi-organ models of maize [319] and barley [320], which could be applied to modeling the interactions between plants and their associated symbiotic or
pathogenic microbes.
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A Supplemental material for Paper 1
A.1 Supplemental methods
Gene essentiality analysis in iAH991
In silico gene essentiality analysis was carried out using methods implemented in the
COBRA Toolbox [66]. For iAH991, single gene deletion was performed for all genes
included in the reconstruction while simulating growth on glucose minimal medium
and rich medium. For simulation of rich medium, uptake of every nutrient was allowed
in unlimited amounts, i.e., the lower bounds on all exchange reactions were set to -1000
mmol gDw-1 .hr-1 , while the upper bounds were set to 1000 mmol gDw-1 .hr-1 . For simulation of tryptone-yeast extract-glucose medium, yeast extract was assumed to consist
of all metabolites included in the yeast reconstruction iMM904 [214] that could also
be transported by iAH991. Furthermore, yeast mannan (Metabolite ID amannan140)
was included. Tryptone was defined as including all 20 amino acids.

A.2 Supplemental results
Curation of an automated draft reconstruction for Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron
We automatically generated a partially curated draft reconstruction using Model SEED
[72]. We then manually inspected, curated, and validated the content of the draft reconstruction based on a protocol for curation of automated models [72] and established
methods in metabolic network reconstruction [71] (Figure A1). Primary and review
literature and databases (Table A.6) were used to obtain B. thetaiotaomicron-specific
information for gene annotation, biochemical pathway utilization, cofactor and electron carrier usage, and other physiological and phenotypical properties. The draft reconstruction for B. thetaiotaomicron, deemed Bθ _Seed_v1, contained 777 genes, 944
metabolites, and 989 reactions, of which 429 could not carry any flux (i.e., blocked
reactions). Careful inspection of pathways, cofactor and electron carrier utilization,
and reaction directionality led to rejection of 87 reactions (8,8%) and a change in directionality for 230 reactions (23%). One reaction, formate tetrahydrofolate ligase
(FTHFL), was made irreversible to prevent biologically infeasible ATP production.
Gene-protein-reaction associations (GPRs) define the gene(s) whose product(s) catalyzes a reaction(s) through Boolean rules (‘AND’, ‘OR’). Ten GPRs were changed
manually based on online genome databases. A total of 108 genes (14%) were re-
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moved, most of which were involved in transcription and translation processes, which
are generally considered to be outside the scope of metabolic reconstructions [71].
Curation of biomass reaction. A biomass reaction contains the fractional contribution of all known metabolic precursors required to synthesize a new cell. The
biomass reaction in Bθ _Seed_v1 included 76 default components [72]. Apo-ACP was
removed since no other model in the BIGG database [175] includes this compound in
the biomass reaction. Sulfate was removed as it does not serve as sulfur source for B.
thetaiotaomicron [183]. Sulfide is used to synthesize cysteine, which is captured by the
biomass reaction. Biotin was also added as a universally required cofactor. The essential cofactors Vitamin B12 (cob(I)alamin) and protoheme[183] were added. Sodium
was added [321]. The components named biomass, DNA replication, RNA transcription, and protein biosynthesis were removed from the curated biomass reaction.
Curation of electron transport chain reactions. Electron transport chain reactions in Bθ _Seed_v1 were curated based on literature. B. thetaiotaomicron possesses
an anaerobic electron transport chain with fumarate as the terminal electron acceptor,
which is reduced to succinate. NADH serves as electron donor [322], but not NADPH
[323]. This electron transport system provides additional ATP. It is catalyzed by a succinate: quinone oxidoreductase (EC 1.3.99.1, BiGG ID: FRD2, SUCDi) that functions
both as fumarate reductase and succinate dehydrogenase. If fumarate reductase is not
functional due to lack of heme, or if the SQR operon is knocked out, growth yield
decreases two- to threefold [324, 325]. Apart from NADH, hydrogen can also serve
as electron donor for fumarate reduction via a fumarate-dependent hydrogenase. The
flow of electrons from hydrogen to NAD+ is mediated by ferredoxin [323, 325]. Apart
from fumarate, oxygen also serves as terminal electron acceptor. This is mediated by
cytochrome bd oxidase. Fumarate reductase and cytochrome oxidase have redundant
roles in metabolism [326]. Ubiquinone was not found in B. thetaiotaomicron [327].
However, a NADH: ubiquinone oxidoreductase is annotated in its genome. B. thetaiotaomicron possesses a pyruvate: quinone oxidoreductase (EC 1.2.2.2, BiGG ID: POX,
BT_1820, BT_1822), which does not accept menaquinone (KEGG Enzyme [142]).
Taken together, this evidence suggests involvement of fumarate, ferredoxin, hydrogen,
NADH, oxygen and menaquinone, but not NADPH, in the electron transport chain of
B. thetaiotaomicron. It is unclear whether B. thetaiotaomicron utilizes ubiquinone.
Since evidence from literature is unclear, it was assumed that both menaquinone and
ubiquinone are used as cofactors. Therefore, menaquinone-utilizing reactions were
added where appropriate.
Carbohydrate metabolism. The following central metabolic pathways of B. thetaiotaomicron were all accounted for in Bθ _Seed_v1: i) carbohydrates metabolism via
Embden-Meyerhof [328] and pentose phosphate pathway [329], ii) acetate fermentation and the succinate-propionate pathways [328], and iii) the oxidative branch of the
citric acid cycle [330].
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Amino acid metabolism. B. thetaiotaomicron is able to synthesize all amino acids
de novo [183]. Bθ _Seed_v1 could not synthesize arginine, since the wrong reaction
was associated with N-acetyl-L-ornithine transcarbamylase (BT_3717). The reaction
catalyzed by this enzyme is different in Bacteroides species, as it catalyzes the carbamylation of N-succinyl-L-ornithine to N-succinyl- L-citrulline [331], is converted
to citrulline, a precursor of arginine. It is not known how N-succinyl-L-ornithine is
formed. Thus, a hypothetical synthesis reaction (BiGG ID: HYPSUCORNS) was included for this metabolite, assuming that N-succinyl-L-ornithine is synthesized from
succinate and ornithine. Formation of citrulline from N-succinyl-L-citrulline was assumed to occur spontaneously, as proposed by KEGG Pathway [142]. Adding these
reactions allowed the model to synthesize arginine. Furthermore, Bθ _Seed_v1 lacked
an associated gene for homoserine kinase (EC 2.7.1.39, BiGG ID: HSK). We assigned
gene BT_2402 to this reaction, as the associated protein has 90- 99% sequence identity with several Bacteroides ssp. homoserine kinases (determined using blastp). An
additional pathway for isoleucine biosynthesis via citramalate, which is mainly found
in archaea, is annotated in the B. thetaiotaomicron genome. This pathway was added
to the reconstruction. It is unclear whether urea excretion occurs in B. thetaiotaomicron. Most urea cycle enzymes, namely argininosuccinate synthase (EC 6.3.4.5),
argininosuccinate lyase (EC 4.3.2.1), and a putative arginase (EC 3.5.3.1) are annotated in the B. thetaiotaomicron genome. A transport reaction for urea was included in
Bθ _Seed_v1. In the absence of contrary information, the reaction was left in the reconstruction. B. thetaiotaomicron’s proteolytic activity is weak, but detectable [332], and
several di-and tripeptide transporters and aminopeptidases are annotated in its genome.
Dipeptide degradation was already accounted for in Bθ _Seed_v1 but the corresponding
transporters were added. We included a dipeptidyl peptidase specific for arginylarginine and phenylalanylarginine [333].
Fatty acid metabolism. B. thetaiotaomicron is well established to synthesize
anteiso- and iso-methyl-branched chain fatty acids [327, 334, 335]. Biosynthesis pathways for most these fatty acids were already included in Bθ _Seed_v1 but the biomass
reaction was incomplete. We modified the biomass function accordingly. The enzymes
glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.15, BiGG ID: G3PAT) and glycerol kinase (EC 2.7.1.30, BiGG ID: GLYKr), which were added by Model SEED during the
auto-completion step, are not annotated in the B. thetaiotaomicron genome, but are required in the reconstruction for fatty acid biosynthesis to be functional. It is not known,
which enzymes perform these steps in vivo.
Biosynthesis of cofactors and prosthetic groups. B. thetaiotaomicron is able to
synthesized all required cofactors de novo [183], except heme and cobalamin (Vitamin
B12). Bθ _Seed_v1 could not synthesize de novo pantothenate, folate, thiamin, and
biotin. For pantothenate biosynthesis, we added the annotated pantothenate synthetase
(EC 6.3.2.1, BiGG ID: PANTS, BT_4308). For completion of the folate biosynthesis,
we added the folate reductase (EC 1.5.1.3, BiGG ID: FOLR,BT_0106 or BT_2048).
We assumed that BT_3017, an acid phosphatase with wide specificity, catalyzed the
reaction of the thiamin diphosphatase (EC 3.1.3.2, BiGG ID: THMDP). We also added
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a demand reaction for (4-hydroxybenzyl alcohol, BiGG ID: 4hba), whose metabolic
fate is unknown. These two additions completed the thiamine synthesis. The complete biotin biosynthesis pathway was recently discovered in E. coli [336]. We assumed the same pathway to occur in B. thetaiotaomicron. Bθ _Seed_v1 accounted
for menaquinone-(MK-) 8, but we also included biosynthesis pathways for MK-7,
MK-9, MK-10 and MK-11, as these isoprenes were found in B. thetaiotaomicron
[327]. Menaquinone (vitamin K2) synthesized by the microbiota, particularly Bacteroides, also partially contribute to human vitamin K homeostasis [182]. Therefore,
we included transport and exchange reactions for menaquinone 7- 11.
Validation of the metabolic reconstruction of B. thetaiotaomicron. The resulting
updated draft reconstruction was deemed Bθ _Seed_v2. By comparing its in silico
phenotypic capabilities with published data, we further refined and ultimately validated
its content. B. thetaiotaomicron can grow anaerobically on glucose minimal medium
[183], consisting of glucose, minerals, CO2 , NH4 , heme, cobalamin (Vitamin B12),
and either sulfide or L-cysteine.
B_Seed_v2 was incapable of growing without oxygen. B. thetaiotaomicron does
not require oxygen for growth and colonies stop growing when exposed to oxygen
due to enzyme damage in central metabolism [322]. We evaluated Bθ _Seed_v2’s oxygen usage using flux variability analysis, FVA [67, 68]. Oxygen was consumed by
the reaction catalyzed by L-aspartate oxidase (EC 1.4.3.16, BT_3184), but this enzyme is also able to use fumarate for the cofactor reoxidation [142]. We added the
fumarate-dependent reaction (BiGG ID: ASPO5), which enabled the model to grow
anaerobically. Bacteroides species have been found to benefit from nanomolecular
concentrations of oxygen due to cytochrome oxidase bd acitivity [326]. This reaction was accounted for in Bθ _Seed_v2 (BiGG ID: CYTBD, EC 1.10.3.10; BT_3053,
BT_1209, and BT_1210). Consistently, the model grew faster in presence of oxygen
(Table A.3). Since the employed constraint-based modeling approach does not permit
simulating enzyme inhibition or DNA damage due to oxygen exposure, we assumed
strictly anaerobic conditions for all following simulations.
The model could not grow on cysteine as sole sulfur source. in vivo, cysteine can
replace sulfide as sulfur source [183]. Sulfide is required for synthesis of methionine, S-adenosyl-Lmethionine, and biotin. We added the cysteine desulfhydrolase activity (BiGG ID: CYSDS), which is catalyzed by cystathionine beta-lyase (EC 4.4.1.8,
BT_2387 and BT_1923). Bθ _Seed_v2 required N-acetyl-D-glucosamine. This metabolite has been reported to serve as sole carbon source [337], but to be not required for
growth in vivo. The N-acetyl-D-glucosamine synthesis from glucose requires either
glucosamine-6-phosphate-acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.4) or glucosamine-1-phosphateacetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.157), but no gene could be found in B. thetaiotaomicron’s
genome. We assumed the presence of the glucosamine-1- phosphate-acetyltransferase
activity (BiGG ID: G1PACT). These additions enabled Bθ _Seed_v2 to grow on anaerobic glucose minimal medium (Table A.3).
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Addition of species-specific pathways. As one would expect, organism-specific
pathways were generally poorly represented in the draft reconstruction and thus were
added manually based on thorough literature review.
Polysaccharide utilization. B. thetaiotaomicron’s versatile carbohydrate utilization capacity was not well captured in Bθ _Seed_2. N-acetyl-D-galactosamine serves
as sole carbon source in vivo [338], but the corresponding pathway is not annotated
in B. thetaiotaomicron’s genome. We assumed the presence of E. coli’s pathway
[339] and the gaps in N-acetyl-D-galactosamine metabolism were putatively filled by
adding the reactions of N-acetyl-D-galactosamine kinase (BiGG ID: ACGALK3), Nacetyl-D-galactosamine 6-phosphate amidohydrolase (EC 3.5.1.2, BiGG ID: AGDC2),
Galactosamine-6-phosphate isomerase/ deamidase (BiGG ID: GALAM6PDA), and
Tagatose-bisphosphate aldolase (EC 4.1.2.4, BiGG ID: TGBPA). A transport reaction
for N-acetyl- D-galactosamine was also included.
Starch utilization is a well studied example of B. thetaiotaomicron’s polysaccharide degradation systems [86]. It involves the gene cluster of the starch utilization
system (Sus), which consists of the outer-membrane proteins (SusC and SusD) that
bind starch to the cell surface) and two starch-degrading -amylases (SusA and SusG).
The appropriate reactions and GPR associations were added. The starch and pullulan
molecules defined to consist of 1200 monosaccharide units. The amylose molecule
consists of 300 monosacharide units. B. thetaiotaomicron utilizes a number of plantderived polysaccharides including pectin, arabinan, and rhamnogalacturonan, as well
as yeast-derived -mannan. Specific polysaccharide utilization loci (PULs) are upregulated during growth on these complex carbohydrates [89]. 61% of B. thetaiotaomicron
glycosidases are predicted to be located in the extracellular space or in the periplasm
[173]. B. thetaiotaomicron may also require susC/susD homologs. We added the corresponding reactions and GPR associations based on transcriptomic data [89].
Degradation reactions of host-derived glycans were based on the glycans included
in the human metabolic reconstruction Recon1 [144]. Additionally, we accounted for
human milk oligosaccharides (HMO). Chondroitin sulfate degradation is carried out
by a PUL (BT_3324 – BT_3350) [88], resulting in monosulfated disaccharides [340].
A susC and a susD homolog are needed for chondroitin sulfate utilization [88]. Further degradation involves sulfatases, which require sulfatase-maturing enzyme (SME)
for functionality [341], and at least two periplasmatic chondroitinases, which breaks
down the desulfated disaccharides [88]. Hyaluronan degradation is also carried out
by PUL (BT_3324 – BT_3350) [88] and may occur in a similar way. The first step
in heparin degradation is carried out by heparin lyase I, which cleaves the glycosidic
linkage to the nonreducing end of iduronate [331]. Further degradation may involve
glucuronidase and alpha-N-acetylglucosaminidase. B. thetaiotaomicron utilizes hostderived mucin-type O-glycans, and a number of PULs, and susC/ susD homologs,
are upregulated during utilization of these glycans [88]. HMO degradation pathways
were constructed based on structural information for these oligosaccharides [342, 343].
B. thetaiotaomicron employs similar mechanisms as for mucus utilization to degrade
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HMOs, and several PULs, and susC/susD homologs, are upregulated during growth on
HMOs [344].
All carbohydrates that can serve as sole carbon sources are listed in Table A.1.
Production of known secretion products. The major fermentation products of B.
thetaiotaomicron are acetate, propionate, succinate, CO2 , and H2 [188, 255]. Minor
secretion products include lactate, isovalerate, and isobutyrate [188]. Moreover, when
L-fucose or L-rhamnose is fermented, 1,2-propanediol is formed [345, 346]. Isobutyrate and isovalerate are formed by the gut microbiota by an unknown degradation of
valine and leucine, respectively [347]. A minor product of microbial protein degradation in the gut is isocaproate, which is formed by reduction of leucine [348]. It
is not known if B. thetaiotaomicron produces isocaproate, but its inclusion was required for the putative leucine degradation pathway. Phenylacetate is an end product
of aromatic amino acid degradation in B. thetaiotaomicron [349]. The reversible reaction of the annotated phenylacetate-CoA ligase was added to Bθ _Seed_2 as well
as a phenylpyruvate-dependent reaction of indolepyruvate ferredoxin oxidoreductase
(EC 1.2.7.8, BiGG ID: IOR2, BT_0429 and BT_0430). Phenylpyruvate formation via
phenylalanine transaminase (EC 2.6.1.58, PHETA1, BT_0202 or BT_3935) was already included in Bθ _Seed_2. Transport reactions were added for known secretion
products metabolites (Table A.2). The gene for succinate transport (BT_2756) was
included.
Bile acid metabolism. The human gut microbiota is well known to carry out chemical modifications of hostproduced bile acids in the large intestine [38]. Different bile
acid biotransformations are performed by different species. B. thetaiotaomicron possesses a bile acid hydrolase (BT_1259 or BT_2086), which degrades choloylglycine
and choloyltaurine [350], and a NAD-dependent 7- hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase
(BT_1911) [38], which converts cholate to alpha,12alpha- Dihydroxy-7-oxo-5betacholanate.
Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), capsular polysaccharide (CPS), and sphingolipid
biosynthesis. The LPS synthesis pathway was incomplete in Bθ _Seed_2 due to unknown genes. B. thetaiotaomicron synthesizes a LPS with similar structure to the
LPS of the periodontal pathogen Porphyromonas gingivalis [351]. A metabolic reconstruction of P. gingivalis has been published [352], whose LPS synthesis pathway was based on a metabolic reconstruction of Helicobacter pylori, iIT341 [99].
Therefore, the LPS synthesis pathway of B. thetaiotaomicron was also partly based on
iIT341 but the reactions were modified to reflect structural properties of B. thetaiotaomicron’s LPS [351, 353]. CPS synthesis is mediated by eight CPS loci in the
genome [354]. The exact structure of B. thetaiotaomicron’s CPS is unknown, however, it is thought to contain 2-aminoethylphosphonate [355], CMP-2-Keto-3-deoxyD-glycero-D-galactonononic acid (CMP-KDN) [356], and GDP-fucose [192]. B. fragilis and B. thetaiotaomicron can harvest L-fucose from host glycoproteins and incorporate it into their own surface CPSs through a mammalian-like pathway [192].
We included the reaction of the fucose-1-phosphate guanylyltransferase (EC 2.7.7.30,
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BiGG ID F1PGT, BT_2128). We assumed a stoichiometric coefficient of one for each
metabolite. An unusual trait of B. thetaiotaomicron is its ability to synthesize sphingolipids. The main sphingolipid types in B. thetaiotaomicron are ceramide-1- phosphoethanolamine and sphingomyelin [357, 223, 358]. Information on sphingolipid
biosynthesis pathways in Bacteroides is sparse. A putative homolog of human serine
C-palmitoyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.50) was identified in B. thetaiotaomicron (BT_0870);
however, no homologs of human 3-dehydrosphinganine reductase and ceramide synthase could be found [359]. Thus, sphingolipid synthesis may occur by a different
mechanism in Bacteroides species from the one currently known. In the absence of
other information, reactions involved in sphingolipid synthesis were taken from the
human metabolic reconstruction [144] and modified based on available structural data.
Species-specific lipids were then added to the biomass reaction.
In silico gene essentiality analysis. In silico single gene essentiality analysis was
carried out using the COBRA Toolbox [66]. Three in silico growth conditions were
considered: glucose minimal medium, tryptone-yeast extractglucose medium, and rich
medium. For the simulation of rich medium, uptake of every nutrient was allowed
in unlimited amounts (i.e., the lower bounds on all exchange reactions were set to
-1000 mmol gDw-1 .hr-1 and the upper bounds to 1000 mmol gDw-1 .hr-1 ). For simulation of tryptone-yeast extract-glucose medium, yeast extract was assumed to consist of
all metabolites included in the yeast reconstruction iMM904 [214] that could also be
transported by iAH991. Furthermore, yeast α -mannan (Metabolite ID: amannan140)
was included. Tryptone was assumed to include all 20 amino acids.
In glucose minimal medium, 204/991 (20,6%) of the genes were essential, most of
which belonged to the subsystems associated with de novo synthesis of biomass precursors (Figure A6). Carbohydrate metabolism makes up only 3% of essential genes.
No genes in central metabolism (fermentation pathways and electron transport chain)
and citric acid cycle were found to be essential in silico (Figure A6), highlighting the
redundant nature of B. thetaiotaomicron‘s energy and carbohydrate metabolic network.
In rich medium, only 61/991 (6,2%) of the metabolic genes were essential.
To assess how well iAH991 can predict single gene essentiality for growth, we
compared our predictions with experimental data reported in literature. We predicted
correctly 11 out of 12 reported knockout growth phenotypes of B. thetaiotaomicron, or
the closely related species Bacteroides fragilis (Table A.7). iAH991 failed to predict
growth on L-rhamnose as sole carbon source of the lactaldehyde reductase knockout
(BT_3767).
We also compared the gene essentiality reported in an in vitro transposon mutant
study covering 78% of open reading frames in the B. thetaiotaomicron genome [360].
75,1% (744/991) of the genes in iAH991 were captured in the transposon study, corresponding to 95 in vitro candidate essential (probability > 90%) and 649 unessential genes. We computed the in silico gene in anaerobic conditions on tryptone-yeast
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extract-glucose (TYG) medium. 93 of the 116 in silico essential and 651of the 875
non-essential genes were captured by the transposon library. Overall, the model predicted correctly the essentiality for 44 genes and the nonessentiality for 600 genes. 49
predictions were false-positives, while 51 predictions were false-negatives. The model
predicts thus gene essentiality with an accuracy of 86.6%.
Rationale and implementation of coupling constraints in the joint model. Using the integrated model setup (Figure 2.1a), we realized that unless additional constraints were implemented, we computed biologically implausible solutions, in which
microbial or host reactions were active even though microbe, or the host, did not generate ATP or produce biomass. Also, if a reaction has a higher flux, than the ATP
or biomass production should be higher, as more of the enzyme is required. Since
most enzymes do not operate at saturation level [361], our implementation of the reaction coupling sets bounds on the reaction ratio between each network reaction and the
biomass reaction rather than to fix the ratio to a particular value (Figure A2). These
constraints rendered the model’s more realistic (Figure A3). We performed a sensitivity
analysis to investigate the effect of coupling coefficient c on the model’s predictive potential. For the uncoupled model, a negatively linear relationship between the maximal
possible growth rate of iSS1393 and of iAH991 was computed (Figure A3a), which
corresponds to a competitive interaction. This is due to the fact that at maximal growth
rate of the mouse model it profits by the presence of the B. thetaiotaomicron metabolic
network, which is not utilized for B. thetaiotaomicron growth. With the coupling constraints in place, the mouse can still benefit from B. thetaiotaomicron’s metabolic network but now B. thetaiotaomicron has to grow to some extend to be able to provide
metabolites to the mouse. Mutualism and competition, depending on the growth rate of
both organisms, is captured by the integrated, coupled model. Increasing c causes an
extension of the feasible solution space (Figure A4), and the relationship between the
two biomass reactions becomes more linear. We employed c=400 for all simulations
in this work.
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A.3 Supplemental Figures

Figure A1. Pipeline employed to build a high-quality metabolic reconstruction of B.
thetaiotaomicron based on an automated draft reconstruction. Shown is the
reconstruction process starting from upload of the B. thetaiotaomicron VPI-5482
genome to the RAST server [73]. The automated draft reconstruction generated by
Model SEED [72] was then subjected to several manual curation and expansion steps
and underwent quality control in a reconstruction environment tool, rBioNet [181].
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Figure A2. Schematic representation of the relationship between the fluxes vi of
coupled reactions, the flux vrxnC of the specified reaction to which fluxes are coupled,
the threshold u and the coupling factor c. The feasible solution space if the coupling
factor c is implemented is indicated by grey diagonal lines. The expansion of the
solution space if the value of c is raised by 100 is indicated by blue diagonal lines.
The value for the threshold u is constant in our study.

Figure A3. Pareto optimality analysis of the joint model on Western diet before
implementing coupling constraints (a) and with coupling constraints in place (b). Due
to the constraints imposed by the ATP maintenance reactions on the joint model, fixing
either biomass reaction at very low growth rates produces an infeasible solution. If
infeasible solutions are calculated, a growth rate of zero is assumed for both models.
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Figure A4. Sensitivity analysis of coupling factor c. The effect of varying c between
100 and 1500 is shown. The analysis was performed for the joint model while
simulating growth on Western Diet and setting the threshold u to 0.01.
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Figure A5. Predicting the metabolome. Metabolites exchanged in the joint B.
thetaiotaomicron – mouse model classified by metabolic fate.

Figure A6. Subsystem participation of iAH991 genes predicted to be essential on
glucose minimal medium.
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A.4 Supplemental Tables

Table A.1. List of carbohydrates that can serve as sole carbon sources for iAH991,
and supporting references.
Carbohydrate

BIGG ID

Bθ _Seed_v1

iAH991

Ref.

D-glucose
D-mannose
D-galactose

glc-D
man
gal

no
no
no

yes
yes
yes

D-fructose
D-xylose
L-arabinose

fru
xyl-D
ara-L

no
no
yes

yes
yes
yes

N-acetylglucosamine
Nacetylgalactosamine
D-glucuronate
D-galacturonate
D-glucosamine
L-fucose
L-rhamnose
D-ribose
Di-and
oligosaccharides
Trehalose

acgam
acgal

no
no

yes
yes

[183]
[362]
[363,
362]
[364]
[362]
[363,
362]
[337]
[338]

glcur
galur
gam
fuc-L
rmn
rib-D

no
no
no
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

[87]
[87]
[87]
[87, 365]
[345]
[89]

tre

no

yes

Raffinose
Melibiose
Maltose
Maltotriose
Maltotetraose
Maltopentose
Maltohexose

raffin
melib
malt
malttr
maltttr
maltpt
malthx

no
no
no
no
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

[188,
185]
[188]
[366]
[366]
[367]
[367]
[367]
[367]

Monosaccharides
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Table A.1 (cont.)
Carbohydrate

BIGG ID

Bθ _Seed_v1

iAH991

Ref.

malthp
sucr
kesto
kestottr
kestopt
levanb
levanttr
levantttr
lcts
oligofru4
2fuclac,
3fuclac,
lacdfucttr,
lacndfuchx,
lacnfucpt,
lacnttr,
neulacnttr,
fucneulacnhx
stys
manb
mantr
manttr
manpt
chtbs

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

[367]
[364]
[364]
[364]
[364]
[364]
[364]
[364]
[188]
[368]
[344]

no
no
no
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

[369]
[370]
[370]
[370]
[370]
KEGG
Pathway

amylose300
starch1200
strch1, strch2

no
no
no

yes
yes
yes

[87]
[87]
[87]

pullulan1200
dextran40
pect
arabinogal

no
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes

[366]
[87]
[87]
[87]

lmn30

no

yes

[87, 371]

Di-and
oligosaccharides
Maltoheptaose
Sucrose
Kestose
Kestotetraose
Kestopentaose
Levanbiose
Levantriose
Levantetraose
Lactose
Oligofructose
Human milk
oligosaccharides
(HMO)

Stachyose
Mannobiose
Mannotriose
Mannotetraose
Mannopentaose
Chitobiose
Polysaccharides
Amylose
Starch (insoluble)
Starch (human
enzyme-accessible
form)
Pullulan
Dextran
Pectin
Larch
arabinogalactan
Laminarin
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Table A.1 (cont.)
Carbohydrate

BIGG ID

Bθ _Seed_v1

iAH991

Ref.

inulin
levan1000
glycogen1500
cspg_a

no
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes

[89]
[364]
[185]
[87, 372]

cspg_b

no

yes

[87, 372]

cspg_c

no

yes

[87, 372]

hspg
ha
s2l2fn2m2masn

no
no
no

yes
yes
yes

[87, 88]
[87, 88]
[365]

f1a, core4,
core5, core7,
core7, gncore1,
gncore2,
sTn_antigen,
dsT_antigen
amannan140

no

yes

[87, 88]

no

yes

[89]

homogal
rhamnogalurI

no
no

yes
yes

[89]
[89]

rhamnogalurII

no

yes

[89]

arabinan101
pecticgal

no
no

yes
yes

[89]
[89]

Polysaccharides
Inulin
Levan
Glycogen
Chondroitin sulfate
A
Chondroitin sulfate
B
Chondroitin sulfate
C
Heparan sulfate
Hyaluronan
PA6 (a N-glycan
containing L-fucose)
Mucin-type
O-glycans

alpha-mannan
(yeast)
Homogalacturonan
Rhamnogalactorunan
I
Rhamnogalacturonan
II
Arabinan
Pectic galactan
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Table A.2. List of known secretion products captured by iAH991, and supporting
references. a - KEGG Pathway, b - NCBI Entrez Gene.
Secretion
Product

BiGG Identifier

Bθ _Seed_v1

iAH991

Reference

Acetate
Propionate
Succinate
CO2
H2
D-lactate
L-lactate
Isovalerate
Isobutyrate
Isocaproate
Phenylacetate
Pyruvate
Acetol
Methylglyoxal
Formate
Ethanol
Putrescine
Spermidine
(R)-1,2propanediol
(S)-1,2propanediol
Menaquinones

ac
ppa
succ
CO2
H2
lac-D
lac-L
isoval
isobut
isocapr
pac
pyr
acetol
mthgxl
for
etoh
ptrc
spmd
12ppd-R

no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

[185]
[185]
[185]
[255]
[185]
[185]
[185]
[185]
[185]
[348]
[349]
[322]
[322]
[322]
[371]
[373]
[374]
[374]
[345], a

12ppd-S

no

yes

[345], [346]

mqn7, mqn8,
mqn9, mqn10,
mqn11
12ethd
urea
meoh

no

yes

[182, 375]

no
no
no

yes
yes
yes

a
b
[336]

1,2-Ethanediol
Urea
Methanol
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Table A.3. Growth rates and secretion product amounts produced by iAH991 on
several carbon sources, and comparison with available experimental data. a Type of
mucin O-glycan is not specified in experimental data. b Type of chondroitin sulfate is
not specified in experimental data. c Previous studies report that B. thetaiotaomicron
grows on laminarin (see Table A.1).
Carbon Source (uptate rate
scaled to 10 mmol.gDw - 1 .hr-1
carbon units)
Arabinose
Fructose
Fucose
Galactose
Galacturonate
Glucosamine
Glucose
Glucose + 1 mmol.gDw -1 .hr-1
oxygen
Glucuronate
Mannose
N-acetylgalactosamine
N-acetylglucosamine
N-acetylneuraminate
Rhamnose
Ribose
Xylose
Arabinan
Arabinogalactan
Homogalacturonan
Pectic galactan
Rhamnogalacturonan I
Rhamnogalacturonan II
Amylopectin
Pullulan
Dextran
Inulin
Levan
F1alpha
(Gal-beta-1,4-GlcNAc-beta1,6-GalNAc-alpha-1-O-Ser/Thr)
Core 4 ([GlcNAc-beta-1,6-],
[GlcNAcbeta- 1,3]
GalNAc-alpha-1-O-Ser/Thr)

Growth rate in
silico (hr-1 )

Growth rate
in vivo (hr-1 )

Growth rate in
vivo (A600 /h)[89]

0.23
0.24
0.0012
0.24
0.14
0.24
0.24
0.27

0.10 [362]
0.39 [364]

0.031
0.073
0.024
0.038
0.021
0.008
0.067

0.38 [362]

0.42 [362]

0.14
0.16
0.17
0.18
0
0.0012
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.12
0.22
0.13
0.08
0.25
0.25
0.26
0.24
0.24
0.15

0.16 [362]

0.024
0.103
0.007
0.066
0
0.033
0.040
0.049
0.037
0.045
0.066
0.093
0.027
0.033
0.075/ 0.0056
0.063
0.108
0.005
0.036
0.015a

0.015a

0.12
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Table A.3 (cont.)
Carbon Source (uptate rate
scaled to 10 mmol.gDw - 1 .hr-1
carbon units)
Core 5 (GalNAc-alpha1,3-GalNAcalpha1-O-Ser/Thr)
Core 7 (GalNAc-alpha1,6-GalNAcalpha1-O-Ser/Thr)
Core 8
(Gal-alpha-1,3-GalNAc-alpha1-O-Ser/Thr)
GlcNAc-alpha-1,4-Core 1
(GlcNAcalpha1,4-Gal-beta-1,3-GalNAc-alpha1-O-Ser/Thr)
GlcNAc-alpha-1,4-Core 2
([GlcNAcbeta- 1,6-],
[GlcNAc-alpha-1,4-Galbeta1,3-]GalNAc-alpha-1-O-Ser/Thr)
Sialyl-Tn antigen
(NeuAc-alpha-2,6GalNAc-alpha-1-O-Ser/Thr)
Disialyl-T antigen
([NeuAc-alpha-2,6-],
[NeuAc-alpha-2,3-Gal-beta-1,3-]
GalNAc-alpha-1-O-Ser/Thr)
α -mannan
Chondroitin sulfate A
Chondroitin sulfate B
Chondroitin sulfate C
Hyaluronan
Heparin
Glycogen
Laminarinc
Cellobiose

Growth rate in
silico (hr-1 )

Growth rate
in vivo (hr-1 )

Growth rate in
vivo (A600 /h)[89]

0.11

0.015a

0.11

0.015a

0.17

0.015a

0.15

0.015a

0.14

0.015a

0

0.015a

0.01

0.015a

0.16
0.05
0.02
0.05
0.13
0.11
0.25
0.23
0

0.035
0.065b
0.065b
0.065b
0.125
0.025
0.050
0
0
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Table A.4. Secretion product amounts produced by iAH991 on several carbon sources,
and comparison with available experimental data. In silico secretion production rates
are given in mmol.gDw - 1 .hr-1 . The in silico uptake rate for all carbon sources was
10 mmol.gDw -1 .hr-1 .Negative fluxes equal uptake. n.r. = not reported.
Carbon
Source
Glucose
in silico

Acetate

Propionate

Succinate

CO2

Hydrogen

5.56

0 to 8.95

0 to 8.95

2.10

0.8 mM

4.8 mM

-1.53 to
7.41
n.r.

0 to 14.56

0 to 14.56

0.2 mM

3.6 mM

0 to 7.66

0 to 7.66

0.7 mM

0.2 mM

0 to 8.95

0 to 8.95

0 g/l

8.4 g/l

in vivo[337]
4.2 mM
N-acetylglucosamine
in silico
8.10 to
12.63
in vivo[337]
12.6
mM
Glucuronate
in silico
7.72 to
8.16
in vivo[337]
8.6 mM
Fructose
in silico
5.56
in vivo[368]

3.4 g/l
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-5.82 to
8.75
n.r.

7.60 to
14.66
n.r.
-1.53 to
7.41
n.r.

n.r.
< 0.001
n.r.

< 0.001
n.r.
2.10
n.r.

Table A.5. Inborn errors of metabolism (IEMs) predicted to be lethal in silico on a
Western Diet for the germfree mouse model.
Disease

AICAribosiduria

NCBI Gene ID
Mouse Human
108147 471

Lethality in
silico

Lethality in
vivo

Reference

Germfree
mouse:
lethal,
Bθ -associated
mouse:
nonlethal
Lethal in
Bθ associated
mouse and
germfree
mouse

Human: not
lethal Mouse:
not known

OMIM:
608688,
[376]

Human: not
lethal Mouse:
lethal in
homozygous
males
(X-linked
gene)
Human:
lethal Mouse:
pre-/ peri-/
postlethal

OMIM:
302960,
[377, 378]

Human:
Usually
lethal with
occasional
mild cases
Mouse:
lethal
Human:
Usually
lethal with
occasional
mild cases
Mouse:
lethal
Human: not
lethal Mouse
lethal

OMIM:
602398,
[380, 381]

ConradiHunermann
syndrome

13595

10682

Dbifunctional
protein
deficiency
(DBPD)

15488

3295

Desmosterolosis

74754

1718

Dihydrofolate
reductase
deficiency

13361

1719

Lethal in
Bθ associated
mouse and
germfree
mouse

Lathosterolosis

235293 6309

Lethal in
Bθ associated
mouse and
germfree
mouse

Lethal in
Bθ associated
mouse and
germfree
mouse
Lethal in
Bθ associated
mouse and
germfree
mouse
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OMIM:
261515,
[379]

OMIM:
126060,
[382, 383]

OMIM:
607330,
[384, 385]

Table A.5 (cont.)
Disease

Mevalonic
aciduria

NCBI Gene ID
Mouse Human
17855 4598

Orotic
aciduria

22247

7372

Ribose 5phosphate
isomerase
deficiency

19895

22934

SmithLemliOpitz
syndrome

13360

1717

Lethality in
silico

Lethality in
vivo

Reference

Lethal in
Bθ associated
mouse and
germfree
mouse
Germfree
mouse:
lethal, Bθ
-associated
mouse:
nonlethal
Germfree
mouse:
lethal, Bθ
-associated
mouse:
nonlethal
Lethal in
Bθ associated
mouse and
germfree
mouse

Human: not
lethal Mouse:
not known

OMIM:
251170,
[386]

Human: not
lethal Mouse:
not known

OMIM:
258900,
[387]

Human: not
lethal Mouse:
not known

OMIM:
608611,
[388]

Human : not
lethal Mouse:
lethal

OMIM:
270400,
[389]

Table A.6. Databases used to generate a knowledge base of B. thetaiotaomicron.
Name

Link

NCBI Entrez Gene
The SEED
The SEED Viewer
KEGG
UniProt
TransportDB
BIGG Database

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene
http://theseed.uchicago.edu/FIG/
http://seed-viewer.theseed.org/
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/
http://www.uniprot.org/
http://www.membranetransport.org/
http://bigg.ucsd.edu/
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Table A.7. Knockout strains of B. thetaiotaomicron reported in literature, and
comparison with predictions by iAH991.
Deleted gene

Growth conditions

Growth in
vivo

Growth
in silico

Ref.

BT_3763 BT_3767
BT_3763 BT_3767
BT_3767

L-rhamnose as sole
carbon source
Glucose minimal
medium
L-rhamnose as sole
carbon source

no

no

[345]

yes

yes

[345]

no

[345]

BT_3717

Glucose minimal
medium
Glucose minimal
medium L-arginine
supply
Maltose or maltotriose
as sole carbon source

yes, reduced
levels of
1,2propanediol
formed
no

no

[390]

yes

yes

[390]

yes

yes

[86,
391]

Starch as sole carbon
source

no

no

[86,
391]

Maltoheptaose as sole
carbon source
Maltoheptaose as sole
carbon source

yes

yes

[86]

no

no

[86,
391]

BT_3717

SusC
(BT_3702) or
SusD
(BT_3701) or
SusG
(BT_3698)
SusC
(BT_3702) or
SusD
(BT_3701) or
SusG
(BT_3698)
SusG
(BT_3698)
SusC
(BT_3702) or
SusD
(BT_3701)
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Table A.6 (cont.)
Deleted gene
BT_1663 or
BT_4689
BT_0238

BT_0238
csuF
(BT_3332)
csuF
(BT_3332)
BT_2970
BT_1760
BT_1760

Growth conditions

Growth in
vivo

Growth
in silico

Ref.

Pullulan as sole
carbon source
Chondroitin sulfate A,
B or C as sole carbon
source
Glucose minimal
medium
Chondroitin sulfate A,
B or C as sole carbon
source
Sulfated disaccharides
as sole carbon source
Glucose minimal
medium
Levan as sole carbon
source
Glucose, fructose,
sucrose or
oligofructose as sole
carbon source

yes

yes

[392]

no

no

[341]

yes

yes

[341]

no

no

[393]

yes

yes

[393]

yes

yes

[394]

no

no

[364]

yes

yes

[364]
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B Supplemental material for Paper 2
B.1 Supplemental Results
Manual curation and expansion of Model SEED draft reconstruction iFpraus_v0.1
The draft reconstruction generated by Model SEED [72], iFpraus_v0.1, consisted
of 820 reactions, 874 metabolites and 598 genes. 649 reactions were blocked and could
thus not carry flux, and 20 non-spontaneous metabolic and transport reactions were not
gene-associated and thus filled in during the auto-completion step of the Model SEED
pipeline.
Translation of Model SEED identifiers. Model SEED reaction and metabolite
identifiers included in the draft reconstruction were replaced with standardized BiGG
[175] nomenclature. As F. prausnitzii is not yet included in the NCBI Gene database,
we replaced the Model SEED gene identifiers included in iFpraus_v0.1 with the appropriate NCBI Protein identifiers.
Biomass objective function. As information on F. prausnitzii’s biomass composition is currently mostly unavailable, the stoichiometric values for vitamins, cofactors,
minerals and amino acids included in the template biomass objective function included
in the Model SEED draft reconstruction were kept. The template biomass function is
based on a curation of the biomass objective functions in 19 published reconstructions
[72] and may thus not correspond well to the true biomass composition of F. prausnitzii. Based on the limited available data, fatty acids included in the biomass objective
function were modified and the biomass precursor spermidine was removed (see below). Once more detailed information on the biomass composition of F. prausnitzii
becomes available, the biomass objective function will be modified accordingly.
Gap-filling of central pathways. As few reactions as possible were included without any genomic and biochemical support. Consequently, only 5 non-spontaneous
metabolic reactions were included without supporting evidence. Reactions representing DNA replication, transcription and protein biosynthesis were removed, as they are
considered to be outside the scope of metabolic reconstructions. This led to the removal of 126 genes.
Fermentation pathways. While universal pathways such as glycolysis were wellrepresented in iFpraus_v0.1, F. prausnitzii’s species-specific butyrate production pathways were constructed manually. The key enzyme for butyrate production is butyrylCoA: acetate CoA-transferase (FAEPRAA2165_01575, assigned reaction ID
BTCOAACCOAT). This enzyme consumes acetate to produce butyrate and acetyl-
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CoA from butyryl-CoA, thus explaining the growth-promoting effect of acetate consumption [263]. Pyruvate can be either fermented to D-lactate by D-lactate dehydrogenase (FAEPRAA2165_01388, BiGG ID: LDH_D) or to formate by pyruvate-formate
lyase (FAEPRAA2165_02890 and FAEPRAA2165_02891, BiGG ID: PFL), or converted to acetyl-CoA by pyruvate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase (FAEPRAA2165_00243,
BiGG ID: POR4i). Butyryl-CoA is formed from acetyl-CoA via acetoacetyl-CoA,
3-hydroxybutyryl-CoA and crotonyl-CoA, yielding reduction equivalents in the form
of NADH (FAEPRAA2165_01578-01581, BiGG IDs: ACACT1r, HACD1, ECOAH1,
assigned ID BTCOADH).
Further energy is conserved through the buildup of a proton gradient via a membraneassociated NADH: ferredoxin oxidoreductase (FAEPRAA2165_02985-_02990 and
FAEPRAA2165_02634-02635, assigned ID FDNADOX_H) [104]. F. prausnitzii possesses an extracellular electron shuttle via flavins and thiols with extracellular oxygen
or intracellular fumarate serving as terminal electron acceptors. Riboflavin and either
L-cysteine or glutathione are required for this shuttle to be functional [219]. Appropriate reactions (assigned IDs ESHCYS_FPe, ESHCYS2_FPe, ESHGLU_FPe, ESHGLU_FPe) were added to iFpraus_v0.1. The extracellular electron shuttle from cysteine/ glutathione to oxygen via riboflavin was assumed to be nonenzymatic. Furthermore, an extracellular flavin reductase (FAEPRAA2165_00362, assigned ID FLVRxe)
was included to enable flux through the shuttle. We then attemped to identify an intracellular electron transport chain in F. prausnitzii A2-165 by searching for genes with
sequence similarity to the cytochrome c oxidase of the Lachnospiraceae representative
Roseburia intestinalis M50/1 (ROI_15070) in its genome. A BLASTP score of 29.3
and an e-value of 0.28 were calculated for the closest match, FAEPRAA2165_00652,
which is annotated as a hypothetical protein. A2-165 thus likely does not possess a
cytochrome c oxidase.
Amino acid metabolism. The draft reconstruction iFpraus_v0.1 contained complete synthesis pathways for L-threonine, L-valine, L-leucine, L-isoleucine, L-lysine,
L-histidine, L-arginine, glycine, L-proline, L-glutamate, L-glutamine, L-aspartate, and
L-asparagine based on the genome sequence. Tryptophan biosynthesis is not annotated in the genome and F. prausnitzii does not produce indole [168], and it is thus
unlikely that F. prausnitzii can synthesize this amino acid. As L-alanine transaminase
is not annotated in the F. prausnitzii genome, the reconstruction currently predicts that
L-alanine cannot be formed de novo. According to annotation, serine cannot be synthesized from 3-phosphoglycerate, and by association, L-cysteine synthesis depends
on an external serine and hydrogen sulfide source. L-phenylalanine and L-tyrosine
were initially predicted essential due to chorismate mutase not being present in the reconstruction. A gene encoding chorismate mutase (FAEPRAA2165_00020, BiGG ID:
CHORM) was later identified and L-phenylalanine and L-tyrosine are thus no longer
essential in the final reconstruction iFpraus_v1.0.
The chemically defined medium proposed by iFpraus_v0.2, CDM1 (Figure 3.1)
contained L-alanine, L-cysteine, L-methionine, L-serine, L-phenylalanine, L-tyrosine,
and L-tryptophan. No growth was observed unless a mix of 11 additional amino acids
was supplemented, indicating that some of the annotated amino acid biosynthesis pathways may be nonfunctional or insufficient. Further curation of the model will have to
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be performed once the amino acid requirements of the microbe become known.
The microbe is predicted to synthesize putrescine, but not spermidine, as adenosylmethionine decarboxylase is not annotated for F. prausnitzii. The biomass objective
function contained spermidine. As F. prausnitzii grew without spermidine in medium
in our in vitro experiments, either the polyamine is not required or a not yet annotated pathway exists for its synthesis. Assuming that it is nonessential, spermidine was
removed from the biomass objective function.
Pyrimidine and purine metabolism. Pyrimidine and purine metabolism was
mostly accounted for based on genome annotation, except that iFpraus_v0.1 was unable to synthesize all trinucleotides from the respective dinucleotides. GTP synthesis
was enabled by including an additional reaction of adenylate kinase (FAEPRAA2165_
02826, BiGG ID: ADK3). No enzyme performing net synthesis of UTP and dTTP
from the respective dinucleotides could be identified in the F. prausnitzii genome.
Thus, it was necessary to include nucleoside-diphosphate kinase (BiGG IDs: NDPK2,
NDPK4) despite the lack of genomic support for the presence of this enzyme.
Fatty acid metabolism. F. prausnitzii belongs to the gram-positive Clostridium
leptum group, but usually stains gram-negative [168] and thus may not produce teichoic acid, which was thus not included in the reconstruction. The microbe does
not possess hydroxy fatty acids and the main fatty acids are saturated and unsaturated
up to a length of 18 carbons [395]. In the lack of other information about F. prausnitzii’s fatty acid composition, we removed all hydroxy fatty acid synthesis reactions
included in the draft reconstruction (123 in total) and added all fatty acids shown to
be present [395] to the biomass objective function. Hydroxy fatty acids are included
in the template biomass objective function routinely added to every Model SEED draft
reconstruction [72] and are likely not found in every microbe. No genes involved in
fatty acid synthesis were removed.
Knowledge on F. prausnitzii’s cell wall structure is currently lacking. A putative capsular polysaccharide biosynthesis reaction (assigned ID CPSS_FP) was formulated based on Streptococcus anginosus, another Firmicutes representative, consisting of glucose, galactofuranose, N-acetylgalactosamine, and L-rhamnose [396].
At least seven genes predicted to be involved in capsular polysaccharide biosynthesis are annotated in F. prausnitzii A2-165’s genome (FAEPRAA2165_00974-00975,
FAEPRAA2165_00979, FAEPRAA2165_00986, FAEPRAA2165_00988,
FAEPRAA2165_02448-02449), suggesting that a capsular polysaccharide is formed,
and were assigned to CPSS_FP accordingly.
Vitamin and cofactor metabolism. Based on the genome sequence, the microbe is
unable to synthesize biotin, folic acid, nicotinic acid, pantothenic acid, and riboflavin,
and should thus depend on external sources for these vitamins. A requirement for
riboflavin was already demonstrated in vitro [231]. It is unclear whether F. prausnitzii
can synthesize cobalamin (vitamin B12), as only 18 of about 30 enzymes necessary for
cobalamin biosynthesis [397] are annotated.
Thiamine biosynthesis was incomplete in iFpraus_v0.1. We identified the missing
genes manually and thus completed the pathway by including 4-amino-5-hydroxymethyl2-methylpyrimidine synthetase (FAEPRAA2165_00647, BiGG ID: AHMMPS) and
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phosphomethylpyrimidine kinase (FAEPRAA2165_00779, BiGG IDs HMPK1, PMPK).
To enable consumption of thiamine monophosphate, it was necessary to include thiamine phosphatase (BiGG ID: THMP) for modeling purposes.
iFpraus_v0.1 contained a reaction without supporting genomic evidence (3’,5’-bisphosphate nucleotidase, BiGG ID: BPNT) that was added during automated gap-filling.
The reaction is required to consume 3’-phosphoadenylyl sulfate (PAPS), as coenzyme
A metabolism in the reconstruction would otherwise be nonfunctional. BPNT was thus
included in the final reconstruction iFpraus_v1.0.
F. prausnitzii among other organisms possesses a selenophosphate synthase [398]
(FAEPRAA2165_01593, BiGG ID: SELNPS) with unknown function. In Enteroccocus faecalis, selenophosphate is required for the activity of a reversible xanthine
dehydrogenase [399]. As F. prausnitzii possesses xanthine dehydrogenase
(FAEPRAA2165_01590-01592, BiGG ID: r0502), a transporter for selenium and a
demand reaction for selenophosphate were putatively included in the reconstruction.
Pyridoxal, thymidine and orotic acid were included in CDM2 medium, but not
in CDM1 medium, which did not enable growth (Figure 1) and thus may be essential. However, iFpraus_v0.1 was able to synthesize all three compounds. Pyridoxal
phosphate could be synthesized due to a reaction (pyridoxine biosynthesis glutamine
amidotransferase, BiGG ID: PLPS) filled in during the auto-completion step of the
Model SEED pipeline. As this enzyme is not annotated, F. prausnitzii A2-165 most
likely requires pyridoxal. PLPS was thus removed and a transporter for pyridoxal
(FAEPRAA2165_02615, BiGG ID: PYDXabc) was included in the reconstruction.
Carbon source utilization. Pathways allowing utilization of glucose, fructose and
maltose [202, 168] were already accounted for in the draft reconstruction. Generally,
monosaccharides are imported into the cell either through a phosphotransferase system
(PTS) or an ABC transporter. To enable galactose utilization [202], phosphoglucomutase (FAEPRAA2165_01951, BiGG ID: PGMT) was included.
A putative inulin degradation [202] pathway (assigned IDs INULINASE, INULINabc) was formulated based on the inulin utilization mechanism of the Lachnospiraceae
representative Roseburia inulinivorans. It possesses a gene cluster containing an intracellular -fructofuranosidase and an ABC transport system that are induced during
growth on inulin. Inulin is internalized through the ABC system and degraded intracellularly [400]. The closest matches in the F. prausnitzii genome to R. inulinivorans -fructofuranosidase (FAEPRAA2165_02761, BLASTP score 470) and ABC
transport system (FAEPRAA2165_02762-02764, BLASTP score 671, 418, and 436
respectively) were assigned to the pathway accordingly. The -fructofuranosidase of R.
inulinivorans is also effective against short-chain fructooligosaccharides (FOS), e.g.,
kestose. As F. prausnitzii grows on FOS [168], appropriate reactions were formulated
(assigned IDs KESTOASE, KESTOTTRASE, KESTOPTASE, KESTOabc, KESTOTTRabc, KESTOPTabc).
F. prausnitzii is able to ferment cellobiose [202], but does not possess -glucosidase
[168]. We propose that cellobiose is either metabolized by cellobiose kinase
(FAEPRAA2165_03524, BiGG ID: CELLBK) followed by 6-phospho-beta-gluco-
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sidase (FAEPRAA2165_00425, FAEPRAA2165_01165, BiGG ID: BGLA1), or by
cellobiose phosphorylase (FAEPRAA2165_03089, BiGG ID: CEPA). 6-phospho-betaglucosidase generally accepts arbutin and salicin as substrates [142] (BiGG IDs: 6PHBG,
AB6PGH). However, no growth on salicin was observed (Table B.1). Accordingly, we
did not identify a salicin transporter in the F. prausnitzii A2-165 genome.
F. prausnitzii A2-165 grows in starch solution [168], and potato starch [202]. Two
predicted cytosolic -amylases are encoded in its genome (FAEPRAA2165_03210,
FAEPRAA2165_02769). We thus constructed a pathway for soluble starch degradation in the cytosol (assigned IDs AMY1, O16G2). Apple pectin, but not citrus pectin
is utilized by F. prausnitzii [202]. We propose that apple pectin is degraded extracellularly by a predicted extracellular polygalacturonase (FAEPRAA2165_02871) and a
putative pectinesterase (FAEPRAA2165_00933) and included an appropriate reaction
(assigned ID PECTIN_DEGe). The predicted growth rate on pectin as sole carbon
source was higher for F. prausnitzii (0.21 hr-1 ) than for the B. thetaiotaomicron reconstruction [167] (0.16 hr-1 when growth on YCFA medium was simulated), in agreement
with the observation that F. prausnitzii can compete successfully with B. thetaiotaomicron over this carbon source [202].
Transporters for the fermentable carbohydrates galacturonate and glucuronate [202]
are not annotated, and proton symport (BiGG ID: GALURt2r, GLCURt2r) was assumed. Uronic acid degradation is carried out by the subsystem of pentose phosphate
pathway/ pentose and glucuronate interconversions and was already accounted for in
iFpraus_v0.1.
Amino sugar (glucosamine, N-acetylglucosamine) utilization [202] pathways were
already accounted for in iFpraus_v0.1. Transport of amino sugars was assumed via
phosphotransferase system (PTS) as F. prausnitzii encodes a predicted N-acetylglucosamine-specific-PTS (FAEPRAA2165_00107, BiGG ID: GAMpts, ACGApts).
F. prausnitzii utilizes N-acetylneuraminic acid (Table B.1) via N-Acetylneuraminate
lyase (FAEPRAA2165_02440, BiGG ID: ACNML), N-acetylmannosamine 6-phosphate
epimerase (FAEPRAA2165_02442, BiGG ID: AMANAPEr) and N-acetyl-D-mannosamine kinase (BiGG ID: AMANK, FAEPRAA2165_02443). Furthermore, we identified a sialic acid transporter (FAEPRAA2165_02437) that is colocalized with sialic
acid utilization genes and is an ortholog of the SAT3-type transporter Spy_254 from
Streptococcus pyogenes M1 GAS. A corresponding reaction (assigned ID ACNAMabc) was included.
The pentose moiety of inosine is predicted to be utilized for biomass production via
purine-nucleoside phosphorylase (FAEPRAA2165_00956, FAEPRAA2165_01440)
and the incomplete pentose phosphate pathway.
Production of known secretion products. The main secretion products of F.
prausnitzii include butyrate, D-lactate, formate, and CO2 . L-lactate and hydrogen are
not produced [168]. The draft reconstruction was unable to produce and transport these
compounds except CO2 . Transport reactions for formate, butyrate, and D-lactate were
thus included (BiGG IDs: BUTtr, FORt, D_LACt2), though no associated genes could
be identified.
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Butyrate is the end product of F. prausnitzii’s central fermentation pathway as described above. Formate is generated by pyruvate formate lyase (FAEPRAA2165_
02890-02891, BiGG ID: PFL). D-lactate is formed via D-lactate dehydrogenase (BiGG
ID: LDH_D). An associated gene (FAEPRAA2165_01388) was identified (Table 3.3).
In the presence of fumarate, F. prausnitzii produces L-malate and succinate [219].
A predicted C4-dicarboxylate transport cluster (FAEPRAA2165_01190-01193, BiGG
IDs: FUMt, MAL_Lte, SUCCt) was assumed to transport L-malate, fumarate and
succinate. The draft reconstruction contained a quinone-, ferrichrome- and NADHdependent L-lactate dehydrogenase. F. prausnitzii does not produce L-lactate [168].
Genomic analysis revealed that the associated gene (dehydrogenase, FMN-dependent,
FAEPRAA2165_01935) is misannotated and more similar to eukaryotic hydroxyacid
oxidases (gene name Hao2, EC 1.1.3.15). The corresponding reaction (BiGG ID:
GLYCTO4) was added and the previously included reactions (four in total) were removed.
Remaining blocked reactions in the reconstruction
While iFpraus_v0.1 contained 68% (618/904) blocked reactions, i.e., reactions including metabolites that can either be only produced or only consumed, iFpraus_v0.2
had 23% blocked reactions (225/997) (Table 3.1a). The pathways most affected by
blocked reactions are cofactor and prosthetic group biosynthesis and glycerophospholipid metabolism. In total, 39 reactions are blocked due to incompletely annotated
pathways for vitamin B12 biosynthesis. In fact, 18 genes were present in the genome,
while about 30 gene products are estimated to be required for vitamin B12 synthesis
[397]. Additional blocked reactions were in biotin biosynthesis (six genes present),
folate biosynthesis (three genes present), quinone biosynthesis (two genes present),
NAD biosynthesis (one gene present) and pantothenic acid biosynthesis (one gene
present). In glycerophospholipid metabolism, 71 reactions are blocked, with 60 of
them being linked to lysophospholipase L1 (FAEPRAA2165_02559) or phospholipase
A2 (FAEPRAA2165_02521), since a phospholipid transporter could not be identified
in the F. prausnitzii genome. It is thus unclear if F. prausnitzii A2-165 is able to take
up and degrade phospholipids.
Reconstruction improvement based on experimentally observed metabolite
uptake and secretion
Metabolite uptake and secretion was determined by mass spectrometry analysis
for F. prausnitzii A2-165 cultures grown for 24 h. Samples taken at time points 0,
4, 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24h were analyzed. Furthermore, cell numbers were determined
with FISH (Figure B1). Net metabolite uptake and secretion between 0h (medium
before inoculation) and 20h was determined. Changes observed after 20h were not
considered, as the culture was in stationary phase and concentration differences may
be due to cell lysis. For all cases of statistically significant consumption or secretion,
appropriate metabolites and reactions were added to the reconstruction to ensure that
the observed metabolite consumption or secretion was captured.
For unexpected secreted compounds, appropriate reactions and metabolites were
included though secretion could only be determined qualitatively. For instance, Nacetylglutamate is produced by N-acetylglutamate synthase (FAEPRAA2165_00167,
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BiGG ID: ACGS). This enzyme also accepts L-aspartate as substrate [142], resulting in N-acetyl-L-aspartate (BiGG ID: ACAS), which was also observed to be formed
(Table B.2). Phenyllactate is formed from phenylpyruvate by lactate dehydrogenase
(encoded by ldh gene) in Lactobacillus plantarum [401]. Thus, D-lactate dehydrogenase (FAEPRAA2165_01388) (Table 3.4) was putatively assigned to the corresponding
reaction (BiGG ID: PLACOR).
Two metabolites could not be connected to the network and thus currently represent dead ends in the reconstruction. F. prausnitzii was observed to produce paminobenzoic acid in significant amounts (Table B.2). However, biosynthesis of this
vitamin precursor is not annotated in the F. prausnitzii genome. Similarly, pyridoxamine was significantly consumed by F. prausnitzii, but pyridoxamine 5’-phosphate
oxidase is not annotated in its genome. It is currently unclear if, and how, these cofactors are converted to their active forms by this species. Finally, hydroxycaproic acid
(Table B.2) was not yet included in the reconstruction as its biosynthesis pathway in
bacteria is currently unknown.
Confidence score assignment
A confidence scoring system ranging from 1 to 4 was applied to iFpraus_v1.0,
where 1 indicates that the reaction was included without evidence for modeling purposes only; 2 stands for either genetic annotation or physiological data support; 3
indicates support from transcriptomic data, and a score of 4 was given when the gene
product has been isolated or characterized by enzyme assay. The confidence score is
accumulative, e.g., genetic and physiological evidence add up to a confidence score of
4. The average confidence level was 2.29, indicating that on average there was at least
either genomic or physiological support for the inclusion of metabolic and transport
reactions in the reconstruction.
Essential genes predicted by the model
We predicted the essentiality of genes included in iFpraus_v1.0 for growth on glucose minimal medium and rich medium. Deletion of essential genes results in a growth
rate of zero. On glucose minimal medium, 176 out of 602 genes (29%) were predicted to be essential. The majority of these genes were involved in the biosynthesis
of biomass precursors, in particular amino acid metabolism (28%) (Figure B2). As expected, gene essentiality in the F. prausnitzii reconstruction was lower in rich medium,
as 84 genes (14%) were predicted to be essential under these conditions.
Analysis of shadow prices calculated for the phenotypic phase planes
We performed a Phenotypic Phase Plane Analysis, where glucose was varied against
acetate exchange while maximizing for biomass (see Chapter 3). We examined then the
shadow prices for different metabolites for the entire phase plane. Based on the shadow
prices, the phase plane can be divided into six phases (Figure 3.4a-b). In the first
phase, glucose uptake was lowest and the model was carbon source-limited, as shown
by positive shadow prices for glucose, while the shadow price for acetate was negative,
meaning that the enforced acetate uptake reduced the growth rate as resources have to
be allocated to metabolize the consumed acetate. In phase two to five, the shadow price
for acetate became positive and increased substantially once the constraints switched
from acetate uptake to acetate production. Glucose remained growth-limiting in phase
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two to five. In the sixth phase, maximal growth rate was achieved. Notably, in phase
six, growth was limited by the lack of e.g., NAD+ , NADP+ , FAD, ATP and acetyl-CoA,
while acetate, glucose and other carbon sources, e.g., pectins, had a shadow price of
zero. Further compounds limiting growth in phase six were identified as ammonia and
other nitrogen sources, e.g. adenine, asparagine or N-acetylglucosamine.
Furthermore, growth was limited in all phases by biomass precursors that can be
either imported or synthesized de novo, e.g., arginine, histidine, lysine, phenylalanine,
thiamin and uracil. Providing these cost-intensive biomass precursors to the simulated
diet would thus enhance growth. For instance, one ţmol of L-arginine costs one ţmol
of 2-oxoglutarate, seven ţmol of ATP and four ţmol each of NADP+ and NH4 , and one
ţmol of lysine costs one ţmol each of oxaloacetate and pyruvate, two ţmol of ATP, four
ţmol of NADP+ and two ţmol of NH4 [402]. All of the required resources are growthlimiting in phase six and it would be beneficial for F. prausnitzii to take up readily available biosynthesis products. In agreement with this prediction, we observed a statistically significant uptake of arginine, histidine, lysine, phenylalanine, thiamin and uracil
from CDM2 medium in vitro. Building blocks of cell envelope biosynthesis, e.g. UDPglucose, UDP-N-acetylglucosamine and UDP-N-acetylmuramic acid, also had positive
shadow prices in phase six. One ţmol each of ATP and glucose-6-phosphate are required to make one ţmol of UDP-glucose. The costs for UDP-N-acetylglucosamine
and UDP-N-acetylmuramic acid are higher (one ţmol each of fructose-6-phosphate,
acetyl-CoA, NH4 and three ţmol of ATP for the former and one ţmol each of fructose6-phosphate, phosphoenolpyruvate, acetyl-CoA, NADP+ and NH4 and four ţmol of
ATP for the latter) [402]. In agreement with these facts, the maximal shadow prices
for UDP-N-glucosamine and UDP-N-acetylmuramic acid were higher (0.51 and 0.58)
than for UDP-glucose (0.34).
Negative shadow prices were computed for metabolites involved in fatty acid metabolism. Investing more resources than necessary in fatty acid biosynthesis is thus
disadvantageous. Interestingly, some metabolites switched from positive to negative
shadow prices in the different phases. For example, hexadecanoic acid had a positive shadow price in phase one to four, but a negative shadow price in phase five. Its
production cost per ţmol is eight ţmol of acetyl-CoA, seven ţmol of ATP and 14 ţmol
of NADP+ [402]. In phase one to four, saving these costs would thus be beneficial
for F. prausnitzii, while in phase five, the metabolite would be in excess and costly
to remove. Furthermore, N-2-acetyl-L-ornithine, a precursor of arginine, had a positive shadow price in phase six (optimal growth), but a negative shadow price in phase
two to four. During optimal growth, the model would thus benefit from increased
availability of arginine precursors, while at suboptimal growth, the removal of excess
N-2-acetyl-L-ornithine would consume resources.
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B.2 Supplemental Figures

Figure B1. F. prausnitzii growth on chemically defined medium (CDM2) during 24h.
The growth curve represents the average of three biological replicates.

Figure B2. Subsystem participation of predicted essential genes for iFpraus_v1.0 on
simulated glucose minimal medium.
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Figure B3. Pathway utilization in F. prausnitzii’s central metabolism predicted by
iFpraus_v1.0. Optimization for ATP maintenance while consuming glucose with and
without acetate supply. Black arrows indicate reactions which carry flux under both
conditions, blue arrows indicate reactions only active without acetate supply and
green arrow shows reactions that only become active when acetate is provided. The
red bolts indicating ATP-generating steps. For simplicity, intracellular protons and
correct stochiometry are not represented in the figure. Abbreviations: ACtr = acetate
transport, ACACT1r = acetyl-CoA C-acetyltransferase, ATPS4 = ATP synthase,
BTCOAACCOAT = butyryl-CoA:acetate CoA-transferase, BTCOADH = conversion
of crotonoyl-CoA to butyryl-CoA by Bcd-Etf complex, BUTtr = but yrate transport,
CO2 t = CO2 transport by diffusion, D_LACt2 = D-lactate transport, ECOAH1 =
3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydratase, FDNADOX_H = ferredoxin:NAD oxidoreductase,
GLCpts = D-glucose transport via PEP:Pyr PTS, HACD1 = 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA
dehydrogenase (acetoacetyl-CoA), LDH_D = lactate dehydrogenase, PPCKr =
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase.
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Figure B4. Pathway utilization in F. prausnitzii’s central metabolism predicted by
iFpraus_v1.0. Optimization for biomass production on YCFAG medium with a
glucose uptake rate of 10 mmol gDw-1 .hr-1 (YCFAG10) and YCFAG medium with
oxygen added as electron acceptor (YCFAG(O2 )). Black lines illustrate reactions
carrying flux under all three conditions and green arrows indicate reactions only
active on YCFAG(O2 ) medium. The red bolts indicating ATP-generating steps.
Entrance of oxygen into central metabolism is highlighted in red. For simplicity,
intracellular protons and correct stochiometry are not represented in the figure.
Abbreviations: ACtr = acetate transport, ACACT1r = acetyl-CoA
C-acetyltransferase, ATPS4 = ATP synthase, BTCOAACCOAT = butyryl-CoA:acetate
CoA-transferase, BTCOADH = conversion of crotonoyl-CoA to butyryl-CoA by
Bcd-Etf complex, BUTtr = but yrate transport, CO2 t = CO2 transport by diffusion,
ECOAH1 = 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydratase, ESHCYS_FPe / ESHCYS2_FPe =
extracellular electron shuttle utilizing cysteine, ESHGLU_FPe / ESHGLU2_FPe =
extracellular electron shuttle utilizing glutathione, FDNADOX_H = ferredoxin:NAD
oxidoreductase, FORt = formate transport, GLCpts = D-glucose transport via
PEP:Pyr PTS, HACD1 = 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase (acetoacetyl-CoA), PFL
= pyruvate formate lyase, POR4i = pyruvate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase.
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B.3 Supplemental Tables

Table B.1. Relative growth rates on known carbon sources with glucose as reference
determined for iFpraus_v1.0 in silico and for F. prausnitzii A2-165 in vivo for growth
on YCFA medium with carbon sources added one by one, and supporting references.
Carbon Source

In silico relative
growth rate

In vitro relative growth rate

Acetate
Amino acids
Arabinogalactan
Arabinose
Cellobiose
Chondroitin sulfate
Fructose

No growth
No growth
No growth
No growth
1.00
No growth
0.99

Fructooligosaccharides
(kestose, kestotetaose,
kestopentaose)
Fucose
Galactose
Galacturonic acid
Glucosamine
Glucose
Glucose + fumarate

0.89-0.94

No growth [202]
No/ little growth [202]
No growth [202]
No growth [168]
1.19 [202]
No growth [202]
Growth [168] (not determined
quantitatively)
Growth [168] (not determined
quantitatively)

No growth
0.55
0.77
1.00
1.00
1.47

Glucuronic acid
Heparin
Hyaluronic acid
Inulin
D-lactate
Maltose
Melibiose
Mucin
N-acetylglucosamine
Pectin
Raffinose

0.77
No growth
No growth
0.99
No growth
0.78
No growth
No growth
1.00
0.68
No growth

No growth [202]
1.51 [202]
0.40 [202]
1.79 [202]
1.00 [202]
1.59 [202] (calculated based on
Table S1 in this reference)
1.57 [202]
No growth [202]
No growth [202]
1.51 [202]
No growth [403]
1.17 [168]
No growth [168]
No growth [202]
1.85 [202]
1.25 [202]
No growth [168]

Rhamnose
Ribose
Starch (solution)
Sucrose
Trehalose
Xylose

No growth
No growth
0.96
No growth
No growth
No growth

No growth [168]
No growth [168]
0.13 [202]
No growth [168]
No growth [168]
No growth [168]
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Table B.2. Secretion products that may be produced by F. prausnitzii A2-165 in vitro,
and model capabilities to synthesize them before and after curation based on
metabolomic measurements.
Secretion product
observed in vitro

Reference

iFpraus_v0.2

iFpraus_v1.0

Butyric acid
Formic acid
D-lactic acid
Fumaric acid
Succinic acid
Malic acid
Dihydroorotic acid
Glyceric acid
Hypoxanthine
p-aminobenzoic acid
L-aspartic acid
L-glutamic acid
L-glutamine
L-threonine
3-Methyl2-oxovaleric
acid
Hydroxycaproic acid
N-Acetyl-L-aspartic
acid
N-acetylglutamic acid
Phenyllactic acid

[168]
[168]
[168]
Our study
[219]
Our study, [219]
Our study
Our study
Our study
Our study
Our study
Our study
Our study
Our study
Our study

Capable
Capable
Capable
Capable
Capable
Capable
Incapable
Incapable
Capable
Incapable
Capable
Capable
Capable
Capable
Incapable

Capable
Capable
Capable
Capable
Capable
Capable
Capable
Capable
Capable
Incapable
Capable
Capable
Capable
Capable
Capable

Our study
Our study

Incapable
Incapable

Incapable
Capable

Our study
Our study, (strains
SL3/3 and M21/2)

Incapable
Incapable

Capable
Capable
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Table B.3. Allowed flux spans of secretion products calculated in silico for
iFpraus_v1.0 on anaerobic glucose (YCFAG10) medium and aerobic glucose (YCFAG
(O2 )) medium (modeled after [219]). Fluxes/ concentrations with a negative sign
indicate consumption. FVA was computed with 95% satisfaction of objective required.
Medium

YCFAG10

YCFAG (O2 )

In silico growth rate
(hr-1 )
Acetate
Glucose
Fumarate
Butyrate
Formate
D-lactate
CO2
O2
Succinate
Malate

0.31

0.39

-15.95 to -7.80
-10 to -9.59
0 to 0.35
12.23 to 16.97
0 to 5.15
0 to 2.58
15.78 to 21.93
0
0 to 0.37
0 to 0.35

9.58 to 16.55
-10 to -9.56
0 to 0.42
0 to 3.49
0 to 2.40
0 to 1.74
17.43 to 22.51
-18.54 to -10.67
0 to 0.42
0 to 0.42

Table B.4. Relation between flux through flavin reductase (assigned ID FVLRxe) and
biomass production predicted by iFpraus_v1.0.
Simulation condition

Flux through
FLVRxe (mmol
gDw-1 .hr-1 )

Growth rate
(hr-1 )

YCFAG10 medium
YCFAG(O2 ) medium
YCFAG(O2 ) medium, flux
through FLVRxe constrainted
to zero

2.50
30.32
0

0.31
0.39
0.30
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C Supplemental material for Paper 3
C.1 Supplemental Methods
Improvements and modifications of the employed reconstructions. To ensure that
the reconstructions employed in the present study are compatible with each other,
changes in reaction and metabolite nomenclature were necessary. The adaptations were
either made using COBRA Toolbox [66] methods or the reconstruction assembly and
quality control tool rBioNet [181].
Recon2 (Human). The reconstruction [165] was modified as follows: 68 reaction
names and 199 metabolite names were changed to achieve consistent nomenclature.
Furthermore, 20 transport reactions, 20 exchange reactions and 26 metabolites enabling metabolites known to be exchanged between host and microbe were added. This
included metabolites known to be provided to the host by microbes (menaquinones
[182]) as well as carbohydrates known to be present in the intestine and serve as carbon sources to gut microbes (e.g., N-acetylneuraminic acid [194], ethanolamine [194],
mucin o-glycans [89]).
Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron VPI-5482. Changes were made to the B. thetaiotaomicron reconstruction iAH991 compared with the published version [167]. The
reaction O-succinylhomoserine lyase (H2 S) (SHSL2) was made irreversible, and two
additional reactions catalyzed by the same enzyme were added (SHSL1, SHSL4).
Pyruvate-ferredoxin oxidoreductase was made irreversible (POR4i). Furthermore, reactions in menaquinone biosynthesis were modified to remove metabolite and charge
imbalances (DHNAOT4, DHNAOT7, DHNAOT9, DHNAOT10, DHNAOT11, AMMQLT7, AMMQLT8_2, AMMQLT9, AMMQLT10, AMMQLT11). Aromatic amino
acid degradation was incorporation into the reconstruction based on [35], which added
a total of 13 metabolic reactions, ten transport reactions and ten exchange reactions.
The following reactions were added based on the genome sequence: cystathionine blyase (CYSTL), glutathione peroxidase (GTHP), glycolate oxidase (GLYCTO2,
GLYCTO3, GLYCTO24), which led to the addition of two genes (BT_1398, BT_3971).
Finally, a sink reaction for hydroxypyruvate (sink_hpyr) was added for modeling purposes. In total, 40 reactions and 24 metabolites were added.
Faecalibacterium prausnitzii A2-165. The reconstruction [236] was used without
modifications.
E. coli MG-1655, E. coli O157:H7 strain Sakai, E. coli O157:H7 strain EDL933.
The reconstructions [100] were downloaded in SBML format from http://www.
biomedcentral.com/1752-0509/5/182/additional. Two duplicate reactions (EX_GLYC(E), THDPO) were removed and one missing gene (b2476 ,
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ECs3338 and Z3735 respectively) was assigned to reaction phosphoribosyl-aminoimidazole-succinocarboxamide synthase (PRASCSi). Furthermore, metabolite and reaction nomenclature were adapted to ensure compatibility with the other reconstructions.
All reaction and metabolite names were adapted by removing the prefix “r_”, and
“m_”, respectively. Additionally, 20 unused or duplicate metabolites were removed
for E. coli O157:H7 EDL933, and 22 in the case of E. coli O157:H7 EDL933.
Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1/ Streptococcus thermophilus LMG18311. Both
reconstructions [98, 95] were kindly provided to us in SBML format by Bas Teusink
and Brett G. Olivier. The names of 58 reactions and nine metabolites (L. plantarum)
and 50 reactions and 82 metabolites (S. thermophilus) were changed to BiGG nomenclature. Four duplicate reactions for L. plantarum and one duplicate reaction for S.
thermophilus were removed. Furthermore, the original S. thermophilus reconstruction
did not contain genes. We assigned 422 genes to 424 reactions with the help of a gene
list provided by Brett G. Olivier.
Lactococcus lactis subsp. cremoris MG1363. The reconstruction [97] was downloaded in SBML format from http://link.springer.com/article/10.
1007%2Fs00253-013-5140-2. The names of 51 reactions and 91 metabolites
were changed to BiGG nomenclature, and three duplicate reactions were removed.
Helicobacter pylori 26695. The reconstruction [99] was used without changes, except that a reaction representing ATP expenditure for maintenance processes (ATPM)
was included.
Klebsiella pneumoneae MGH 78578. The reconstruction [102] was downloaded
in SBML format from http://jb.asm.org/content/193/7/1710/suppl/
DC1. The names of five reactions and five metabolites were changed to BiGG nomenclature.
Salmonella enterica subsp. typhimurium LT2. The reconstruction [103] was
modified as follows: The names of four reactions and 204 metabolites were changed to
BiGG nomenclature, and four duplicate reactions were removed. Furthermore, dipeptide degradation was missing in the original reconstruction [103] and added in agreement with literature [404]. To this end, the reconstruction was supplemented with reactions representing dipeptidases as well as dipeptide transporters. In total, 81 reactions,
63 metabolites and 17 genes were added.
Model construction. In total, 25 models were constructed, in which the host reconstruction Recon2 was joined with zero, one, two, five or all 11 microbe reconstructions (Table C.1). First, a model representing “germfree” human was defined, which
included only Recon2. Secondly, Recon2 was joined with all 11 microbes separately to
create host-microbe pairs. Thirdly, Recon2 was joined with a commensal community
consisting of B. thetaiotaomicron, F. prausnitzii, E. coli MG1655, L. plantarum and S.
thermophilus (HS/5CM). To further elucidate the impact of each commensal, Recon2
was joined with two out of the five resident commensals B. thetaiotaomicron, F. prausnitzii, E. coli MG1655, L. plantarum and S. thermophilus. L. lactis was not considered
a commensal since it is unable to establish itself permanently in the human gut [270],
unlike resident commensal bacteria, and thus not included in the host-five microbe and
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host-two microbe models. Furthermore, Recon2 was joined with a community of opportunistic pathogens and pathogens incorporating H. pylori, K. pneumoniae, S. enterica subsp. typhimurium, E. coli O157:H7 strain Sakai, E. coli O157:H7 strain EDL933
(deemed HS/5PM). Finally, a model of Recon2 and all 11 microbes was constructed
(deemed HS/All).
Determination of alternate solutions. For selected metabolic functions, alternate
solutions were determined to inspect the pathway usage in the models when optimizing flux through the associated objective function. To this end, we used flux variability
analysis [68], which minimizes (mini) and maximizes (maxi) the flux through each
reaction I while flux through one particular objective is being optimized. Gene essentiality analysis A global gene essentiality analysis was performed for simulated growth
on Western diet for all host-microbe pairs as described previously [167]. All host and
microbe genes were deleted one by one with and without the presence of the respective other species while optimizing flux through host and microbe biomass objective
function, respectively. By comparing predicted lethal gene deletions with and without
the presence of the respective other species, host lethal gene deletions that could be
rescued by the presence of the microbes and vice versa were identified.

C.2 Supplemental Results
Representativeness for the human gut microbiota. The described modeling framework contains 11 microbe reconstructions capturing three phyla. Only one Bacteroidetes
representative, Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron, is included. This phylum, which has
been found to make up 21.5% of the gut microbiota in faecal samples from human
volunteers [200], is thus underrepresented due to the lack of other reconstructed representatives. The Firmicutes, which made up 70.6% in human volunteer samples [200],
are captured by reconstructions representing four species (Faecalibacterium prausnitzii, Lactobacillus plantarum, Lactococcus lactis and Streptococcus thermophilus)
and thus better represented. However, some of the most abundant Firmicutes, e.g. Eubacterium rectale [200], are not included. Furthermore, the phylum Actinobacteria,
which made up 4.9% of human volunteer faecal samples [200], is not captured. While
there are existing reconstructions for E. rectale [156] and the Actinobacterium representative Bifidobacterium longum [157], they could not be included in the presented
framework as their content is not written in BiGG [175] nomenclature. Finally, the
Proteobacteria, which made up only 3.0% of human volunteer faecal samples [200],
are overrepresented with six representatives, Escherichia coli MG-1655, Helicobacter pylori, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Salmonella enterica subsp. typhimurium, and two
strains of E. coli O157:H7 (EHEC) (Sakai and EDL933).
Description of the included reconstructions. The human reconstruction Recon2 was assembled in a community effort and constitutes the most comprehensive
constraint-based representation of human metabolism [165]. Its scope is largely increased compared with the previous human reconstruction Recon1 [144]. Recon2 can
thus be expected to cover the majority of metabolic pathways affected by microbial
presence.
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B. thetaiotaomicron (iAH991) was reconstructed by extensively manually curating
and expanding a Model SEED draft reconstruction based on 150 references [167]. To
the best of our knowledge, the reconstruction captures every known sole carbon source
and every secretion product of the target organism [167].
F. prausnitzii (iFpraus_v1.0) was reconstructed by manually validating a Model
SEED draft reconstruction against the limited bibliome for the target organism [236].
The reconstruction underwent additional validation and expansion based on experimental data from growth experiments, including exo-metabolome data [236].
The reconstruction of E. coli MG1655 constitutes the best-curated reconstruction
to date, with > 90% of the included genes being experimentally validated [405]. The
version used in this study (iEco1339_MG1655) was constructed by expanding the previous version, iAF1260 23, by 79 ORFs, 42 reactions and 30 metabolites [100]. Reconstructions for the intestinal pathogen E. coli O157:H7 (EHEC) (strains Sakai and
EDL933) were constructed based on iEco1339_MG1655. In total, 60 reactions were
deleted from iEco1339_MG1655, as 52 genes in E. coli MG1655 have no ortholog
in the EHEC strains, and eight reactions were added. One reaction was additionally
deleted for strain Sakai [100].
The current H. pylori reconstruction (iIT341) was manually constructed by expanding on a previous version and validated based on published gene essentiality data
[99].
K. pneumoniae (iYL1228) was reconstructed based on iAF1260 [405], as it is
closely related to E. coli. The reconstruction was curated based on literature and experimentally validated [102].
S. enterica subsp. typhimurium (STM_v1.0) was reconstructed in a community
effort, with iAF1260 [405] and a previous version of the E. coli reconstruction, iJR904
[406], serving as templates. The reconstruction was curated and evaluated by more
than 20 experts [103].
The reconstruction of L. plantarum was based on a previous manually constructed
version and further validated experimentally. For instance, growth parameters were
estimated based on growth in complex medium [95].
The reconstruction of S. thermophilus was based on the L. plantarum reconstruction. Growth experiments, such as amino acid requirement determination, were performed and the reconstruction was validated accordingly [98].
L. lactis subsp. cremoris was constructed based on a previously published version,
which was constructed in a semi-automated approach based on the L. plantarum and E.
coli reconstructions. The network was manually validated based on performed growth
experiments [97].
To sum up, all reconstructions were manually curated and validated based on data
from literature and/ or performed experiments. An overview of the included reconstructions is presented in Table C.2. The microbe reconstructions vary significantly in
size, ranging from 554 to 2625 reactions, which is partly due to the targeted organisms
varying in genome size. For example, the smallest reconstruction, iIT341, is also based
on the organism with the smallest genome, H. pylori (Table C.2).
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Overlap of captured functions with a human gene catalogue. Previously, a human gene catalogue from faecal samples of 124 human subjects was established based
on metagenomic sequencing [2]. The predicted genes in the catalogue were classified
as COGs (Cluster of Orthologous Groups [237]). The list of COGs in the gene catalogue was downloaded from http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/
v464/n7285/extref/nature08821-s2.xls. The gene catalogue contains
1112 COGs [2]. Of those, 450 COGs could be mapped to BiGG [175] nomenclature
reactions. It was noted that some COGs could be linked to multiple reactions and
vice versa. Most of the unmapped COGs represent uncharacterized functions or are
involved in DNA replication, DNA repair or transcription, which are generally considered outside the scope of metabolic reconstructions. Of the 450 mapped COGs
translated to BiGG reactions, 429 were found in at least one of the 11 reconstructions.
Most gut microbial metabolic functions contained in the gene catalogue were thus included in our modeling framework. Furthermore, metabolic functions representing a
total of 613 additional COGs, which are not included in the gene catalogue, were found
in the 11 reconstructions. In total, 2977 reactions could be assigned COGs, while 991
reactions remain unmapped. Our modeling framework thus captures metabolic functions (but, as can be expected, not non-metabolic functions) included in the human gut
microbial gene catalogue very well. Furthermore, a large variety of additional functions not included in the gene catalogue is captured by at least one of the 11 microbe
reconstructions.
Reaction and metabolite closeness. To determine how similar the included 11 microbe reconstructions are in content, the Jaccard distance was calculated for microbemicrobe pairs in all combinations (Figure C1). As previously performed by Mazumdar
et al. [238], we used the Jaccard distance as a measurement for metabolic similarity.
However, unlike Mazumdar et al., we calculated the Jaccard distance for reaction and
metabolite absence and presence in the 11 reconstructions rather than KEGG Enzyme
entries in order to directly represent reconstruction content. The Jaccard score for the
pairs varied between 0.0015 and 0.087 for the reactions and 0.013 and 0.79 for the
metabolites (Figure C2). A Jaccard score of zero indicates that the compared reconstruction content is completely identical, while a score of 1 indicates that there is no
overlap between the reconstruction metabolites/ reactions.
As expected, the greatest similarity in reconstruction content was found between
the three E. coli strain reconstructions, in agreement with the fact that the E. coli
O157:H7 strains reconstructions only have eight unique reactions more and 60 deleted
reactions less compared with the E. coli MG1655 reconstruction [100]. In fact, the
three E. coli strains were nearly identical in content with a Jaccard distance of 0.03
or less (Figure C1). Furthermore, K. pneumoneae (iYL1228) and S. typhimurium
(STM_v1.0) had Jaccard distances between 0.16 and 0.22 (reactions) and 0.19 and
0.26 (metabolites) for comparison with the E. coli strains. This is expected as the
species are closely related Proteobacteria, while B. thetaiotaomicron (Bacteroidetes)
and F. prausnitzii, L. plantarum, L. lactis and S. thermophilus (Firmicutes) are phylogenetically more distant. However, a reconstruction bias has to be considered, as
iYL1228, STM_v1.0 and the E. coli O157:H7 strain reconstructions were constructed
based on E. coli MG1655 (iAF1260 [405]) as a template [102, 103, 100] and can thus
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be expected to be similar in structure. The same is true for the L. lactis and the S.
thermophilus reconstructions [98, 97], which not only have similar central metabolism
but were reconstructed based on the L. plantarum reconstruction [95] and, as a consequence, show moderate similarity (Figure C2). Furthermore, despite phylogenetic
similarity, poor overlap between H. pylori and the other Proteobacteria representatives
was observed as the H. pylori reconstruction iIT341 [99] is much smaller (Table C.3).
Pathway coverage was also similar between species with low Jaccard reaction and
metabolite distances (Figure C2).
Subsystem coverage. All 2682 metabolic reactions included in the 11 reconstructions were grouped by subsystem. The percentage of reaction content per subsystem captured by each microbe reconstruction was plotted (Figure C2). In general,
large reconstructions such as E. coli MG1655 showed higher subsystem coverage than
small reconstructions (H. pylori and the lactic acid bacteria) due due to containing
significantly more reactions. As expected, the E. coli strains, K. pneumoniae and S.
typhimurium were similar in captured subsystem content. The three probiotics captured glycolysis, amino acid and nucleotide metabolism reasonably well but contained
few reactions in glycan degradation. In contrast, B. thetaiotaomicron had by far the
highest coverage of glycan-degrading reactions and was the only microbe possessing
N-glycan, O-glycan, HMO and glycosaminoglycan degradation pathways. In contrast,
alternate carbon metabolism was highly represented in the Proteobacteria, suggesting
that they are efficient in degrading a variety of mono-and disaccharides (Figure C2).
With the exception of folate and pantothenate/ CoA metabolism, B vitamin biosynthesis was generally poorly represented in the Firmicutes. B. thetaiotaomicron and
the Proteobacteria captured almost all B vitamin biosynthesis pathways well, in agreement with the fact that Bacteroides and Proteobacteria are enriched in genes involved
in these pathways (S. Magnusdottir, unpublished observation).
Inorganic ion metabolism was limited to Proteobacteria and particularly enriched in
S. typhimurium. As expected, lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis was only found in gramnegative Bacteroides and Proteobacteria, with S. typhimurium having the highest subsystem coverage. Some subsystems were also unique to certain microbes, such as bile
acid metabolism (B. thetaiotaomicron), Sphingolipid biosynthesis (B. thetaiotaomicron), 4-hydroxyphenylacetate catabolism (S. typhimurium) and molybdenum cofactor
biosynthesis (L. plantarum) (Figure C2). In summary, K. pneumoniae, S. typhimurium
and the E. coli strain reconstructions can be expected to perform similarly due to both
similar reconstruction content and similar metabolism, as can L. plantarum, L. lactis and S. thermophilus. Furthermore, large-size reconstructions representing species
with large genomes, such as the E. coli strains and B. thetaiotaomicron, capture more
biosynthesis pathways and nutrient utilization capabilities and can thus be expected to
display more metabolic interactions with the host reconstruction Recon2.
Pareto optimality analysis. To determine the potential of the host-microbe pairs
to engage in beneficial interaction or competition, Pareto optimality analysis was performed as described previously [167] on four diets. The tradeoff between host and
microbe biomass production was calculated. The results demonstrate that with the exception of H. pylori, every microbe was able to increase the host’s growth rate at low
microbe growth rates (Figure C3-C13). Due to the definition of the biomass objective
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function in Recon2, host biomass production was entirely limited by essential amino
acid supply under the given constraints As a result, host growth rate was by far highest
on the high-protein diet, which provided the highest influx in amino acids. It has to
be noted that the computed growth rates are higher than physiologically feasible due
to the lack of realistic uptake constraints on the internal exchange, as physiological
uptake rates are not known. To identify cross-feeding responsible for the observed
mutual growth benefits, metabolites contributed by the microbes to the host and vice
versa in at least one alternate solution were computed for the simulated Western diet.
All microbes were able to provide the essential amino acids except H. pylori which is
limited in its potential to synthesize amino acids de novo [407].
Furthermore, all microbes except S. thermophilus benefitted from the presence of
the host at low host growth rates. The microbes were thus able to use host-derived
metabolites as carbon sources in agreement with experimental data. For instance, it
is well-known that B. thetaiotaomicron uses a variety of host-derived polysaccharides
as carbon sources [89]. Both commensal and pathogenic E. coli strains use monosaccharides and other compounds (e.g., amines) found in the intestine as carbon sources
[194, 408] as well as nitrogen sources [409]. F. prausnitzii utilizes some host-derived
sugars such as N-acetylglucosamine [202]. S. typhimurium is able to use deoxyribose as carbon source [410] and respire ethanolamine [411]. We confirmed that the
model correctly predicted utilization of these compounds for biomass production by
the microbes. Notably, E. coli MG1655 provided six metabolites more than the two
pathogenic E. coli strains to the host (adenosine, cytidine, inosine, thymidine, uridine
and L-lactate), despite a potential reconstruction bias, as all E. coli reconstructions
were assembled based on iAF1260 (E. coli MG1655) [100] and are thus similar in
structure. In total, 14 compounds were provided by the host to the microbes, and 62
compounds synthesized by the microbes were utilized by the host for biomass production.
Gene essentiality analysis. Using host and microbe biomass production as the
objective function, the effect of deleting host and microbe genes one by one was computed for the host-two microbe models and Recon2 as well as the 11 microbe reconstructions separately. The analysis was performed while simulating the Western diet.
The number of predicted lethal deletions was then compared for host and microbe with
and without each other’s presence. A total of five host gene deletions were rescued by
the presence of the microbes, including one known inborn error of metabolism, AICAribosiduria [376]. Furthermore, eight gene deletions reduced host growth rate only in
the presence of the microbes, including five known inborn errors of metabolism. The
host was predicted to rescue 14 lethal gene deletions in B. thetaiotaomicron, 17 in F.
prausnitzii, 10 in E. coli MG1655, 11 in L. plantarum, 11 in L. lactis, 9 in H. pylori, 10 in K. pneumoneae, 10 in S. typhimurium, 8 in EHEC Sakai and 10 in EHEC
EDL933. Most rescued genes encoded reactions belonging to the subsystem of purine
and pyrimidine biosynthesis.
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C.3 Supplemental Figures

Figure C1. Jaccard distances for the reaction and metabolite content included in the
11 microbe reconstructions. A Jaccard score of zero corresponds to completely
identical reaction/ metabolite content, while a score of 1 indicates no shared
reactions/ metabolites. BT = B. thetaiotaomicron, FP = F. prausnitzii, EC = E. coli
MG1655, LP = L. plantarum, LL = L. lactis, ST = S. thermophilus, HP = H. pylori,
KP = K. pneumoniae, STy = S. enterica subsp. typhimurium, ECs = E. coli O157:H7
strain Sakai, ECe = ECs = E. coli O157:H7 strain EDL933.
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Figure C2. Subsystem coverage overlap between the 11 included microbe
reconstructions, with 100% coverage corresponding to all reactions in the subsystem
being included in the reconstruction. For abbreviations, refer to Figure C.1.
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Figure C3. Pareto optimality analysis showing the tradeoff between host growth rate
and B. thetaiotaomicron growth rate on four diets.

Figure C4. Pareto optimality analysis showing the tradeoff between host growth rate
and F. prausnitzii growth rate on four diets.
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Figure C5. Pareto optimality analysis showing the tradeoff between host growth rate
and E. coli MG1655 growth rate on four diets.

Figure C6. Pareto optimality analysis showing the tradeoff between host growth rate
and L. plantarum growth rate on four diets.
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Figure C7. Pareto optimality analysis showing the tradeoff between host growth rate
and L. lactis growth rate on four diets.

Figure C8. Pareto optimality analysis showing the tradeoff between host growth rate
and S. thermophilus growth rate on four diets.
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Figure C9. Pareto optimality analysis showing the tradeoff between host growth rate
and H. pylori growth rate on four diets.

Figure C10. Pareto optimality analysis showing the tradeoff between host growth rate
and K. pneumoniae growth rate on four diets.
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Figure C11. Pareto optimality analysis showing the tradeoff between host growth rate
and S. typhimurium growth rate on four diets.

Figure C12. Pareto optimality analysis showing the tradeoff between host growth rate
and E. coli O157:H7 strain Sakai growth rate on four diets.
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Figure C13. Pareto optimality analysis showing the tradeoff between host growth rate
and E. coli O157:H7 strain EDL933 growth rate on four diets.
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Figure C14. Percentage of body fluid metabolite secretion saturation achieved on
Western diet for all 25 models. In total, 178 metabolites were significantly affected by
the presence of the microbes on this diet (difference of at least 10% between germfree
host and at least one host-microbe model). For abbreviations, refer to Table 4.1.
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Figure C15. Percentage of body fluid metabolite secretion saturation achieved on
High-carb diet for all 25 models. In total, 225 metabolites were significantly affected
by the presence of the microbes on this diet (difference of at least 10% between
germfree host and at least one host-microbe model). For abbreviations, refer to Table
4.1.
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Figure C16. Percentage of body fluid metabolite secretion saturation achieved on
High-fat diet for all 25 models. In total, 172 metabolites were significantly affected by
the presence of the microbes on this diet (difference of at least 10% between germfree
host and at least one host-microbe model). For abbreviations, refer to Table 4.1.
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Figure C17. Percentage of body fluid metabolite secretion saturation achieved on
High-protein diet for all 25 models. In total, 196 metabolites were significantly
affected by the presence of the microbes on this diet (difference of at least 10%
between germfree host and at least one host-microbe model). For abbreviations, refer
to Table C.1.
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C.4 Supplemental Tables

Table C.1. Description of the 25 models constructed for this study.
Number
of
microbes

Included reconstructed organisms

Assigned
ID

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5

Human
Human, B. thetaiotaomicron
Human, F. prausnitzii
Human, E. coli MG1655
Human, L. plantarum
Human, L. lactis
Human, S. thermophilus
Human, H. pylori
Human, K. pneumoniae
Human, S. enterica subsp. typhimurium
Human, E. coli O157:H7 strain Sakai
Human, E. coli O157:H7 strain EDL933
Human, B. thetaiotaomicron, F. prausnitzii
Human, B. thetaiotaomicron, E. coli MG1655
Human, B. thetaiotaomicron, L. plantarum
Human, B. thetaiotaomicron, S. thermophilus
Human, F. prausnitzii, E. coli MG1655
Human, F. prausnitzii, L. plantarum
Human, F. prausnitzii, S. thermophilus
Human, E. coli MG1655, L. plantarum
Human, L. plantarum, S. thermophilus
Human, E. coli MG1655, S. thermophilus
Human, B. thetaiotaomicron, F. prausnitzii, E. coli
MG1655, L. plantarum, S. thermophilus
Human, H. pylori, K. pneumoniae, S. enterica subsp.
typhimurium, E. coli O157:H7 strain Sakai, E. coli
O157:H7 strain EDL933
Human, All microbes

GF
HS/BT
HS/FP
HS/EC
HS/LP
HS/LL
HS/ST
HS/HP
HS/KP
HS/STy
HS/ECs
HS/ECe
HS/BTFP
HS/BTEC
HS/BTLP
HS/BTST
HS/FPEC
HS/FPLP
HS/FPST
HS/LPEC
HS/LPST
HS/STEC
HS/5CM

5

11
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HS/5PM

HS/All

Table C.2. Description of content and scope of the included reconstructions.
Reconstructed
Organism

Version

Reactions

Metabolites

Genes

Genome
Coverage
(Scope)

Ref.

Bacteroides
thetaiotaomicron
VPI-5482
Faecalibacterium
prausnitzii
A2-165
Lactobacillus
plantarum
WCFS1
Lactococcus
lactis subsp.
cremoris
MG1363
Streptococcus
thermophilus
LMG18311
Helicobacter
pylori 26695
Klebsiella
pneumoniae
MGH 78578
Salmonella
enterica subsp.
typhimurium LT2
Escherichia coli
K-12 substr.
MG1655
Escherichia coli
O157:H7 strain
Sakai
Escherichia coli
O157:H7 strain
EDL933
Homo sapiens

iAH991

1528

1176

993

21%

[167]

iFpraus_v1.0

1030

833

602

17%

[236]

Unnamed

777

662

724

23%

[95]

Unnamed

751

650

518

20%

[97]

Unnamed

556

549

422*

22%

[98]

iIT341

555

485

339

22%

[99]

iYL1228

2262

1658

1229

24%

[102]

STM_v1.0

2623

1864

1288

29%

[103]

iEco1339_Mg1655 2428

1705

1338

32%

[100]

iEco1345_Sakai

2372

1688

1345

26%

[100]

iEco1344_EDL933 2376

1686

1344

26%

[100]

Recon2

5089

1786

7481
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D Supplemental Material for Paper 4
D.1 Supplemental Results
Correlation between metabolic distances between microbes and microbe-microbe interactions Under the expectation that metabolic distance would correlate with giver/consumer interactions and inversely correlate with competitive interactions, we plotted the
Jaccard reaction and metabolite distance scores (Chapter C.2) against the percentage
of interactions for each pair. However, we found that reaction and metabolite distance
could only poorly explain the giver/consumer, mutualistic, or competitive interaction
displayed per pair (Figure D1-D4). The correlations between the reaction and metabolite distances and the percentages of giver/consumer relationships were 36% and 32%,
respectively (Figure D1-D4). For competitive relationships, the correlation was 35%
for the reaction distance and 31% for the metabolite distance (Figure D1-D4). Accordingly, we found differences in the predicted behavior between the E. coli MG1655
and the E. coli O157:H7 strains despite reaction and metabolite distance scores of 0.03
or less between the three E. coli strains (Figure 5.1c, Figure D1-D4). We conclude
that metabolic proximity does not provide an adequate explanation for the capability of certain pairs to engage in commensal, mutualistic, or competitive interactions.
The more likely explanation for the observed species-specific differences in interaction
type is the metabolic functions encoded in the bacterial genomes. It should be noted,
however, that the observed low metabolic proximity between most of the 11 microbes
is partly due to reconstruction bias, which led to the inclusion or omission of certain
pathways.
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D.2 Supplemental Figures

Figure D1. Jaccard metabolic distances for each pair (reactions) plotted against
percentage of giver/ consumer interactions for each pair, and display of R-squared
value for the correlation between Jaccard distance and giver/ consumer interactions.

Figure D2. Jaccard metabolic distances for each pair (reactions) plotted against
percentage of competitive interactions for each pair, and display of R-squared value
for the correlation between Jaccard distance and competitive interactions.
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Figure D3. Jaccard metabolic distances for each pair (metabolites) plotted against
percentage of giver/ consumer interactions for each pair, and display of R-squared
value for the correlation between Jaccard distance and giver/ consumer interactions.

Figure D4. Jaccard metabolic distances for each pair (metabolites) plotted against
percentage of competitive interactions for each pair, and display of R-squared value
for the correlation between Jaccard distance and competitive interactions.
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Figure D5. Number of metabolic exchange strategies displayed per pair in the 12
scenarios. WD = Western diet, HFD = high fiber diet, PD = protein diet, sIEc = small
intestinal enterocyte, EC = E. coli, K. pneu = K. pneumoniae, S. typh = S. typhimurium.
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Figure D6. Number of metabolite exchange strategies computed per interaction type
and pair, and percentage of exchange strategies computed for each interaction type.
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Figure D7. Microbes classified by % interactions participated in on Western diet. The
plot sums up 40 interactions per microbe in four scenarios (Figure 5.2c), with the
exception of H. pylori for which only 20 interactions were calculated as no growth
was predicted without oxygen. In total, 400 interactions were predicted on Western
diet (200 pairs).
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Figure D8. Microbes classified by % interactions participated in on High fiber diet.
The plot sums up 40 interactions per microbe in four scenarios (Figure 5.2c), with the
exception of H. pylori for which only 20 interactions were calculated as no growth
was predicted without oxygen. In total, 400 interactions were predicted on High fiber
diet (200 pairs).
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Figure D9. Microbes classified by % interactions participated in on Protein diet. The
plot sums up 40 interactions per microbe in four scenarios (Figure 5.2c), with the
exception of H. pylori for which only 20 interactions were calculated as no growth
was predicted without oxygen. In total, 400 interactions were predicted on Protein
diet (200 pairs).
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Figure D10. Microbes classified by % interactions participated in on scenarios
without oxygen (six in total, Figure 5.2c). The plot sums up 54 interactions per
microbe. In total, 540 interactions were predicted on scenarios without oxygen (270
pairs).
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Figure D11. Microbes classified by % interactions participated in on scenarios with
oxygen (six in total, Figure 5.2c). The plot sums up 60 interactions per microbe. In
total, 660 interactions were predicted on scenarios without oxygen (330 pairs).
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Figure D12. Microbes classified by % interactions participated in on scenarios
without enterocyte. The plot sums up 60 interactions per microbe in six scenarios
(Figure 5.2c), with the exception of H. pylori for which only 30 interactions were
calculated as no growth was predicted without oxygen. In total, 600 interactions were
predicted on scenarios without enterocyte (300 pairs).
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Figure D13. Microbes classified by % interactions participated in on scenarios with
enterocyte. The plot sums up 60 interactions per microbe in six scenarios (Figure
5.2c), with the exception of H. pylori for which only 30 interactions were calculated
as no growth was predicted without oxygen. In total, 600 interactions were predicted
on scenarios with enterocyte (300 pairs).
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D.3 Supplemental Tables
Table D.1. Pareto frontiers for 55 pairs on 12 scenarios grouped into four types (total
n = 600). Type 1: Microbes benefit the other microbe at low growth rates but compete
at higher growth rates; Type 2: Microbe benefit each other even at highest possible
growth rates; Type 3: Only one microbe benefits the other at low growth rates but
competes at high growth rates; Type 4: The microbes compete at every possible
growth tradeoff. Examples for the four types are shown in Figure 5.3. WD = Western
diet, HFD = high fiber diet, PD = protein diet, sIEC = small intestinal enterocyte.
Scenario

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 5

WD
HFD
PD
WD
HFD
PD

16
9
18
18
8
14

5
5
5
0
5
5

16
21
13
10
20
12

8
10
9
17
12
14

45
45
45
45
45
45

WD
HFD
PD
WD
HFD
PD

6
8
24
5
6
12

0
0
0
0
0
0

34
38
27
34
34
32

15
9
4
16
15
11

55
55
55
55
55
55

Western diet total
High fiber diet total
Protein diet total
Without oxygen total
With oxygen total
Without sIEC total
With sIEC total

45
31
68
83
61
81
63

5
10
10
25
0
15
10

94
113
84
92
199
149
142

56
46
38
70
70
55
85

200
200
200
270
330
300
300

Total

144

25

291

140

600

- sIEC
- O2
+ sIEC

- sIEC
+O2
+ sIEC
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Table D.2. Growth rates achieved when each microbe is grown alone and linked with
enterocyte, as well as simultaneously optimized growth of each microbe-microbe pair
with and without the enterocyte. BT = B. thetaiotaomicron, EC = E. coli MG1655,
ECe = E. coli O157:H7 EDL933, ECs = E. coli O157:H7 Sakai, FP = F. prausnitzii,
KP = K. pneumoniae, LL = L. lactis, LP = L. plantarum, sIEC = small intestinal
enterocyte, ST = S. thermophilus, STy = S. typhimurium.
Scenario

BT

FP

LP

LL

ST

0.13
0.18
0.04

0.13
0.29
0.58
0.29

0.11
0.21
0.19
0.19
0.01

0.07
0.26
0.19
0.14
0.14
0.10

HP

KP

STy

EC

ECs

ECe

0.11
0.22
0.08
0.21
0.22
0.09
0.01

0.10
0.22
0.14
0.35
0.23
0.12
0.01
0.12

0.16
0.28
0.03
0.46
0.32
0.15
0.02
0.15
0.16

0.14
0.26
0.03
0.42
0.28
0.13
0.04
0.13
0.14
0.01

0.14
0.26
0.03
0.42
0.28
0.13
0.04
0.13
0.14
0.03
0.07

Western diet, no oxygen
Single
With sIEC
With BT
With FP
With LP
With LL
With ST
With KP
With STy
With EC
With ECs
With ECe
With BT/sIEC
With FP/sIEC
With LP/sIEC
With LL/sIEC
With ST/ sIEC
With KP/sIEC
With STy/sIEC
With EC/sIEC
With ECs/sIEC
With ECe/sIEC

0.22
0.26
0.31
0.18
0.10
0.09
0.21
0.18
0.34
0.32
0.32
0.37
0.17
0.15
0.11
0.28
0.23
0.39
0.36
0.36

0.04
0.03
0.08
0.05
0.07
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.04
0.14
0.08
0.05
0.04
0.04

0.15
0.01
0.22
0.23
0.32
0.28
0.28
0.59
0.37
0.30
0.11
0.38
0.39
0.45
0.44
0.44

0.04
0.09
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.20
0.24
0.003
0.05
0.16
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
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0.17
0.15
0.29
0.15
0.15
0.25
0.31
0.21
0.25
0.29
0.31
0.29
0.27
0.27

0.01
0.001
0.01
0.01
0.07
0.18
0.35
0.18
0.04
0.02
0.001
0.001
0.001

0.004
0.01
0.01
0.13
0.44
0.37
0.24
0.01
0.22
0.004
0.001
0.001

0.15
0.15
0.02
0.55
0.35
0.27
0.08
0.27
0.28
0.27
0.25

0.07
0.03
0.48
0.28
0.25
0.07
0.25
0.25
0.01
0.13

0.03
0.48
0.28
0.25
0.07
0.25
0.25
0.03
0.13

Table D.2 (cont)
Scenario

BT

FP

LP

LL

ST

0.04
0.10
0.71
0.13

0.04
0.09
0.28
0.06
0.01

0.02
0.11
0.35
0.06
0.04
0.05

HP

KP

STy

EC

ECs

ECe

0.04
0.08
0.13
0.06
0.08
0.03
0.01

0.04
0.09
0.19
0.19
0.10
0.05
0.01
0.04

0.06
0.12
0.44
0.41
0.14
0.06
0.02
0.05
0.06

0.05
0.10
0.42
0.21
0.10
0.05
0.01
0.03
0.04
0.01

0.05
0.10
0.42
0.21
0.10
0.05
0.01
0.03
0.04
0.001
0.02

High fiber diet, no oxygen
Single
With sIEC
With BT
With FP
With LP
With LL
With ST
With KP
With STy
With EC
With ECs
With ECe
With BT/sIEC
With FP/sIEC
With LP/sIEC
With LL/sIEC
With ST/ sIEC
With KP/sIEC
With STy/sIEC
With EC/sIEC
With ECs/sIEC
With ECe/sIEC

0.44
0.45
0.12
0.11
0.23
0.20
0.38
0.31
0.08
0.10
0.10
0.30
0.10
0.24
0.21
0.43
0.40
0.34
0.51
0.51

0.07
0.11
0.38
0.02
0.05
0.04
0.06
0.02
0.07
0.03
0.03
0.27
0.063
0.06
0.03
0.08
0.05
0.09
0.04
0.04

0.04
0.01
0.08
0.10
0.14
0.10
0.10
0.73
0.18
0.11
0.01
0.18
0.21
0.27
0.22
0.22

0.01
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.31
0.09
0.004
0.003
0.06
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
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0.05
0.06
0.17
0.06
0.06
0.39
0.17
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.13
0.17
0.13
0.13

0.01
0.001
0.01
0.01
0.10
0.09
0.18
0.07
0.01
0.01
0.001
0.001
0.001

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.16
0.28
0.21
0.10
0.01
0.09
0.01
0.001
0.001

0.05
0.05
0.24
0.50
0.27
0.12
0.01
0.12
0.12
0.11
0.12

0.02
0.05
0.28
0.22
0.10
0.01
0.10
0.10
0.01
0.01

0.05
0.28
0.22
0.10
0.01
0.10
0.10
0.001
0.09

Table D.2 (cont)
Scenario

BT

FP

LP

LL

ST

0.10
0.14
0.03

0.08
0.18
0.88
0.19

0.07
0.14
0.11
0.09
0.01

0.05
0.19
0.24
0.12
0.09
0.10

HP

KP

STy

EC

ECs

ECe

0.07
0.14
0.03
0.08
0.15
0.06
0.01

0.07
0.15
0.04
0.28
0.18
0.09
0.05
0.08

0.10
0.19
0.03
0.77
0.22
0.10
0.02
0.08
0.11

0.09
0.17
0.02
0.31
0.19
0.09
0.01
0.07
0.08
0.02

0.09
0.17
0.02
0.31
0.19
0.09
0.01
0.07
0.08
0.001
0.01

Protein diet, no oxygen
Single
With sIEC
With BT
With FP
With LP
With LL
With ST
With KP
With STy
With EC
With ECs
With ECe
With BT/sIEC
With FP/sIEC
With LP/sIEC
With LL/sIEC
With ST/sIEC
With KP/ sIEC
With STy/sIEC
With EC/sIEC
With ECs/sIEC
With ECe/sIEC

0.24
0.29
0.33
0.50
0.17
0.06
0.27
0.28
0.33
0.31
0.31
0.40
0.46
0.22
0.12
0.32
0.34
0.38
0.36
0.36

0.03
0.07
0.05
0.10
0.02
0.20
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.03
0.13
0.07
0.22
0.05
0.05

0.09
0.01
0.15
0.18
0.22
0.19
0.19
0.95
0.26
0.19
0.01
0.30
0.37
0.42
0.38
0.38

0.01
0.06
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.11
0.14
0.01
0.01
0.11
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
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0.10
0.06
0.27
0.12
0.12
0.25
0.25
0.21
0.21
0.22
0.21
0.27
0.23
0.23

0.01
0.001
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.12
0.30
0.12
0.01
0.01
0.001
0.001
0.001

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.38
0.37
0.17
0.02
0.15
0.01
0.004
0.004

0.08
0.09
0.03
0.88
0.42
0.19
0.01
0.19
0.20
0.17
0.19

0.07
0.03
0.37
0.38
0.17
0.01
0.16
0.17
0.02
0.001

0.03
0.37
0.38
0.17
0.01
0.16
0.17
0.001
0.16

Table D.2 (cont)
Scenario

BT

FP

LP

LL

ST

HP

KP

STy

EC

ECs

ECe

0.47
0.70
0.79
0.66

0.11
0.21
0.33
0.66
0.01

0.09
0.39
0.24
0.15
0.26
0.22

0.20
0.34
0.46
0.25
0.13
0.07
0.31

0.51
0.51
0.57
0.53
0.17
0.10
0.44
0.53

0.43
0.55
0.19
0.16
0.17
0.22
0.31
0.01
0.01

0.49
0.60
0.52
0.48
0.08
0.09
0.28
0.48
0.01
0.48

0.49
0.51
0.52
0.48
0.08
0.11
0.29
0.48
0.01
0.48
0.05

0.49
0.51
0.52
0.48
0.08
0.11
0.29
0.48
0.01
0.48
0.24
0.24

Western diet, with oxygen
Single
With sIEC
With BT
With FP
With LP
With LL
With ST

With HP
With KP
With STy
With EC
With ECs
With ECe
With BT/
sIEC
With FP/
sIEC
With LP/
sIEC
With LL/
sIEC
With
ST/sIEC

0.44
0.45
0.28
0.08
0.24
0.35
0.04
0.01
0.31
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.17
0.25
0.22
0.04
0.14
0.09
0.18
0.01
0.30
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.12

0.44

0.52
0.27
0.50
0.70
0.60
0.79
0.78
0.78
0.84

0.02
0.32
0.55
0.33
0.52
0.49
0.49
0.43

0.09
0.17
0.22
0.36
0.34
0.34
0.36

0.01
0.45
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.46

0.56
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.66

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.29

0.43
0.25
0.60

0.25
0.60

0.60

0.74

0.16

0.45

0.21

0.55

0.22

0.60

0.51

0.51

0.002

0.51

0.02

0.06

0.11

0.08

0.04

0.04

0.45

0.02

0.07

0.22

0.11

0.07

0.07

0.20

0.24

0.36

0.31

0.18

0.18

0.54

0.05

0.60

0.51

0.51

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.60

0.60

0.60

0.27

0.30

0.05

0.05

0.15

0.15

0.72

0.27

0.03

0.29

0.02

With
HP/sIEC

0.02

0.25

0.72

0.36

0.46

With KP/
sIEC
With
STy/sIEC
With
EC/sIEC
With
ECs/sIEC
With
ECe/sIEC

0.002

0.001

0.84

0.57

0.49

0.001

0.28

0.35

0.88

0.45

0.34

0.52

0.65

0.001

0.001

0.94

0.63

0.53

0.001

0.65

0.001

0.002

0.001

0.86

0.56

0.59

0.001

0.57

0.001

0.33

0.002

0.001

0.86

0.56

0.59

0.001

0.57

0.001

0.30
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0.26
0.26

Table D.2 (cont)
Scenario

BT

FP

LP

LL

ST

HP

KP

STy

EC

ECs

ECe

0.26
0.46
0.93
0.44

0.04
0.09
0.60
0.05
0.01

0.02
0.15
0.76
0.06
0.13
0.08

0.13
0.34
0.46
0.37
0.21
0.19
0.16

0.44
0.51
0.57
0.53
0.33
0.29
0.42
0.07

0.33
0.53
0.19
0.32
0.26
0.35
0.33
0.21
0.40

0.49
0.60
0.52
0.48
0.12
0.23
0.44
0.48
0.01
0.48

0.49
0.51
0.52
0.48
0.13
0.32
0.44
0.48
0.05
0.48
0.24

0.49
0.51
0.52
0.48
0.13
0.32
0.44
0.48
0.05
0.48
0.24
0.24

High fiber diet, with oxygen
Single
With sIEC
With BT
With FP
With LP
With LL
With ST

With HP
With KP
With STy
With EC
With ECs
With ECe
With
BT/sIEC
With
FP/sIEC
With
LP/sIEC
With
LL/sIEC
With
ST/sIEC

0.44
0.45
0.01
0.01
0.05
0.09
0.04
0.01
0.31
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.08
0.14
0.49
0.03
0.08
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.13
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.53

0.04

0.29
0.15
0.21
0.45
0.26
0.71
0.69
0.69
0.93

0.01
0.19
0.29
0.01
0.34
0.23
0.23
0.60

0.04
0.04
0.01
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.85

0.40
0.24
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.46

0.07
0.57
0.53
0.53
0.66

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.29

0.25
0.25
0.60

0.24
0.60

0.60

0.56

0.10

0.22

0.35

0.55

0.40

0.60

0.51

0.51

0.003

0.22

0.13

0.18

0.28

0.18

0.10

0.10

0.20

0.07

0.10

0.48

0.45

0.16

0.16

0.38

0.46

0.46

0.49

0.37

0.37

0.54

0.09

0.60

0.51

0.51

0.22

0.08

0.001

0.001

0.60

0.60

0.60

0.30

0.26

0.01

0.02

0.04

0.08

0.48

0.03

0.02

0.28

0.01

With
HP/sIEC

0.02

0.12

0.47

0.31

0.14

With
KP/sIEC
With
STy/sIEC
With
EC/sIEC
With
ECs/sIEC
With
ECe/sIEC

0.002

0.001

0.65

0.53

0.13

0.001

0.28

0.17

0.50

0.06

0.10

0.48

0.36

0.001

0.001

0.77

0.19

0.18

0.001

0.56

0.001

0.002

0.001

0.75

0.45

0.25

0.001

0.57

0.002

0.30

0.002

0.001

0.75

0.45

0.25

0.001

0.57

0.002

0.33
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0.26
0.26

Table D.2 (cont)
Scenario

BT

FP

LP

LL

ST

HP

KP

STy

EC

ECs

ECe

0.42
0.62
0.89
0.58

0.07
0.14
0.25
0.09
0.01

0.06
0.26
0.25
0.12
0.28
0.15

0.26
0.61
0.93
0.60
0.39
0.34
0.36

0.55
0.69
0.56
0.62
0.63
0.40
0.50
0.08

0.53
0.71
0.71
0.66
0.48
0.55
0.49
0.41
0.53

0.69
0.82
0.58
0.93
0.53
0.69
0.64
0.05
0.65
0.70

0.67
0.79
0.69
0.80
0.55
0.67
0.62
0.05
0.63
0.67
0.01

0.67
0.79
0.69
0.80
0.55
0.67
0.62
0.05
0.63
0.67
0.08
0.22

Protein diet, with oxygen
Single
With sIEC
With BT
With FP
With LP
With LL
With ST

With HP
With KP
With STy
With EC
With ECs
With ECe
With
BT/sIEC
With
FP/sIEC
With
LP/sIEC
With
LL/sIEC
With
ST/sIEC

0.58
0.63
0.59
0.50
0.40
0.40
0.07
0.21
0.10
0.32
0.18
0.18

0.12
0.19
0.04
0.03
0.10
0.06
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.04

0.69

0.46
0.19
0.39
0.63
0.48
0.89
0.85
0.85
1.08

0.01
0.34
0.40
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.31

0.09
0.08
0.06
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.30

0.56
0.41
0.76
0.73
0.73
0.93

0.08
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.68

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.75

0.68
0.61
0.51

0.45
0.70

0.70

0.67

0.13

0.33

0.73

0.68

0.77

1.04

0.88

0.88

0.01

0.28

0.39

0.68

0.64

0.57

0.51

0.51

0.33

0.28

0.50

0.69

0.81

0.79

0.79

0.76

0.57

0.61

0.70

0.68

0.68

0.09

0.31

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.66

0.77

0.75

0.75

0.83

0.80

0.80

0.02

0.001

0.50

0.03

0.42

0.12

0.62

0.42

0.03

0.24

0.02

With
HP/sIEC

0.06

0.01

0.67

0.47

0.23

With
KP/sIEC
With
STy/sIEC
With
EC/sIEC
With
ECs/sIEC
With
ECe/sIEC

0.15

0.06

0.82

0.50

0.18

0.73

0.13

0.05

0.79

0.03

0.14

0.72

0.10

0.46

0.07

1.00

0.04

0.17

0.90

0.09

0.01

0.23

0.03

0.98

0.03

0.16

0.87

0.09

0.002

0.80

0.23

0.03

0.98

0.03

0.16

0.87

0.09

0.002

0.82
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0.26
0.53

Table D.3. Description of the ten recurring metabolite exchanges between pairs
predicted for the microbe-microbe pairs, and occurance by pair. Pairs for which no
metabolite exchange were predicted are not shown. i) pyruvate/ D-lactate shuttling
coupled to NAD+/NADH interconversion; ii) ethanol/ acetaldehyde shuttling coupled
to NAD+/NADH interconversion; iii) L-alanine/ L-lactate exchange with pyruvate as
an intermediate iv) fumarate/ succinate exchange depending on quinol and
NAD+/NADH; v) succinate/ malate exchange depending on quinol and FAD/ FADH2
or NAD+/NADH; vi) glutamate/ citrate exchange depending on transamination; vii)
acetate/ butyrate exchange depending on acetyl-CoA and butyryl-CoA; viii) acetate/
dihydroxyacetone exchange via pyruvate and acetyl-CoA as intermediates; ix)
threonine/ glycine interconversion via acetaldehyde; x) 2,3-butandiol/ diacetyl
interconversion via R-acetoin.
Pair

BTFP
BTLP
BTLL
BTST
BTSTy
BTEC
BTECs
BTECe
FPLP
FPLL
FPST
FPKP
FPSTy
FPEC
FPECs
FPECe
LPST
LPHP
LPKP
LPSTy
LPEC
LPECs
LPECe
LLST
LLHP
LLKP
LLSTy
LLEC

(i)

# scenarios containing crossfeeding exchanges per pair
(ii)
(iii) (iv) (v)
(vi) (vii) (viii) (ix) (x)

8
8

7
4
1

8
1
1

5
1
1
1

2
2
2
12

2
6
8
8
8

9
1
12
1
7
8
8
8

1
12
12
12
12
12

7

8

6
10
11
8
8
8
2
6
12
11
12

4
12

196

Total #
of scenarios
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
12
12
12

Table D.3 (cont.)
Pair

LLECs
LLECe
STSTy
STEC
STECs
STECe
HPKP
HPSTy
HPEC
HPECs
HPECe
KPSTy
KPEC
KPECs
KPECe

(i)

# scenarios containing crossfeeding exchanges per pair
(ii)
(iii) (iv) (v)
(vi) (vii) (viii) (ix) (x)

11
11
5
6
5
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

5
2
2
2

197

3

Total #
of scenarios
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
6
6
6
6
12
12
12
12

198

Commensalism (n=22)

Neutralism (n=1)

Amensalism (n=175)

Competition (n=66)

Mutualism (n=37)

Exchange co-occurances summed up for
predicted interactions
Average # of exchange co-occurances/ pair
Pyruvate/ D-lactate + Acetaldehyde/
Ethanol
Pyruvate/ D-lactate + L-alanine/ L-lactate
Pyruvate/ D-lactate + Fumarate/ Succinate
Pyruvate/ D-lactate + Glycine/ Threonine
Acetaldehyde/ Ethanol + Fumarate/
Succinate
Acetaldehyde/ Ethanol + Malate/ Succinate
Acetaldehyde/ Ethanol + 2,3-butandiol/
Diacetyl
L-alanine/ L-lactate + Acetate/
Dihydroxyacetone
L-alanine/ L-lactate + Glycine/ Threonine
Fumarate/ Succinate + Citrate/ Glutamate
Fumarate/ Succinate + Acetate/ Butyrate
Fumarate/ Succinate + Glycine/ Threonine
Malate/ Succinate + Glycine/ Threonine
Citrate/ Glutamate + Acetate/ Butyrate
Citrate/ Glutamate + Acetate/
Dihydroxyacetone

Parasitism (n=299)

Table D.4. Co-occurences of the ten metabolite exchanges (Table D.3) in all 600 pairs
grouped by type of interaction. Exchanges that did not co-occur in any
microbe-microbe interaction are not shown.

0.29

0.38

0

0.03

0.09

1.05

10
6
2
2

4

2

29
1
1

8
3

1

6
1
3
26
4
4
7
4
1

6

1
2
2

1
1
1
2
1

2
1
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